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AGENDA
Part 1
Items during the consideration of which the meeting is expected to be open to
members of the public (including the press) subject to any statutory right of
exclusion.
1.

Code of Conduct – Declaration of Interests
Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests)
Regulations 2012
Members are reminded of their responsibility to declare any disclosable
pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest which they have in any item of business
on the agenda no later than when the item is reached.

2.

Minutes

Page 1

Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board held on 11
November 2013.
3.

Annual Audit Letter 2012/13
Report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive Board Member,
Corporate Resources and Assignments.
Please note Judith Tench, Engagement Lead from Grant
Thornton is attending the meeting for this item.
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4.

Executive Decisions - Forward Plan

Page 25

Report of Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director,
Corporate Governance.
5.

Budget Monitoring 2013/14 –Quarter 2 Update

Page 37

Report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive Board Member,
Corporate Resources and Assignments.
6.

Capital Programme Monitoring 2013/14 Quarter 2 (July –
September) (Forward Plan No 026/13)

Page 51

Report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive Board Member,
Corporate Resources and Assignments.
7.

Performance Report – Quarter 2 - 2013/14

Page 79

Report of Councillor H Patel, Executive Board Member,
Personnel and Communications.
8.

Strategic Risk Report – Quarter 2

Page 97

Report of Councillor H Patel, Executive Board Member,
Personnel and Communications.
9.

Adult Social Care Budget Calculator Review
(Forward Plan No 052/13)

Page 105

Report of Councillor P Wright, Executive Board Member, Health
and Wellbeing and Adult Services.
NB. Please note agenda item 9 is to be considered under the
General Exception Procedure Rule 13 – Access to
Information Procedure Rules under Regulation 10 of the
(Meetings and Access to Information) Regulations 2012.
10. Statement of Community Involvement
(Forward Plan No 035/13)

Page 111

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
11. Hot Food Takeaway – Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) (Forward Plan No. NKD-033/13)
Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.

Page 173

12. Warrington Affordable Housing Programme: Acquisition
(Forward Plan No 041/13)

Page 229

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
13. Business Case for Adult Social Care Social Enterprise
(Forward Plan No 036/13)

Page 235

Report of Councillor P Wright, Executive Board Member, Health
and Wellbeing and Adult Services.
Part 2
Items of a “confidential or other special nature” during which it is likely that the
meeting will not be open to the public and press as there would be a disclosure of
exempt information as defined in Section 100I of the Local Government Act 1972.
The following information comprises the formal notice under Paragraph 5(4) of the
Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information)
(England) Regulations 2012 that a decision has been taken to hold this part of the
meeting in private. Information is also provided against each item heading about
the reasons for holding this part of the meeting in private, any representations
received and the response to those representations.
14. Warrington Affordable Housing Programme: Acquisition
(Forward Plan No 041/13)
Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
Reasons for Considering in Private:
Exempt information - Category 3, Schedule 12A, Local
Government Act 1972.
Representations Received:
Nil
Response to Representations:
Nil
NB. Please note agenda item 14 is to be considered under
the urgency provisions for private meetings in the access to
information rules, under Regulations 5(6) of the (Meetings
and Access to Information) Regulations 2012.

If you would like this information provided in another language or format, including
large print, Braille, audio or British Sign Language, please call 01925 443322 or ask
at the reception desk in Contact Warrington, Horsemarket Street, Warrington
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EXECUTIVE BOARD – 11 November 2013
Present:
Executive Board Members

Councillors:

Leader
Deputy Leader
Corporate Resources & Assignments
Highways, Transportation & Climate Change
Children and Young People’s Services
Leisure, Community and Culture
Environment and Public Protection
Personnel and Communications
Health and Wellbeing & Adult Services

T O’Neill
M Hannon
R Bowden
L Dirir
C Froggatt
K Hannon
D Keane
H Patel
P Wright

EB 72

Apologies

Nil.
EB 73

Minutes

Decision – That the Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board held on 14
October 2013 be signed by the Leader as a correct record.
EB 74

Executive Decisions - Forward Plan

The Executive Board considered a report of the Solicitor to the Council and
Assistant Director, Corporate Governance on the contents of the Executive
Decisions - Forward Plan for the period 1 December 2013 – 31 March 2013.
Decision – That the report be noted.
EB 75

Referral from Organisational Improvement and Development
Policy Committee – Living Wage (Forward Plan No. NKD012/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor H Patel, Executive
Board Member, Personnel and Communications which provided information
on its findings from undertaking a review of the implications of introducing the
‘Living Wage’ to Warrington Borough Council.
Cllr Kerr Brown, as Chair of the Committee, outlined the findings of the
Organisational Improvement and Development Policy Committee on Living
Wage and was accompanied by the Deputy Chair, Cllr Murphy.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to the following
recommendations made by the Organisational Improvement and
Development Policy Committee (also in Appendix 1 of the report):
Minutes Issued on Thursday, 14 November 2013. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 18
November 2013. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 19 November 2013.
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EB 76

(1)

the Executive Board recognised the difficulties in
organisations seeking to implement the Living Wage locally
and independently rather than via the legally enforceable
minimum wage.

(2)

that a further review of the Council and Borough’s partners’
position is undertaken once the outcome of the Living Wage
Commission is made public.

(3)

that any future review of the Council’s current pay and
grading structure takes account of the Living Wage with
regards to any proposals that affect Spinal Column Points 15.

Referral from Organisational Improvement and Development
Policy Committee – Co-operative Councils and Mutuals as a
Delivery Model for Council Services (Forward Plan Decision
No. NKD-013/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor H Patel, Executive
Board Member, Personnel and Communications which reported on the
Organisational Improvement and Development Policy Committee’s research
project to examine the concept of Co-operative and Mutual models of delivery;
with the intention to assess whether these models could be applicable and
beneficial to Warrington Borough Council.
Cllr Kerr Brown, as Chair of the Committee, outlined the findings of the
Organisational Improvement and Development Policy Committee on
Cooperative Council and Mutuals and was accompanied by the Deputy Chair,
Cllr Murphy.
Decision – That the Executive agreed to the following recommendations as
made by the Organisational Improvement and Development Policy Committee
(also in Appendix 1 of the report):
(1)

Co-operative and mutual models of operation (and the
benefits they bring) warrant consideration within any future
options appraisals for service delivery; alongside a broad
range of other delivery options;

(2)

ultimate decisions on service delivery models should be
supported by robust appraisal of options and based on value
for money and the effective delivery of outcomes;

(3)

where options for significant alternative service delivery are
being considered the Organisational Improvement and
Development Committee request that they are involved from
an early stage.

Minutes Issued on Thursday, 14 November 2013. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 18
November 2013. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 19 November 2013.
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EB 77

Changes to Council Tax 2014-2015 (Forward Plan Decision No.
031/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments which provided
information on the proposed introduction of a number of technical changes to
council tax from April 2014. The paper also provided details of consultation
undertaken, including feedback from the Supporting the Local Economy Policy
Committee.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)
(2)

note the proposed options for amendments to the council tax
scheme; and
approve implementation of the changes from April 2014.

Reason for Decision:
The proposed scheme offered the best fit for Warrington. It retained
supportive provision for owners of empty dwellings but would deliver
additional revenue to the Council.
EB 78

Changes to the Business Rates – Mandatory Discretionary and
Hardship Reliefs (Forward Plan Decision No. 032/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments which sought
approval to proposed changes to Business Rates (Mandatory, Discretionary
and Hardship) following the introduction of discretionary powers under Section
69 of the Localism Act. This amends the 1988 Local Government Finance Act
and allowed Council’s discretion to award rate relief to all types of business.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1) note the proposed policies for administering applications for
business rates reliefs; and
(2) approve implementation of the changes to policy from April
2014.
Reason for Decision:
Adoption of the relief policies offered the best fit for Warrington. The Policies
would –
(1) Retain supportive provision for business rate payers facing hardship and
requiring assistance
(2) Provide the Council with the opportunity and flexibility to develop
innovative schemes to assist with local regeneration initiatives.

Minutes Issued on Thursday, 14 November 2013. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 18
November 2013. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 19 November 2013.
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Blacklisting – Minimising Risks to the Council and Local
Businesses

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments which advised that on
26 September 2013, the Audit and Corporate Governance Committee
endorsed a number of process changes which would –
 Minimise the risk of the council engaging with, through contract,
any organisation which participated in ‘blacklisting’ activities;
 Discourage local businesses from participating in ‘blacklisting’
activities
Decision – That the Executive Board noted the proposed changes to the
Council’s procurement process and the approach to be taken by Warrington
and Co. to mitigate risks associated with the activity of ‘blacklisting’ and
propose the recommendation to Council.
Reason for Decision:
To ensure that the revised processes for mitigating the risks of ‘blacklisting’
are noted by the Executive Board.
EB 80

Scrap Metal Dealers (Forward Plan Decision No. 039/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor D Keane, Executive
Board Member, Environment & Public Protection which advised of the
implications of the Scrap Metal Dealers Act 2013 and to ensure that the
necessary delegations, fees and approvals were in place.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to (1) formally adopt the provisions of the Act and to grant the
necessary delegations in respect to the administration and
enforcement of the Act;
(2) adopt the proposed fee structure;
(3) delegate the decision on uncontested applications, including any
renewal or variation, including the imposition of conditions, to the
officers set out in paragraph 5.2 of the report;
(4) delegate the decision on any contested application, variation or
revocation to Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment, or officer appointed to act on their
behalf, following consultation with the Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
(5) adopt the draft Policy in appendix 2 of the report.
Minutes Issued on Thursday, 14 November 2013. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 18
November 2013. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 19 November 2013.
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Reason for Decision – To ensure that the correct procedures, fees and
delegations were in place for the administration and enforcement of the Act.
EB 81

Exclusion of the Public (including the Press)

Decision – That members of the public (including the press) be excluded from
the meeting by reasons of the confidential nature of the following items of
business to be transacted being within category 3 of Schedule 12a Local
Government Act 1972 (Rule 10 of the Access to Information Procedure Rules)
and the public interest in disclosing the information is outweighed by the need
to keep the information confidential.
EB 82

Bridge Street Quarter – Relocation of the Market Hall (Forward
Plan Decision No. 002/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor T O’Neill, Leader and
Councillor M Hannon, Deputy Leader which sought approval for the relocation
of the Market Hall as part of the regeneration of the Bridge Street Quarter.
The contents and recommendations of the report were subject to future
reports to the Executive Board on the wider regeneration of the Bridge Street
Quarter.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(i)

approve the development of a New Market Hall to be
constructed by Muse Developments Limited on the site of the
former Boots property on Bridge Street.

(ii)

approve the principle of development of a temporary market
to be constructed by Muse Developments Limited on the site
of the current Time Square to facilitate the above
recommendation, final costs to be reported to Executive
Board for approval;

(iii)

authorise the Executive Director, Economy, Regeneration,
Growth and Environment in consultation with the Leader and
Deputy Leader to complete the detailed specification and
heads of terms with Muse for a new market and a temporary
market, the final costs to be reported to Executive Board for
approval.

(iv)

approve a market management model as set out in 9.3 of the
report.

Reason for Decision Approval needs to be given to the proposed new market development to
enable the comprehensive redevelopment of Bridge Street Quarter. If
approval is not given, then Muse will not progress the Bridge Street
Quarter project in the current timescale or viability constraints.
Minutes Issued on Thursday, 14 November 2013. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 18
November 2013. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 19 November 2013.
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Signed………………………….

Dated…………………………...

Minutes Issued on Thursday, 14 November 2013. Call In expires midnight on Monday, 18
November 2013. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 19 November 2013.
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
Executive Board – 9 December 2013
Report of Executive Councillor Russ Bowden, Executive Board Member,
Corporate Resources and Assignments
Board Members:
Chief Executive:
Executive Director:

Professor Steven Broomhead, Interim Chief Executive
Katherine Fairclough, Deputy Chief Executive

Senior Responsible Lynton Green, Director of Finance and Information Services
Officer:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
lgreen@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 44 3935

TITLE OF REPORT: ANNUAL AUDIT LETTER
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To present the Grant Thornton 2012/13 Annual Audit Letter for
consideration. The Annual Audit Letter is included at Appendix A.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

This report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1

The Annual Audit letter summarises the findings from Grant Thornton’s
2012/13 external audit. The audit comprised three elements:

3.2



The audit of the Council’s financial statements



The assessment of the Council’s arrangements to secure value for money



The audit of the Whole of Government Accounts submission
The Letter was received and noted by the Audit and Corporate Governance
Committee at its meeting on 12 November 2013.
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4.

EXTERNAL AUDIT OPINION 2012/13

4.1

The audit conclusions provided by Grant Thornton in the Annual Audit letter
are:


An unqualified opinion on the accounts which gave a true and fair view
of the Council’s financial position as at 31 March 2013 and its income
and expenditure for the year;



An unqualified opinion in respect of the Council’s arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources;
and



An unqualified opinion on the Council’s Whole of Government Accounts
submission.

5.

KEY AREAS FOR COUNCIL ATTENTION

5.1

Grant Thornton noted that the Council had improved the quality of the
accounts presented for audit in 2012/13 and that the financial statements
and working papers were of a good standard and presented on time.

5.2

In noting the extent of the Council’s capital and regeneration programme for
2013/14, the Auditor asked the Council to ensure that:


Its decision making processes are sufficiently robust and transparent;



That there is a clear audit trail in place between the aims and ambitions
of the Council and the decisions it makes, clearly evidencing the
consideration and mitigation of any associated risks; and



Decisions should be subject to appropriate challenge and review with an
agreed way forward.

6.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

The report refers to the Council’s financial accounts as at the end of March
2013.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT

7.1

In preparing for the compilation of the annual Statement of Accounts and
External Audit for 2012/13, a risk analysis was completed and steps
undertaken to mitigate the risks to a successful closure of accounts.

8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

8.1

Equality Impact Assessments are completed for relevant areas of Council
services that are included within the Statement of Accounts.
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9.

CONSULTATION

9.1

The Annual Audit Letter was presented to the Audit and Corporate
Governance Committee on 21 November 2013 for their consideration.
Relevant Officers were consulted in the normal process for presenting
reports to the Committee.

10.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

10.1

To ensure the Executive Board is aware of the External Auditor’s conclusion
on the Council’s 2012/13 financial statements.

10.2

To ensure the Executive Board takes any key areas for attention into
account on matters for future decisions.

11.

RECOMMENDATION

11.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i)

Note the audit conclusions in relation to 2012/13 (4.1).

(ii)

Note the key areas for Council attention in 2013/14 (5.2).
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The Annual Audit Letter
for Warrington Borough Council
Year ended 31 March 2013
October 2013

Judith Tench
Engagement Lead
T 0161 214 6369
E judith.m.tench@uk.gt.com
Jo-Ann Whittingham
Manager
T 07880 456 175
E jo.e.whittingham@uk.gt.com

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date
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Section 1:

Executive summary

01. Executive summary
02. Audit of the accounts
03. Value for Money

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date

Executive summary

Purpose of this Letter
Our Annual Audit Letter ('Letter') summarises the key findings arising from the
following work that we have carried out at Warrington Borough Council ('the
Council') for the year ended 31 March 2013:
• auditing the 2012-13 accounts and Whole of Government Accounts submission
(Section two)
• assessing the Council's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources (Section three).
The Letter is intended to communicate key messages to the Council and external
stakeholders, including members of the public. We reported the detailed findings
from our audit work to those charged with governance in the Audit Findings and
the Financial Resilience Report 26 September 2013.
Responsibilities of the external auditors and the Council
This Letter has been prepared in the context of the Statement of Responsibilities
of Auditors and Audited Bodies issued by the Audit Commission (www.auditcommission.gov.uk).
The Council is responsible for preparing and publishing its accounts, accompanied
by an Annual Governance Statement. It is also responsible for putting in place
proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of
resources (Value for Money).

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date

Our annual work programme, which includes nationally prescribed and locally
determined work, has been undertaken in accordance with the Audit Plan that
we issued in February 2013 and was conducted in accordance with the Audit
Commission's Code of Audit Practice ('the Code'), International Standards on
Auditing (UK and Ireland) and other guidance issued by the Audit Commission.
Audit conclusions
The audit conclusions which we have provided in relation to 2012-13 are as
follows:
• an unqualified opinion on the accounts which give a true and fair view of the
Council's financial position as at 31 March 2013 and its income and
expenditure for the year;
• an unqualified conclusion in respect of the Council's arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources; and
• an unqualified opinion on the council's Whole of Government Accounts
submission.
We are working on the certification of two grant claims and returns: housing
and council tax benefits and teachers pension. We have certified the National
Non- Domestic Rates claim without amendment. We will issue a separate grants
report when all of the grant work is concluded.
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Key messages and areas for Council attention
We summarise here the key messages arising from our audit for the Council to
consider as well as highlighting key issues facing the Council in the future.

In early 2012 construction work commenced on Omega Warrington. This is a
mixed use development supported by the Council. It is expected to create
24,000 jobs in the North West.

The Council improved the quality of the accounts presented for audit this year. The
financial statements and working papers were of a good standard and met all of the
statutory deadlines.

In November 2012 the Council also launched the Warrington Means Business
programme to drive economic growth in the borough.

The Council's financial control is good. It generated £14m of savings during
2012/13 and delivered a small surplus £11,000. The Council's most recent forecasts
identifies the need to save a further £40m over the next four years whilst
continuing to deliver high quality services. To do this the Council needs to ensure
its Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is responsive and transparent. The Council
will have to demonstrate that it can prioritise its activities using the limited resources
available to support its agreed pledges.

These projects form the basis of the Council's ambitious regeneration and
capital programme – along with Southern Gateway and others. It must now
ensure that its decision making processes are sufficiently robust and transparent.
There needs to be a clear audit trail in place between the aims and ambitions of
the Council and the decisions it makes - clearly evidencing the consideration
and mitigation of any associated risks. Decisions should be subject to
appropriate challenge and review with an agreed way forward.

During 2012/13 the Council delivered a £32m capital programme including:
• the opening of Orford Park Sports Village; and
• making accessible mortgages to first time buyers under the Local Authority
Mortgage Scheme.
2012/13 has also seen the Council progress a number of other significant projects –
many aimed at the regeneration of the borough. For example, the Executive Board:
• agreed a £34m street lighting replacement programme over the next three years;
• agreed the vision and master plan for the Stadium Quarter development, part of
the town regeneration programme; and
• approved a strategy for re-development works on Walton Hall and Gardens.

Acknowledgements
This Letter has been agreed with the Lynton Green the Director of Finance
and will be presented to the Audit and Corporate Governance Committee on 21
November 2013. It will also be presented to the Executive Board on 9
December 2013.
We would like record our appreciation for the assistance and co-operation
provided to us during our audit by the Council's staff.

Grant Thornton UK LLP
October 2013
© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date
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Section 2: Audit of the accounts

Conclusion
01. Executive summary
02. Audit of the accounts
03. Value for Money
04. Certification of grant claims and returns

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date

We issued an unqualified opinion on the Council's 2012-13
financial statements on 30 September 2013, meeting the
deadline set by the Department for Communities and Local
Government.
Our opinion confirms that the accounts give a true and fair
view of the Council's financial position and of the income and
expenditure recorded by the Council.

Audit of the accounts
Audit of the accounts

Annual governance statement

Prior to giving our opinion on the accounts, we are required to report significant
matters arising from the audit to 'those charged with governance' (defined as the
Audit and Governance Committee at the Council). We presented our report to
the Audit and Governance Committee on 26 September and summarise only the
key messages in this Letter. The key findings of our audit of the accounts are
summarised below:

We examined the Council's arrangements for compiling the Annual
Governance
Statement (AGS) and considered whether it was in accordance with our
knowledge of the Council. We agreed minor narrative adjustments with
officers.
Update

Preparation of the accounts
The Council's preparation of its financial statements have improved. We were
presented with good quality draft statements before 28 June, in accordance with
the national deadline. Appropriate working papers were made available from the
start of the audit fieldwork, which commenced in Mid July. Officers were
available throughout our audit to provide timely responses to any requests for
additional supporting information.
Issues arising from the audit of the accounts
Our audit work did not identify any adjustments affecting the Council's
reported financial position. We identified two material disclosure items which
management corrected and presented to the Audit and Governance Committee
on 26 September 2103. We also agreed a number of minor adjustments to
improve the presentation and disclosure of the accounts. We identified two
errors which officers chose not to correct. These items were reported to Audit
and Governance Committee for their consideration before they approved the
accounts.

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date

When we issued our Audit Findings report we were finalising our work
across a number of areas: Whole of Government Accounts (WGA), Housing
benefits and council tax, reviewing the published statements and post
balance sheet events. The draft WGA and working papers were of a high
standard and presented in good time for the audit. As a result we certified
the return with no issues to report to DCLG, the Audit Commission or the
National Audit Office .
We found a small number of errors in the sample selected for housing
benefits and council tax testing. After considering the potential impact of the
errors on the financial statements we were able to conclude income,
expenditure and debtors relating to both housing benefits and council tax
were fairly stated. However, these errors will require further work and
examination for the purposes of certifying the accuracy of the housing
benefit and council tax grant claim to satisfy the requirements of claiming
subsidy from the Department of works and Pensions (DWP).
We have also reviewed the published financial statements and
accompanying auditors report . We have no issues to bring to your attention.
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Value for money conclusion
01. Executive summary
02. Audit of the accounts
03. Value for Money
04. Certification of grant claims and returns
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On the basis of our work, and having regard to the guidance
on the specified criteria published by the Audit Commission,
we are satisfied that in all significant respects the Council put
in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ending 31
March 2013.

Value for Money

Scope of work
The Code describes the Council's responsibilities to put in place proper
arrangements to:
• secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources
• ensure proper stewardship and governance
• review regularly the adequacy and effectiveness of these arrangements.
We are required to give a VFM conclusion based on the following two criteria
specified by the Audit Commission which support our reporting responsibilities
under the Code:
The Council has proper arrangements in place for securing financial
resilience. The Council has robust systems and processes to manage effectively
financial risks and opportunities, and to secure a stable financial position that
enables it to continue to operate for the foreseeable future.
The Council has proper arrangements for challenging how it secures
economy, efficiency and effectiveness. The Council is prioritising its resources
within tighter budgets, for example by achieving cost reductions and by improving
efficiency and productivity.
Key findings
Securing financial resilience
We have undertaken a review which considered the Council's arrangements against
the three expected characteristics of proper arrangements as defined by the Audit
Commission:

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date

• financial governance
• financial planning
• financial control.
Detailed findings are provided in our Financial Resilience report issued in
September 2013. Our overall conclusion is that whilst the Council faces
significant financial challenges, particularly from 2014/15 onwards, its current
arrangements for securing financial resilience are good
Challenging economy, efficiency and effectiveness
We have reviewed whether the Council has prioritised its resources to take
account of the tighter constraints it is required to operate within and whether it
has achieved cost reductions and improved productivity and efficiencies.
Our work highlighted the Council's good track record of managing its budget
and delivering savings. The Council has delivered over £36m of savings over
since 2011. The medium term financial plan focuses on the need to make
further savings of over £30m over the next four years.
The Council has an ambitious capital programme that reflect its drive and
ambition. The programme includes a number of innovative schemes that stretch
the boundaries of traditional local government activity – for example alternative
methods of service delivery and loans to registered social landlords. It remains
important that the Council's governance and risk management arrangements
support effective decision making processes that deliver clear and transparent
decisions subject to appropriate challenge and review.
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Section 4: Certification of grant claims and returns

We are required to certify certain of the claims and returns
submitted by the Council. Our certification represents the final part
of the process to confirm the Council's entitlement to funding.
01. Executive summary
02. Audit of the accounts
03. Value for Money
04. Certification of grant claims and returns

For 2012/13 we planned to certify claims for housing and council
tax benefits, National Non Domestic Rates (NNDR), and Teacher's
Pensions. We have already certified the NNDR return without
amendment We expect to certify the remaining claims by the end of
November, according to the deadline set by the issuing government
departments.
We have not identified any issues – to date – that we wish to
highlight. Our detailed findings will be reported in our separate
Grant Certification report early in 2014.

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date

Appendices

Appendices

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date
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Appendix A: Reports issued and fees
We confirm below the fee charged for the audit and confirm that there were no fees for the provision of non audit services.

Fees for other services in 2012/13

Fees
Per Audit plan Actual fees
£
£
Audit Fee
Grant certification fee

168,480
29,700

168,480
TBC*

Total fees

198,180

198,180

Service

Fees £

None

Nil

* The grant certification fee will be confirmed once
certification of 2012/13 claims is complete.

Reports issued
Report

Date issued

Audit Plan

February 2013

Audit Findings Report

20 September 2013

VfM – Financial Resilience Report

26 Sept 2013

Annual Audit Letter

October 2013

Certification report

Due December 2013

© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP | Annual Audit Letter | Date
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© 2013 Grant Thornton UK LLP. All rights reserved.
'Grant Thornton' means Grant Thornton UK LLP, a limited
liability partnership.
Grant Thornton is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd
(Grant Thornton International). References to 'Grant Thornton' are
to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms operate
and refer to one or more member firms, as the context requires.
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 9 December 2013
Report of

The Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director Corporate
Governance

Executive Director:

Steven Broomhead, Interim Chief Executive

Senior Responsible
Officer/Report
Author:
Contact Details:

Bryan Magan, Head of Democratic and Member Services
Email Address:
bmagan@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442120

TITLE OF REPORT: EXECUTIVE DECISIONS - FORWARD PLAN
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To consider the current Forward Plan covering the period 1January – 30 April
2014.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

Key Decisions are Executive decisions of the authority which are decisions of
the Executive Board or an Officer under delegated powers which are likely to –

3.2



Result in Warrington Borough Council incurring expenditure, making
savings or vireing £250,000 or more having regard to the Local Authority
budget for the service or functions to which the decision relates, or



Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working within
Warrington Borough Council’s area comprising two or more Wards.

To comply with the legislation 'Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information)(England) Regulations 2012', the Council
is required –
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(1)

to publish a notice of its intention to discuss confidential or exempt
items at least 28 days in advance of the meeting; and

(2)

to publish a further notice at least 5 clear days’ before a private meeting
which must include a statement of the reasons for the meeting to be
held in private, details of any representations received and a statement
of its response to any such representations.

4.

THE REPORT

4.1

The current Executive Decisions - Forward Plan is attached at Appendix A.

4.2

The following amendments/changes to the Forward Plan are reported for
information:

FP NO.

AMENDMENTS TO FORWARD PLAN

9 December Executive Board
044/13

Transfer of Active Warrington Team – deferred to 24 April 2014.
Reason: Due to ongoing discussions with unions and the requirement for
a full market test on potential providers.

043/13

Delivering Wellbeing in Bewsey and Dallam – deferred to 13 January
2014.
Reason: To progress commercial negotiations over the land
transactions.

041/13

Affordable Housing Programme: Acquisition – item now Part 2.
Reason: Due to the confidential financial nature of the content of this
report to defer the report to the next Executive Board meeting would
cause unreasonable delay to the acquisition.

Review of Adult Social Care Cost Calculator
New Item
052/13
To be considered under the general exception procedure
13 January Executive Board
020/13

042/13

New Item
050/13

Award of Contract for the Hire of Vehicles – withdrawn from the forward
plan.
Reason: To be considered by the Strategic Procurement Panel following
the decision/agreement at the Executive Board meeting on 14 October
2013.
Priority Infrastructure – Warrington Waterfront – Approval to carry out
public and stakeholder consultation – Item withdrawn from the forward
plan.
Reason: Withdrawn due to the requirement for further investigation and
planning work to be completed.
Warrington Borough Council’s Response to HS2 Consultation
26
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New Item
051/13
New Item
053/13
New Item
054/13
New Item
055/13
New Item
NKD-056/13

Street Lighting Material Tender (Joint Procurement Warrington/Blackburn
with Darwen)
Loan to Registered Social Landlord
Omega South Masterplan Development Strategy
Stadium Quarter Incubator
Corporate Parenting Committee – governance arrangements.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

None.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

N/A

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Democratic and Member Services has an up to date Equalities Impact
Assessment in place for its functions and policies and has produced an Action
Plan to deal with key matters arising. There are no specific equalities issues
in relation to the content of this report.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

N/A.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

The report is submitted for information and comment.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

That the Executive Board receives the contents of the Forward Plan and make
comments as appropriate.

11.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Papers held within Democratic and Member Services about items for inclusion
and changes to the Forward Plan.

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
E-mail
Julie Ramskill
jramskill@warrington.gov.uk
27
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01925 442114
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Updated: 27 November 2013

EXECUTIVE DECISIONS – FORWARD PLAN
1 January 2013 – 30 April 2014

Report of the Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director,
Corporate Governance
This is formal notice under the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information)(England) Regulations 2012 of Key
Decisions due to be taken by the Authority and that those parts of the
Executive Board meeting identified in this Forward Plan will be held in private
because the agenda and reports for the meeting will contain confidential or
exempt information as defined in the Regulations.
Contact Information:
Democratic & Member Services
Town Hall
Warrington
WA1 1UH
Email: jramskill@warrington.gov.uk
Tel: 01925 442114/01925 442104
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What is the Forward Plan?
The Forward Plan contains all the key decisions the Council expects to take over the next four
months. It will be refreshed regularly and will give at least 28 days’ notice of any Key
Decisions and, if applicable, the Executive Board’s intention to discuss an item in private and
the reason for this.
What is a Key Decision?
Key Decisions are Executive decisions of the authority which are decisions of the Executive
Board or an Officer under delegated powers which are likely to –
 Result in Warrington Borough Council incurring expenditure or the making of
savings of £250,000 or more, having regard to the Local Authority budget for the
service or function to which the decision relates, or
 Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working within
Warrington Borough Council’s area comprising two or more Wards.
For information, the Forward Plan also includes some other matters expected to come before
the Executive Board or that the Executive Board is likely to recommend to full Council
whether or not they may give rise to Key Decisions.
What does the Forward Plan tell me?
The Plan gives information about:








what key decisions are to be made in the next four months;
the matter in respect of which the decision is to be made;
who will make the key decisions;
when those key decisions are likely to be made;
what documents will be considered;
who you can contact for further information.

Who takes Key Decisions?
Under the Authority’s Constitution, Key Decisions are taken by the Executive Board or
individual officers acting under delegated powers.
Most Key Decisions are taken at public meetings of the Executive Board. Executive Board
meets at 6.30 pm at the Town Hall, Warrington.
Further Information and Representations about Items Proposed to be Heard in Private
Names of contact officers are included in the Plan and can be reached via (01925) 442114. If
you are unsure, please contact Democratic & Member Services on the same number and
staff there will be able to assist you. If you wish to make representations about an item
proposed to be heard in private, you should contact Democratic and Member Services by no
later than six clear working days before the meeting.
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Last forward plan entry No. 056/13

If you have any questions about any of the items listed please contact Julie Ramskill on 01925 442114.

Key Decisions – 13 January 2014
Item

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

Decision
Reference
Number

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

018/13

17/7/13

Award of the Contract for the
Provision of a Material Recovery
Facility Service (Joint
Procurement)

034/13

26/9/13

Local Plan Annual Monitoring
Report

043/13

28/10/13

Delivering Wellbeing in Bewsey
and Dallam

Over 250K

045/13

1/11/13

Proposed schedule for the
implementation of Asset Transfers
for community centres

savings to be realised
in 2016/17/18

048/13

18/11/13

Great Sankey Leisure Centre
Neighbourhood Hub

£5million

£2.2m over 3 yrs

Wards
Affected

Lead Executive
Board Member

All

Councillor D Keane,
Environment &
Public Protection

All

Councillor D Keane,
Environment &
Public Protection

Bewsey &
Whitecross

Councillor K Hannon
Leisure, Community
and Culture

N/A

All

Councillor K Hannon
Leisure, Community
and Culture

N/A

Whittle Hall

Councillor K Hannon
Leisure, Community
and Culture

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private
**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)

N/A

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)
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List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

Directorate and
Contact for Further
Information
Economic
Regeneration, Growth
and Environment
P McHenry
Tel: 01925 442654
pmchenry@warrington
.gov.uk
Economic
Regeneration, Growth
and Environment
Garry Legg
Tel: 01925 442795
glegg@warrington.gov.uk
Economic
Regeneration, Growth
& Environment
Stewart Brown
Dave Cowley
Deborah McArdie
Tel 01925 442850
sbrown@warrington.g
ov.uk
Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Stephanie Duerden
Tel: 4442643
sduerden@warrington.
gov.uk
Economic
Regeneration, Growth
& Environment
Stewart Brown
Tel 01925 442850

Key
Decision
(Y/N)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EXECUTIVE DECISIONS - FORWARD PLAN
1 January – 30 April 2014
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sbrown@warrington.g
ov.uk

050/13

21/11/13

Warrington Borough Council’s
Response to HS2 Consultation

-

N/A

All

Economic
Councillor T O’Neill, Available at
Leader
www.hs2.org.uk/route Regeneration, Growth
& Environment
-consultation
Pete Brunskill
Tel 01925 443222
Alan Dickin
Tel 01924 442685
Steve Hunter
01925 442684

Yes

051/13

21/11/13

Street Lighting Material Tender
(Joint Procurement
Warrington/Blackburn with
Darwen)

£25million over a four
year framework
agreement

N/A

All

Councillor L Dirir
Highways,
Transportation &
Climate Change

Economic
Regeneration, Growth
& Environment
Sharon Walls
Tel 01925 442427
Dave Vasey
Tel 01925 442573
swalls@warrington.go
v.uk

Yes

053/13

25/11/13

Loan to Registered Social
Landlord

All

Yes

054/13

29/11/13

Omega South Masterplan
Development Strategy

055/13

29/11/13

Stadium Quarter Incubator

Resources & Strategic
Commissioning
Danny Mather
Tel 01925 442344
Economic
Regeneration, Growth
& Environment
Steve Park
Tel 01925 443940
spark@warringtonand
co.com
Economic
Councillor T O’Neill, Warrington Means
Leader
Business – a business Regeneration, Growth
& Environment
growth and
Steve Park
regeneration
Tel 01925 443940
programme for
Spark@warringtonand
Warrington
co.com

Non Key Decisions – 13 January 2014
NKD-056/13

29/11/13

Corporate Parenting Forum –
governance arrangements

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)
N/A

Over £250k

Councillor R Bowden
Corporate
Resources &
Assignments
Burtonwood Councillor T O’Neill, Warrington Means
Business – a business
and Winwick, Leader
growth and
Westbrook,
regeneration
Whittle Hall
programme for
Warrington

N/A

Bewsey and
Whitecross

N/A

All
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Councillor C
Froggatt

Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning

Yes

Yes

No
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Children and Young
People’s Services

Tim Date
Tel 01925 442150
tdate@warrington.gov.
uk

Information Items – 13 January 2014
NIL

Key Decisions – 10 February 2014
Decision
Reference
Number

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

Item

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

019/13

17/7/13

£800,000 (estimated)
Award of Contract for the
Operation and Management of the over 2 years
Household Waste Recycling
Centre

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)

All

037/13

1/10/13

Contract for the Provision of Health £453,735
Services -0 – 19 years old.

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)

All

047/13

14/11/13

Request for Waiver to extend the
current Residential and Nursing
Care Contract.

Approx £25million per
annum

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private

N/A

Non Key Decisions – 10 February 2014
Information Items – 10 February 2014
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Wards
Affected

All

Lead Executive
Board Member

List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

Directorate and
Contact for Further
Information

Councillor D Keane, Municipal Waste
Economic
Environment &
Management Strategy Regeneration, Growth
Public Protection
and Environment
P McHenry
Tel: 01925 442654
pmchenry@warrington
.gov.uk
Resources and
Councillor P Wright
Strategic
Health and
Commissioning
Wellbeing and Adult
Christopher Luke
Services
Tel: 01925 442879
cluke@warrington.gov.
uk
Councillor P Wright
Health and
Wellbeing and Adult
Services

Families & Wellbeing
Frank Pacey
Tel 01925 443571
fpacy@warrington.gov.
uk

Key
Decision
(Y/N)
Yes

Yes

Yes

EXECUTIVE DECISIONS - FORWARD PLAN
1 January – 30 April 2014
Key Decisions – 10 March 2014
Decision
Reference
Number

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

046/13

14/11/13

Item

Quarter 3 – 2013/14 Capital
Programme Monitoring Report

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private

Wards
Affected

Lead Executive
Board Member

N/A

All

Directorate and
Contact for Further
Information

Key
Decision
(Y/N)

Councillor R Bowden
Corporate
Resources and
Assignments

Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Danny Mather
Tel 01925 442344
dmather@warrington.g
ov.uk

Yes

Non Key Decisions – 10 March 2014
Information Items – 10 March 2014
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List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

14/11/13

Budget Monitoring 2013/14 –
Quarter 3 Update

N/A

All

Councillor R Bowden
Corporate
Resources and
Assignments

Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Danny Mather
Tel 01925 442344
dmather@warrington.g
ov.uk

No

14/11/13

Performance Report – Quarter 3
2013/14

N/A

All

Councillor H Patel,
Personnel and
Communications

No

14/11/13

Strategic Risk Report – Quarter 3
– 2013/14

N/A

All

Councillor H Patel,
Personnel and
Communications

Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Kathryn Griffiths
Tel 01925 442797
kgriffiths@warrington.g
ov.uk
Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Kathryn Griffiths
Tel 01925 442797
kgriffiths@warrington.g
ov.uk
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Key Decisions – 24 April 2014
Decision
Reference
Number
044/13

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

Item

Transfer of Active Warrington
Team to LiveWire

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private

Wards
Affected

Lead Executive
Board Member

approx £275k budget
to transfer

N/A

All

Councillor K Hannon
Leisure, Community
and Culture

Non Key Decisions – 24 April 2014

Agenda Item 4
List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

Directorate and
Contact for Further
Information

Key
Decision
(Y/N)

Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Simon Kenton
Tel: 01925 444321
skenton@warrington.g
ov.uk

Yes

Nil

Information Items – 24 April 2014
Nil

**Note: Part 2 confidential
Exempt Information – Schedule 12A, Local Government Act 1972:
It is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public
were present during that item, confidential information would be disclosed to them in breach of the obligation of confidence
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OFFICER KEY DECISIONS
Decision
Reference
Number

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

Item

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private

Date Decision to be taken: week commencing – to be advised
094/12

Wards
Affected

Decision Maker
and
Contact for Further
Information

Lead Executive
Board Member

List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

Key
Decision
(Y/N

Officer
Executive Director, Councillor L Dirir
Highways,
Economic
Transportation &
Regeneration,
Climate Change
Growth and
Environment
Officer
021/13
25/9/13
Residential & Nursing Fee Review
N/A
All
Executive Director, Councillor P Wright,
Health & Wellbeing
Families and
and Adult Services
Wellbeing
Officer
N/A
All
Executive Director, Councillor P Wright,
049/13
15/11/13
Domiciliary Care – calculating the
Health & Wellbeing
Families and
budget for a person’s domiciliary
and Adult Services
Wellbeing
care package
The definition of a Key Decision is a decision of the Executive Board or an Officer under delegated powers which is likely to: Result in Warrington Borough Council incurring expenditure, making savings or vireing £250,000
or more having regard to the Local Authority budget for the service or functions to which the decision relates; or
Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working within Warrington Borough Council’s area comprising two or more Wards.
25/9/13

Future Delivery of Parking
Services

N/A
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
Executive Board – 9 December 2013
Report of Executive Councillor Russ Bowden, Executive
Corporate Resources and Assignments
Board Member:
Chief Executive:
Executive Director:

Board

Member,

Professor Steven Broomhead, Interim Chief Executive
Katherine Fairclough, Deputy Chief Executive

Senior Responsible Lynton Green, Director of Finance and Information Services
Officer:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
lgreen@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 44 3935

TITLE OF REPORT: BUDGET MONITORING 2013/14 – QUARTER 2 UPDATE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To inform Executive Board of the forecast financial position for 2013/14 as
at the end of September 2013. The report highlights the progress on
delivering the 2013/14 Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) savings targets.
The report provides information in the previous Council structure. A new
Council structure was approved at Council on 9 September and this will be
reflected at Quarter 3.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2013/14 Budget

3.1

During the past few years the Council has faced difficult budget settlements
and the need to drive out inefficiencies. This has led to a wide ranging
programme of organisational redesign and transformation to improve and
direct services to those areas that residents tell us are important to them.

3.2

In March 2013 the Council approved a budget for 2013/14 of £152.993m
which included just under £14m of planned savings. The budget included
£10.052m Public Health funding for services that transferred to the Council
37
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on 1 April 2013. Since the budget was approved some changes have been
made to the allocation to budgets across Directorates and notification has
been received of additional grant funding. A breakdown of budgets across
Directorates is highlighted in paragraph 4.1.
3.3

The Council has well embedded, robust budget monitoring arrangements in
place and has adopted a thorough process to mitigate risks of
overspending. However, situations can arise outside of the Council’s
immediate control and whilst good systems are in place to identify budget
variances at the earliest opportunity even the most rigorous of
arrangements cannot prevent budget demands occurring. The Council’s
financial management arrangements do however act as an early warning
and allow a considered approach/response to address any anticipated
pressures and underachievement of savings.
2013/14 MTFP Savings

3.4

The 2013/14 MTFP savings target is £13.892m. This target arises from the
Government’s four year comprehensive spending review (CSR) in 2010. So
far the Council has achieved £36.896m savings over the past two years.

3.5

Some high value savings in the MTFP relate to a more effective alternative
delivery of service provision. In these areas a long lead in time is often
required for public consultation and Member approval. Savings have been
discounted to reflect a part year effect where this is the case however
further delays can result in the full impact of the savings not being realised
until the next financial year.

3.6

At Quarter 2, the forecast of MTFP savings to be achieved at the end of the
year is £11.456m (83%). The summary of savings by Directorate is
included at Appendix A.
2013/14 Pressures

3.7

Included within the approved budget for 2013/14 was £5.119m investment
to mitigate the impact of statutory and regulatory pressures faced by
services across the Council and to provide an element of growth. This
included additional funding to strengthen the MTFP Reserve and mitigate
against future funding cuts.

3.8

Alongside statutory and regulatory pressures, Directorates are also
absorbing other pressures relating to increasing demand, reduced income
as a result of the economic climate and changes to legislation.

4.

2013/14 FINANCIAL FORECAST

4.1

The 2013/14 financial forecast to the end of the year as at Quarter 2 is an
overspend of £1.435m. The individual Directorate forecast outturn is
highlighted in the table over the page. The main areas for the overspend is
the continuing cost and demand for care services within Children’s and
Adult Social Care and a reduction in income receivable.
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Directorate
Overspends
minuses (-)

are

shown

as

Assistant Chief Executive’s
Children & Young People
Environment & Regeneration
Neighbourhood & Community
Corporate & Cross Cutting
Total

4.2






2013-14
Budget
£m

2012-13
Outturn
£m

Quarter 1
Forecast
£m

7.999
38.278
25.516
66.161
15.725

-0.146
0.158
0.008
0.012
-0.021

-0.189
-1.814
-1.634
-1.897
0.000

Quarter
2
Forecast
£m
0.404
-1.182
-0.504
-0.503
0.350

153.679

0.011

-5.534

-1.435

%

5.1
-3.1
-1.9
-0.8
0.0
-0.9

The Quarter 2 forecast is a much improved position from Quarter 1.
Directors have been working to identify mitigating savings and cost
reduction proposals to offset the overspend in anticipation of reporting a
balanced budget at the end of the year. Actions taken in the last quarter to
reduce the forecast overspend include:
Future years savings proposals brought forward for earlier implementation
in 2013/14 where possible
Continuing service redesign and vacancy management to reduce in year
expenditure
Ceasing or delaying non priority expenditure items in year
Generating additional and new income is being considered where possible
(however the economic climate prohibits this in some areas)

4.3

One off funding and utilising earmarked reserves has also been used to
mitigate the forecast overspend this quarter. This is potentially a high risk
strategy as these are temporary solutions to resolve the budget deficit;
however work is ongoing for longer term transformation and redesign of
services that will generate permanent savings in the future.

4.4

A full review of earmarked reserves has been undertaken this quarter to
determine whether reserves are still required for the nominated purpose and
at what value. Any reserves that are no longer required either at the full or
reduced level will be transferred into the MTFP reserve. The full review of
reserves can be found at Appendix B.

4.5

The summary of reserves brought forward and forecast at the year end is
included in the table over the page. The total reserves brought forward at
the start of the year were £13.404m. Of this £6.943m related to carry
forward requests to fund specific expenditure in 2013/14. This expenditure
does not technically fall under the description of reserves but is included for
accounting purposes. The total value of these carry forwards was drawn
down and used at the start of 2013/14.

4.6

The total value of reserves forecast at the end of the year is £5.673m and
much of this is earmarked for specific future purposes, including the
Insurance Reserve of £3.352m. As a result at Quarter 2, there are no
reserves forecast as available for transfer into the MTFP reserve. This
position will be reviewed at the end of the financial year.
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Directorate

Reserve at
01/04/2103
£m

Expected use
in year
£m

Forecast at
31/03/2014
£m

Children & Young People

3.554

2.876

0.678

Environment & Regeneration

0.991

0.524

0.467

Assistant Chief Executive

4.615

1.016

3.599

Neighbourhood and Community

3.229

2.914

0.315

Corporate & Cross Cutting

1.015

0.401

0.614

13.404

7.731

5.673

Total
5.

DIRECTORATE FORECASTS

5.1

Assistant Chief Executive’s

5.1.1 The Directorate is forecasting an underspend of £0.403m. This is an
improved position from the last quarter as a result of additional income on
contracts, vacancy management savings and effective management review
of supplies and services.
5.1.2 The Directorate is on target to achieve its full value of £1.654m MTFP
savings, although £0.471m is being achieved via other means, mainly via
increased income.
5.2

Children and Young People

5.2.1 The Directorate is forecasting an overspend of £1.812m. This is mainly as a
result of an overspend of £2.503m for the continuing number and value of
external agency placements being significantly above budget levels for a
number of years. The legacy from placement decisions in previous years
and the demand for new placements results in a very volatile budget to
manage. The overspend is being partially offset by underspends from staff
savings elsewhere across the Directorate.
5.2.2 The Directorate is anticipating achieving 96% of its MTFP savings with a
shortfall of £0.139m forecast in Targeted Services. The Directorate are
assessing the options for remedial action to ensure alternative savings can
be found to meet the deficit.
5.3

Environment and Regeneration

5.3.1 The Directorate is forecasting an overspend of £0.504m. This is mainly as a
result of reduced income levels as a result of the economic climate and
upfront costs associated with regeneration schemes, an element of which is
able to be capitalised. Small overspends are also forecast on the additional
cost of agency staff and security at Contact Warrington as a result of the
impact of Welfare Reform.
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5.3.2 The Directorate is forecasting an 85% achievement on its MTFP savings.
The main areas for savings not yet achieved relate to waste and recycling
and an action plan is in progress to mitigate the shortfall by the end of the
year.
5.4

Neighbourhood and Community

5.4.1 The Directorate is forecasting an overspend of £0.503m. This is a much
improved position from Quarter 1 and the overspend is mainly as a result of
MTFP savings targets yet to be achieved. Within the Directorate extensive
periods of consultation and lead-in time to achieve savings have been
undertaken to ensure the proposals are legally and financially robust and
this has resulted in delays in achieving full year targets. It is anticipated
however that once the proposals have been agreed, the full year impact will
be realised. The value of savings yet to be achieved is £1.511m and the full
value of this quarter’s overspend is being partially offset with one off funding
for 2013/14.
5.4.2 The Directorate is forecasting to achieve 51% of its MTFP savings target for
the year as highlighted above. The main proposals yet to be achieved
relate to a change in the Fair Access to Care Services (FACS) criteria,
staffing redesign and Older People.
5.5

Corporate Financing
The service is forecasting an underspend of £0.350m and anticipating to
achieve 90% of its MTFP savings target. However a bid has been
submitted to the Department for Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) for a directive to capitalise early release costs and if successful
would result in an increased underspend and ensure the full MTFP savings
target is met.

6.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

This is a financial report that updates members on the current year budget
position as at Quarter 1 2013/14.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT

7.1

A number of key factors were identified during the 2013/14 budget setting
process and a detailed risk register was prepared. These risks have been
closely monitored during the year, as well as detailed project monitoring
around the delivery risks of all service challenge savings.

7.2

The Council does hold reserves to help mitigate the risk, however using
reserves to balance the Council’s budget should only be considered as a
short-term solution, and therefore is avoided wherever possible.

8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

8.1

All Service Challenge proposals were subject to an Equality Impact
Assessment, and this is also reviewed as part of any formal consultation
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and implementation process for any savings projects. Any changes that
emerge from the original proposals contained in the MTFP are also subject
to Equality Impact Assessments.
9.

CONSULTATION

9.1

None.

10.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Council is currently forecasting an overspend of £1.435m for 2013/14.
This is a much improved position from the previous Quarter of £5.534m
overspend.
Directors are continuing to review forecasts in anticipation of
reporting a balanced budget at the end of the year.

10.2

It is important that Members have a full understanding of the Council’s
current budget position and pressures to enable Members to play a full part
in the decision making process to ensure that the Council continues to
deliver a balanced budget.

11.

RECOMMENDATION

11.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i) Note the forecast outturn as at Quarter 2.
(ii) Note the progress on delivery of MTFP savings targets as at Quarter 2.
(iii) Note the outcome of the review of reserves at Quarter 2.
(iv) Note the continued commitment by Directors to ensure the delivery of a
balanced budget at the end of the year.

12.

BACKGROUND PAPERS

12.1 2013/14 Budget approved at Council on 4 March 2013
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APPENDIX A - 2013/14 MTFP Savings Targets Forecast
Executive Summary
Savings Initiatives 2012-13
Council Total Savings
Estimated in
Total Savings
Actual Savings Achieved via
Year Savings
'£000
to Date '£000
Other Means
'£000
13,892
11,456
6,293
597
Assistant Chief Executives
Total Savings
Estimated in
Total Savings
Actual Savings Achieved via
Year Savings
'£000
to Date '£000
Other Means
'£000
398
398
103
290
Solicitor to the Council
439
439
226
136
Finance
169
169
97
25
Partnerships & Performance
478
478
183
20
HR Advisory & Transactional Services
170
170
155
Chief Executives
1,654
1,654
764
471

Adult Social Care
Neighbourhoods in Warrington

Partnerships & Resources
Universal Services
Targeted Services
Directorate

Neighbourhood & Communities
Total Savings
Estimated in
Total Savings
Actual Savings Achieved via
Year Savings
'£000
to Date '£000
Other Means
'£000
2,678
1,267
737
410
310
60
3,088
1,577
797
Children & Young People
Total Savings
Estimated in
Total Savings
Actual Savings Achieved via
Year Savings
'£000
to Date '£000
Other Means
'£000
1,149
1,149
1,149
452
452
452
1,027
888
888
541
541
541
3,169
3,030
3,030
-

Environment & Regeneration
Total Savings
Estimated in
Total Savings
Actual Savings Achieved via
Year Savings
'£000
to Date '£000
Other Means
'£000
2,004
1,688
944
30
Transportation, Engineering & Operations
240
201
151
Development & Public Protection
503
487
487
26
ICT & Customer Contact
485
370
120
70
Environment & Regeneration
3,232
2,746
1,702
126

Corporate Financing

Corporate and Cross Cutting
Total Savings
Estimated in
Total Savings
Actual Savings Achieved via
Year Savings
'£000
to Date '£000
Other Means
'£000
2,749
2,449
2,749
2,449
-
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APPENDIX B

QUARTER 2 - EARMARKED RESERVES
Name of Reserve

Description or Purpose of Reserve

B/Fwd
13/14
Total
£000

Children & Young People
Children’s Comfort
Held for Warrington Children’s Care Homes as a
Fund Reserve
result of on‐going donations and fund‐raising for
the Homes.
Criminal Injuries
Reserve held in trust for specific children in care
Compensation
who are eligible to criminal injuries
Reserve
compensation once they reach aged 18.
2 way Youth Offending Warrington BC and Halton BC have a joint Youth
Team Reserve
Offending Team. As a result of this joint
approach, year‐end under/overspends are held
as a specific ring‐fenced reserve
3 way Youth Offending Warrington, Halton BC and Cheshire East have a
Team Reserve
joint Youth Offending Team that year‐end
under/overspends are held as a specific ring‐
fenced reserve
C&YP General Reserve To fund future expenditure in Children’s Services
Early Years General
Reserve
Home to School
Transport

Why is the reserve
being used this year

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000

7

0 Drawdown as advised
during the year

0

7 Approx 6
years

12

0 Drawdown as advised
during the year

0

12 Approx 6
years

513

0 Decisions made by the
YOS board members

0

513 Approx 6
Years

102

0 Decisions made by the
YOS board members

0

102 Created
in 12‐13

0

0 Created
in 11‐12
0 Created
in 11‐12

2,622

To fund future Early Years estimated at an
additional 1,970 hours at the estimated cost of
£254k
To fund potential home to school transport
claims

254

44

Total C&YP

3,554

44

Amount
to be
used in
2013‐14
£000

2,622 Expenditure in 2013‐
14
254 Expenditure in 2013‐
14
0 Drawdown as advised
during the year
2,876

0

0

0

Year
end
Forecast
£000

Time
reserve
has
been in
place

44 Created
in 12‐13
678
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Name of Reserve

Description or Purpose of Reserve

B/Fwd
13/14
Total
£000

Environment & Regeneration
Paddington Meadows DEFRA Funding for Countryside Stewardship
Works to be carried out in 2011‐12
Walton Hall Reserve
To support the refurbishment of Walton Hall.
Earmarked for improvements are scheduled to
be carried out in 2012‐13
Taxi Surplus
Ring fenced Surplus from taxi account used to
fund cost of taxi licensing service

18
46

18 To fund cost of Core
Strategy
46 To contribute to works
undertaken

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000

0
0

Year
end
Forecast
£000

Time
reserve
has
been in
place

0 Approx 5
Years
0 Approx 6
Years

0 Ring fenced Reserve.
Will probably increase

0

61 20 Years

435 Mainly funding carried
forward spent in
2013‐14.
(5) Not being utilised this
year, additional
funding to increase
reserve
0 Ring fenced Reserve.
Will probably increase

0

110 Created
in 11‐12

0

240 3 Years

To fund future expenditure in Environmental
Services

545

Time Square Reserve

To fund regeneration of area as part of bridge
street masterplan

235

Homelessness Reserve

Remainder of funding from
2010‐2011

56

Winwick Road Reserve

Demolition for numbers 30,36 & 38 Winwick
Street (currently delayed)

30

991

45

Why is the reserve
being used this year

61

General Environment
Reserve

TOTAL E&R

Amount
to be
used in
2013‐14
£000

30 To fund demolition
cost
524

0

56 Created
in 10‐11

0

0 3 Years

0
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Name of Reserve

Description or Purpose of Reserve

B/Fwd
13/14
Total
£000

Assistant Chief Executive’s
ACE General Reserve
To fund future expenditure in ACE

1,030

Members Voluntary
Initiative

Historic Members contributions to Town
Twinning initiative

8

Union Learner Reps

Commitment to the delivery of Union Learning

19

Local Land Charges
Reserve

Earmarked reserve required to be reinvested into
service and used to determine fees

13

Coroners Judicial
Review

Created by Partner authorities to minimise the
impact of a potential judicial review and
exceptional items. Relates to all partners funding

10

Insurance Fund
Reserve
Mayors Charity

To offset Insurance liability.

3,532
3

Money collected by the Mayor on behalf of the
mayoral supported charities

Total ACE

4,615

46

Amount
to be
used in
2013‐14
£000

Why is the reserve
being used this year

1,030 Relates to 12/13 Carry
Forwards
0 Uncertain‐ dependent
upon Member
authorisation
19 Earmarked funding for
Union Learner Reps. If
not used in 13/14, will
be rolled forward
7 Ring‐fenced reserve
used to determine
fees
(43) Potentially will be
increased in 13/14 in
anticipation of use in
14/15
0 Currently under
review
3 Allocation of previous
Mayors charitable
funds
1,016

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000

0
0

Year
end
Forecast
£000

Time
reserve
has
been in
place

0 Created
in 11‐12
8 5 years

0

0 Created
in 10‐11

0

6 Created
in 09‐10

0

53 Created
in 02‐03

0
0

0

3,532 Over 6
years
0 Over 6
years

3,599
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Name of Reserve

Description or Purpose of Reserve

B/Fwd
13/14
Total
£000

Neighbourhood & Community
Museum Arts
To maintain, purchase and display pieces of
museum collections and improvements
Town Centre Fund

General N&C
Reserve

93

To meet anticipated and planned essential repair
and maintenance of the fabric of the Town Centre
especially those features that ensure its vibrancy
and attractiveness
To fund future Neighbourhood & Community
expenditure

390

2,746

Total N&C

3,229

Corporate & Cross Cutting Reserves
Salix Revolving Fund To fund energy efficiency schemes

LAMS
MMI
Salary Sacrifice
Solar Panels
Lifecycle Fund

5

To fund potential defaults on Local Authority
Mortgage Scheme
To fund future claw‐back of MMI claims

130
381

To fund potential future liability on salary sacrifice
car leasing scheme
To fund future replacement cost of solar panels

23
43

47

Amount
to be
used in
2013‐14
£000

Why is the reserve
being used this year

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000

93 Used as match funding
for heritage lottery
project
75 Potential use of part
of the reserve to
mitigate 2013/14
expenditure
2,746 To fund 13‐14
expenditure and has
been drawn down

0

2,914

0

0

0

Year
end
Forecast
£000

Time
reserve
has
been in
place

0 Approx
25 years
315 Over 5
years

0 Created
in 11‐12

315

5 To fund ‘green’
efficiency schemes
agreed in year
0

0

0 Created
in 11‐12

0

381 Settling historic MMI
claims in year
0

0

130 Created
in 12‐13
0 Created
in 12‐13
23 Created
in 12‐13
43 Created
in 12‐13

0

0
0
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Name of Reserve

Unitary Charge
Unitary
Development
Community
Investment Fund

Description or Purpose of Reserve

B/Fwd
13/14
Total
£000

To fund future variations of unitary charge on PFI
schemes and potential legal disputes
To part fund costs borne by the development of
the unitary development plan
To fund community investment schemes

327
15
91

Total Corporate & Cross Cutting
Total Earmarked Reserves

Amount
to be
used in
2013‐14
£000
0

Why is the reserve
being used this year

15 To fund cost of Core
Strategy
0 Potential use in latter
end of year but yet to
be determined

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000
0
0
0

Year
end
Forecast
£000

Time
reserve
has
been in
place
327 Created
in 12‐13
0 Created
in 12‐13
91 Created
in 12‐13

1,015

401

0

614

13,404

7,731

0

5,673

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000

Year
end
Forecast
£000

Medium Term Financial Plan Reserve
Name of Reserve

Medium Term
Financial Plan
(MTFP) Reserve

Description or Purpose of Reserve

B/Fwd
13/14
Total
£000

Budget ‘smoothing’ reserve

6,943

Total MTFP

6,943

48

Amount
Why is the reserve
to be
being used this year
used in
2013‐14
£000
531 Utilisation will depend
on the corporate year
end outturn
531

0

0

Time
reserve
has
been in
place
7,474 Over 5
years

7,474
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Strategic Reserve
Name of Reserve

Strategic Reserve

Description or Purpose of Reserve

Amount
as at
31‐03‐13
£000

To cover emergency events such as unforeseen
financial liabilities or natural disasters. Audit
Commission guidance is that this reserve should be
between 3% ‐ 5% of the net budget. This reserve is
4.1%

Total Strategic
Reserve

49

Amount
to be used
in 2013‐14
£000

Why is the reserve
being used this year

6,053

0 Utilisation will depend
on the occurrence of
unforeseen events and
is not anticipated

6,053

0

Transfer
to MTFP
Reserve
£000

Forecast
Time
as at
reserve
31‐03‐
has
14
been in
£000
place
0
6,053 Over 5
years

0

6,053
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
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All

CAPITAL PROGRAMME MONITORING 2013/14 –
QUARTER 2 (JULY - SEPTEMBER)

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report provides the current position and progress of the 2013/14
Capital Investment Programme and its financing as at 30 September 2013.
It takes into account both financial and scheme progress monitoring
undertaken with service area project officers.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1

A summary of the quarter 2 capital monitoring position is given in the table
below. Appendix 1 provides a full breakdown of the programme on a
directorate and scheme by scheme basis.

2013/14 Capital Programme
Families & Wellbeing
Resources & Strategic Commissioning
Economic Regeneration, Growth &
Environment
2013/14 Capital Programme
(excluding Invest to Save)
Invest to Save Programme
2013/14 Invest to Save Programme
Total 2013/14 Capital Programme

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m
16.016
7.409
23.835

2013/14
Quarter 1

2013/14
Quarter 2

£m
21.322
8.581

£m
22.276
9.637

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m
7.149
0.804

28.120

31.625

3.541

4.290

2013/14
Commitment

2.761
0.692

44%
16%
25%

£m

2013/14
% Spend

47.260

58.023

63.538

11.494

7.743

30%

467.200
467.200
514.460

495.837
495.837
553.860

350.687
350.687
414.225

37.868
37.868
49.362

7.743

11%
11%
14%
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3.2

In setting the Councils 2013/14 – 2015/16 Capital Programme, the Council
incorporated an ambitious programme which includes £467.200m of Invest
to Save schemes. Due to the size of the Invest to Save programme, if any
slippage takes place in year, this distorts the percentage spend and shows
low level spend against budget. The above table differentiates the
programme between the capital programme excluding invest to save and
including invest to save which should give greater accountability.

3.3

The table shows the programme excluding invest to save as 30% spent
against the Q2 budget. Including invest to save, the table shows 14% spent
against Q2 budget. This is a good level of spend to budget at this time of the
year with the profile of greatest spend forecast to take place in the last
quarter of the year. This is reflective of the robust challenge the capital
programme is subject to at monthly Capital Investment Planning Group
(CIPG) meetings. All schemes that are added or deleted to the capital
programme must be approved by CIPG first.

3.4

Variances from budgets to actual expenditure at Directorate levels are:


Families & Wellbeing – currently showing 56% underspend against
budget. Schemes are progressing well with nearly half the total
budget spent at Q2. There have also been several new projects
added to the programme (see Appendix 5).



Resources & Strategic Commissioning – currently showing 84%
underspend against budget; this is mainly due to the Capitalisation of
Redundancy/Pension costs which will only be processed at year end
(dependant on the capitalisation direction application approval). Also,
several new projects have been added to the programme that are
currently being designed and developed, therefore these schemes
have incurred no costs to date (see Appendix 5).



Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment – currently showing
75% underspend against budget, this is due to low level of spend and
commitments incurred in Q2. Also, several new projects have been
added to the programme that are currently being designed and
developed, therefore these schemes have incurred no costs to date
(see Appendix 5). Good progress is also being made to deliver the
three schemes totalling £4.986m in Dallam and Bewsey area.



Invest to Save Programme – currently showing 89% underspend
against Q2 budget. Considerable progress has been made on Invest
to Save Schemes in the period. It is anticipated that two potential
loans to Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) totalling £110m will be
taken to the Executive Board for approval in January 2014. These
two further loans if approved will be met from the current £350m
allocation contained within the current capital programme Two further
loans are currently in the early stages of negotiation. Regular
updates on the progress of loans to RSLs are given to The Audit &
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Corporate Governance Committee and the Treasury Management
Board.
In the period Lloyds have suspended their Local Authority Mortgage
Scheme (LAMs) due to the fact that the Government has introduced
the national Help to Buy Scheme. Lloyds are shortly to make a
decision on the future of their LAMs scheme but the Council does still
have a scheme in operation with the Leeds Building Society. The
council will review its mortgage position when Lloyds announces the
future of its LAMs scheme.
The scheme for potential refinancing of pension fund deficit has been
slipped into 2014/15 due to the complexities associated with this
potential project.
3.5

The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) 2013/14 Capital Budget agreed
by the Executive Board in March 2013 was £514.460m and the Q1 budget
agreed in September 2013 was £553.860m. Capital expenditure in 2013/14
is currently estimated at £414.225m, which is £139.635m lower than the Q1
agreed budget. The changes to the budget are detailed in Appendix 2 and
are summarised as follows:Changes to Capital Programme
2013/14 MTFP Approved Budget
2013/14 Approved Quarter 1 Budget
Budget changes:
Re-profiling budgets/adjustments
New Projects (fully funded by grant/contributions)
New Projects (unsupported borrowing)
Rephasing to latter years
Removal of Project/Budget (saving)
Current Projected Expenditure (Quarter 2)

£m
514.460
553.860

-

1.559
0.180
3.976
145.350
414.225

4.

STATUS OF 2013/14 PROJECTS

4.1

There are currently 179 schemes in the Capital Programme. All schemes
have been reviewed into the following categories to identify the level of
projected expenditure in 2013/14:




Already complete - £7.609m
Schemes on site/underway - £51.716m
Schemes Programmed in year - £315.431m
Not yet programmed - £39.469m

4.2

The first three categories give a good indication of the level of confirmed
expenditure that will be undertaken during the year. Appendix 3 provides
an analysis of schemes not yet programmed.

4.3

Regular monitoring is being undertaken to ensure schemes are delivered in
accordance with current planned timescales.
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5.

CHANGES TO CURRENT CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAMME

5.1

Projected expenditure for the year is £414.225m and is £139.635m lower
than the Q1 budget. The table below gives a comparison of the current
programme compared to the original programme approved in March 2013,
the Q1 budget approved in September 2013 and the Q2 budget.
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m
16.016
7.409
23.835
467.200
514.460

2013/14 Capital Programme
Families & Wellbeing
Resources & Strategic Commissioning
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment
Invest to Save Programme
Total 2013/14 Capital Programme

2013/14
Quarter 1

2013/14
Quarter 2

£m
21.322
8.581
28.120
495.837
553.860

£m
22.276
9.637
31.625
350.687
414.225

5.2

The table shows that the budget for 2013/14 has decreased by £139.635m
from that approved in the Q1 report. The reasons for this are summarised in
Appendix 2.

6.

ACTUAL EXPENDITURE – QUARTER 2 (JULY - SEPTEMBER)

6.1

Actual expenditure for the second quarter of the financial year is shown
below, with further details of the service areas in Appendix 1.
2013/14 Capital Programme

Families & Wellbeing
Resources & Strategic Commissioning
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment
Invest to Save Programme
Total 2013/14 Capital Programme

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m
7.149
0.804
3.541
37.868
49.362

2013/14
Commitment
£m

2013/14
Quarter 2

2.761
0.692
4.290
7.743

£m
22.276
9.637
31.625
350.687
414.225

2013/14
Variance
-

£m
12.366
8.141
23.794
312.819
357.120

7.

VARIANCES TO THE PROGRAMME IN EXCESS OF £100K

7.1

Variances to the Capital Programme in excess of £100k are set out in
Appendix 4 for noting.

8.

FINANCING OF THE CAPITAL PROGRAMME

8.1

At quarter 2 the Council has a fully funded capital programme, which is
summarised in the table below:
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m
491.462
12.890
9.647
0.211
0.250
514.460

2013/14 Capital Programme Funding
Council Unsupported Borrowing
Council Capital Grants and Reserves
Council Capital Receipts
Council Revenue Funding
External Funding
2013/14 Capital Programme Funding
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2013/14
Quarter 1

£m
524.050
17.375
9.805
1.600
1.030
553.860

2013/14
Quarter 2

£m
382.713
18.588
9.805
2.089
1.030
414.225
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9.

CAPITAL RECEIPTS FORECAST

9.1

Capital Receipts form an important element of the financing of the capital
programme. The table below summarises the capital receipts position at the
end of Quarter 1.
Forecast Capital Receipts
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
Future
Receipts
£m
£m
£m
£m
5.214 4.644 4.169
2.000
0.150
0.400
2.300

CAPITAL RECEIPTS FORECAST
(Net Receipts after deductions)
Council Capital Receipts B/F
Corporate Property Review Phase 1 - Chester Road
Corporate Property Review Phase 2 & 3
Orford Park - sale of Fordton Leisure Centre site
Potential future Year Receipts
School Brow disposal
Cardinal Newman - playing fields
Golden Gates Garage sites
Future Right to Buy Sales
HRA Transfer - VAT shelter
Golden Square MRP Adjustment
Total Council Capital Receipts Available
Planned Use of Council Capital Receipts
Families & Wellbeing
Families & Wellbeing - Housing Projects
Resources & Strategic Commissioning
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment
Total Council Capital Receipts Usage
Total Council Capital Receipts Carried Forward

-

2.000
0.250

0.500
0.440
1.166
0.035
4.591 -

0.440
0.995
0.035
1.344 -

0.440

2.200

0.035
4.169

0.035
0.316

6.382
0.436
0.089
2.898
9.805
5.214 -

2.200
1.100
3.300
4.644 -

4.169

0.316

9.2

The negative carry forward position on capital receipts is the result of using
more than budgeted capital receipts to fund 2011/12 capital programme.
This is part of a managed strategy to reduce the Councils future Minimum
Revenue Position (MRP) liability. The Council also received less than
budget capital receipts for 2012/13. This negative carry forward position can
be managed through slippage and using alternative funding resources in the
current programme.

10.

NEW SCHEMES SINCE MTFP

10.1

Appendix 5 provides a summary of new schemes that were approved by the
Executive Board on 16 September 2013 which were included in the Q1
report.

11.

PROPOSED NEW BIDS 2013/14 – 2015/16

11.1

During the period Capital Investment Planning Group (CIPG) have received
several bids for new schemes to be added to 2013/14 – 2015/16
programme. Appendix 6 provides a summary of the £2.187m schemes
recommended to the Executive Board for insertion into the 2013/14 capital
programme.
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11.2

Members need to be aware that agreeing these schemes there will be
additional yearly borrowing costs to the Council of £0.272m when the
schemes are completed, which will need to be built into MTFP borrowing
costs. These schemes will create a budget pressure of £75k in 2014/15
which will need to be built into the MTFP. However, CIPG are to carry out a
full review of the programme at their November meeting and these costs
may be able to be met by removing schemes from the programme.

11.3

The additional borrowing cost of each scheme is detailed in Appendix 6.

12.

RISK ASSESSMENT

12.1

The major risks facing the capital programme include multiple funding
streams, planning, procurement, delivery of the programme, capacity,
supplier and inflation risks.

13.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

13.1

These are fully integrated into the Capital Programme.

14.

CONSULTATION

14.1

All capital programme project officers, CIPG and SMT are consulted on the
monitoring of the capital programme.

15.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

15.1

To ensure effective corporate governance procedures are in place for the
management of the capital programme.

16.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

16.1

This is dealt with in the main body of this report.

17.

RECOMMENDATION

17.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i)
(ii)
iii)

18.

Approve amendments to the 2013/14 capital programme.
Note the monitoring report.
Approve the new schemes added to the programme (section 11) and
associated borrowing costs.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Capital Programme Model

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
E-mail
Danny Mather
dzmather@warrington.gov.uk
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Appendix 1
Detailed Budget Monitoring by Project
Families and Wellbeing - Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Adult Services

1

Development of specialist profound &
David Osborne multiple learning disabilities (PMLD)
unit

2

David Osborne

Development of Social Hub at
Woodleigh

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

-

0.422 3 Primary Schools adaptations.

Design and development.

0.020 3 Primary Schools adaptations.

Works Complete.

0.300

0.297

0.297

0.002

-

0.700

0.700

0.700

0.002

-

David Osborne /
Adult Social Care - Equipment
Andrew
Replacement
Broadhurst

0.070

0.070

0.027

0.001 -

4

David Osborne / Carecall - replacement of PNC & call
Wendy Moye handling/disaster recovery

0.036

0.036

0.018

0.018

1.000

1.103
-

1.103
-

0.049

0.019 -

0.512

0.715

0.717

0.155

0.088 -

1.130

2.513

2.529

1.547

1.121

2.008

1.187

7

Hilary Smith

Woolston Primary School Replacement

8
9
10

Hilary Smith
Hilary Smith
Hilary Smith

11

Hilary Smith

12

Hilary Smith

13

Hilary Smith

14

Hilary Smith

15

Hilary Smith

16

Hilary Smith

17

Hilary Smith

18

Hilary Smith

19

Hilary Smith

Barrow Hall Primary - Roof Works
Park Road Primary - Roof Works
Penketh South Primary - Roof Works
St Elphins Primary - September 2012
allocations & adaptations
Brookacre Primary - September 2012
allocations & adaptations
Oakwood Primary - September 2012
allocations & adaptations
Evelyn Street - Part Replace/Remodel
Refurbishment
Broomfields Junior Rationalise/Remodel
Dallam Primary - Condition and
Suitability Issues
Devolved Formula Capital - Primary
Schools
Complete Secondary School Projects Retentions Only
Devolved Formula Capital - Secondary
Schools

20

Hilary Smith

SEN Review

3.246

0.056

5.000

3.217

3.147

0.050
0.055
0.043

0.050
0.056
0.043

0.498

0.498

0.076

0.133

0.133

0.137

0.016

0.515

0.515

0.279

0.012 -

0.224 3 Primary Schools adaptations.

-

0.050

-

0.050

-

0.050

-

0.050

-

0.030

-

0.030

0.257

0.257

0.113

0.019 -

0.125

0.263

0.263

0.104

0.029 -

0.130

0.037

0.037

0.101

5.404

5.404

0.608

0.064
0.027 -
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Progress of Project

We are progressing with the detailed design for the
scheme and working to a revised program with a start on
Develop space that is not currently utilised in Gorse
site date of January 2014.This has led to the need to
Covert Day Centre in order to offer specialist provision for defer the tender approval in a later executive board than
people with profound and multiple learning disabilities
September as tender figures are only valid for three
0.295 (PMLD). The new unit would accommodate 8 - 10
months from receipt, which means that the tender period
service users. Currently people with PMLD are
needed to be later than planned with a Tender approval
accommodated out of borough. Developing an in house at executive board in November. We are progressing with
service would massively reduce costs.
the design and working to a start on site in January and
we will be submitting an approval of the tenders in the
November exec board.
After initial consultation with families we have submitted
Develop current building at Woodleigh Community
0.698
comments to the buildings design team to see whether
Support Centre into a multi-purpose social care hub.
further re-draft of the drawing is required.
To fund white goods and furniture replacement in
Provider Services in Adult Social Care. Due to this being
0.042 a limited budget, replacements are now only made as
On-going.
and when required rather than on a planned renewal
basis.
Replace current carecall systems due to servers coming
to the end of life and system also does not meet the
Project Completed.
Council's ICT security requirements.
1.035
Various Primary School Projects - complete with
0.474
Complete - retentions only/12 months defect period.
retention payments due.
Currently under construction. Due to be complete
0.139 New Primary School.
October 2013.
Currently under construction. Due to be complete
0.048 New Primary School.
September 2013.
0.050 Infants Roof Works.
Works Complete.
0.056 Full Roof Works.
Works Complete.
0.043 Full Roof Works.
Works Complete.

3

Total Adult Services
Children and Young People Services
Complete Primary School Projects 5
Hilary Smith
Retentions Only
Bewsey Lodge Primary School
6
Hilary Smith
Remodelling

Detailed Description of Project

4.769

Part replace and part remodel Evelyn Street Primary
School.
Rationalise surplus accommodation and remodel
Broomfields Junior School.
Address priority condition and suitability issues at
Dallam Community Primary School.
DFC funding for Primary Schools - grant is split over all
Primary Schools.
Various Secondary School Projects - complete with
retention payments due.
DFC funding for Secondary Schools - grant is split over
all Secondary Schools.
Redevelopment of Woolston High for Fox Wood and
Green Lane.

Currently under construction. Due to be complete
October 2013.
Feasibility stage only - expressions of interest requested
to undertake studies and inform budget.
Feasibility stage only - expressions of interest requested
to undertake studies and inform budget.
Feasibility stage only - expressions of interest requested
to undertake studies and inform budget.
On going. Reviewed at year end to finalise budget
(schools have control of when funding is spent).
Complete - retentions only/12 months defect period.
On going. Reviewed at year end to finalise budget
(schools have control of when funding is spent).
Currently under construction. Due to be complete
September 2014.

Agenda Item 6
Families and Wellbeing - Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Children and Young People Services
Grappenhall Hall - Relocation to Green
21
Hilary Smith
Lane Site
Devolved Formula Capital - Special
22
Hilary Smith
Schools
Complete C&YP Projects - Retentions
23
Hilary Smith
Only
24
Hilary Smith School Kitchen & Dining Facilities
Short Breaks Capital Fund - children
25
Hilary Smith
with disabilities

26

Hilary Smith /
Tracy Ryan

Development of Orford Youth Base &
Outdoor/Mobile Youth Provision

27

Hilary Smith

28

Hilary Smith

29

Hilary Smith

Early Education for Two Year Olds
Early Education for Two Year Olds Dallam Primary
Early Education for Two Year Olds Meadowside Primary
Base for an Integrated Service for
Disabled Children

30

Hilary Smith

31

Hilary Smith

Replacement of Families and Wellbeing
Social Care Case Recording System

32

Hilary Smith

Capital Repairs

33

Hilary Smith

34

Hilary Smith

35

36

Hilary Smith

Hilary Smith /
Steve Hunter

37

38

Dave Cowley

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

-

0.050

0.030

0.030

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m
-

0.004

-

0.050

-

0.026

0.092

0.092

0.018

0.010 -

0.064

0.131

0.037

0.009 -

0.085

0.132

0.132

0.132

-

0.132

0.205

0.564

0.564

0.111

0.013 -

0.440

0.288

0.287

-

0.020

-

0.039

-

0.139

0.020

0.030

0.350

-

0.025

0.025

0.550

0.025

A new multi-agency service for disabled children at
0.588
Woolston High School site.
Replace current ICS system with a system that is
0.350 flexible, able to respond to changing needs and high
usability.
-

0.017

On going. Various projects involved for Development of
Orford Youth Base.
Design and development.

At feasibility stage.
On going.

-

On going.

-

0.024 Children's Centre & Admission IT Equipment.

On going.

-

0.200

0.200

-

11.618

16.498
-

16.927
-

5.940

2.534 -

0.750

0.504

0.504

0.179

-

0.014

0.014

0.249

0.009

Emergency Capital repairs code for Children's Services.

At feasibility stage.

Additional cost at St Kath's & Social Services
0.217
Properties.

0.550

58

On going.
At feasibility stage.

Design and development.

0.350

0.141

Complete - retentions only/12 months defect period.

0.106 Early Education for Two Year Olds.

0.350

0.041

Feasibility stage only - expressions of interest requested
to undertake studies and inform budget.
On going. Reviewed at year end to finalise budget
(schools have control of when funding is spent).

0.003 -

0.041

Relocation of Grappenhall Hall school to Green Lane site
involving remodel of Green Lane building.
DFC funding for Special Schools - grant is split over all
Special Schools.
Various Children & Young People Projects - complete
with retention payments due.
Grant for Schools for cashless catering programme.
Create opportunity with children with disability outside
school.
Develop various elements of Orford Youth Base
including: refurbishment to ball courts/all weather
provisions, skate park, mobile climbing wall,
improvements to exterior Orford Youth Base and
replacement/additional mobile.
Early Education for Two Year Olds.

Design and development.

0.588

0.217

Progress of Project

0.039 Early Education for Two Year Olds.

0.588

0.217

Detailed Description of Project

-

0.588

Improvement to Hazardous Route

Dave Cowley /
Tackling Empty Properties
Carolyn Haining

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

0.131

Schools Capital Works (revenue to
capital contributions)

Affordable Housing - S106

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

Overview/Key Highlights

0.111

Children's Residences Maintenance
Works
Children's Centre & Admission IT
Equipment

Total Children and Young People Services
Public Health

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

Any invoices over £2k that relate to capitalized works.
Income received off schools to offset expenditure to nil
balance.

To invest in improvements along the route between
Culcheth and Croft in order to address those issues,
which lead to the classification of this route as
0.200 hazardous. Due to this the Council have got to provide a
free bus service at a cost of £39k per annum. A saving of
£39k per annum would thus be generated by this
scheme.
8.453
0.325 Funding to deal with the effects of Welfare Reform.

0.244

Financial assistance to owners of empty dwellings to
enable them to undertake essential repair and
refurbishment to enable them to be brought back into
use in the private rented sector.

On going.
Planning consent was obtained in April for removal of the
hedgerow to facilitate the new footpath and design of the
improvements is complete. The implementation of the
improvements has been delayed due to on-going
negotiations with a 3rd party landowner regarding a strip
of private land required for the scheme. The use of CPO
powers is now being considered to run in parallel with
the negotiations. There is still uncertainty over the start
date of the scheme.

Executive Board report 15th July agreed strategy subject
to approval of each business case.
This budget is comprised of a carry forward £14,000 from
2012/13 and £1m [see the Invest to Save info on the
spread sheet] - giving a total of £1,014,000. The
outstanding commitment on this budget is £42,680. This
is made up of 8 grants and renovation works to 3 of the 4
properties purchased last financial year for re-housing
purposes to mitigate the effects of Welfare Reform. [In
addition the Council has purchased 9 Arpley St on
11/9/13 for £175,000 + costs. This will be journalled to
P.00112. Negotiations are still underway on several other
properties].

Agenda Item 6
Families and Wellbeing - Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Public Health

39

40

41

Dave Cowley /
Disabled adaptations to private housing
Carolyn Haining

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

0.796

Dave Cowley /
Private housing - renewal assistance
Carolyn Haining

Jane Critchley

Whitecross Community Centre replacement of all weather pitch

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

0.661

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

0.986

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.415

-

This budget is comprised of an SCG of £674,717, a
capital allocation of £325,000 and 4 grant repayments of
£28,644 - total of £1,028,361. Some 55 final payments
Funding of mandatory disabled facilities grants to enable
have been made on grants, amounting to £447,739. A
0.571 disabled people to remain in their homes and access
further 25 works in progress are on site, amounting to
basic facilities.
£219,188. The total DFG commitment to date is
£833,748 (116 grants) and the amount outstanding is
£386,009 (61 grants). The programme is on target.

0.067

0.167 -

0.037

-

0.204

0.002

0.095

0.095

0.040

-

0.055

Upgrading Community & Youth
Jane Critchley /
Facilities (deliver Community Asset
Steph Duerden
Transfer)

0.100

0.158

0.158

0.041

-

0.117

43

Jane Critchley / Orford Lane/St Peters Way Community
Chris Skinkis Centre

0.400

0.400

0.400

0.001

-

0.399

44

Jane Critchley

Dallam Estate Project

0.500

0.500

0.500

-

0.500

45

Jane Critchley

Community Hub Development

0.750

0.750

0.750

-

0.750

Jane Critchley / Dallam/Bewsey Regeneration
John Dean
Programme

0.100

0.421

0.421

0.179 -

0.005

0.070

0.070

-

0.070

3.640

4.065

0.188 -

2.752

47

Jane Critchley

Total Public Health

Town Centre Events
3.398

Progress of Project

-

42

46

Detailed Description of Project

0.237

1.125

59

This budget is comprised of an allocated carry forward of
£67,000 from 2012/13 plus any repayments made back
into this budget throughout the year. To date £108,470
Financial assistance in the form of grants and loans to
has been repaid this financial year (5 no). The total
assist owner occupiers and landlords of tenanted
budget is therefore £175,471 as at the end of July 2013..
properties [with below market rents] to carry out
The total commitment to date on this budget is £87,995
essential repairs to remove category 1 hazards [under
[18 no grants / loans]. Some £71,519 [12 no] grants /
the Health & Safety Hazard Rating System - HHSRS] or
loans have been completed this financial year, leaving an
to meet the Decent Homes Standard and other functions
outstanding commitment of £29,666 [6 no grants /
included in the Council's Housing Renewals Policy.
loans]. In addition the loan agent fee of £6,000 [to WHA]
has been paid from this budget. The programme is on
target.
Replace carpet surface and shock pad to ensure there is Resurfacing completed additional work costed to secure
continued access to all weather pitch facilities in
cover to stop children climbing into the area when gates
Bewsey and Whitecross area.
are locked. Lighting renewed.
The Community Asset Development Fund exists to
support the refurbishment of buildings managed within
Further bid submitted to maximise the large open space
the community. It supports community, partner-owned
in Orford Community Hub.
and transferred assets.
A new Community Centre to be sited on the corner of
Scott St/Battersby Lane near the Albion public house.
Planning application has been granted. Project will go
This will also serve the newly developed area to the east out to tender once this is granted.
of Battersby Lane.
Programme Board developing regeneration plan that
To regenerate two adjoining communities that have the includes the delivery of a community hub. This may not
highest deprivation scores in Warrington.
be fully realised until 2014/15 although there is already
commitment to the principle.
Plans being submitted to create a café area, relocate
offices and kitchen in order to develop new communal
To support the delivery of 3 Community hubs in the
space adjacent to the disused bowing green at
West, East and South Areas.
Whitecross community centre. Potential for the
development of a partnership project for the South in
Latchford under investigation.
The Construction of new changing rooms on Longshaw Changing rooms complete, handed over and officially
Street as a replacement for the existing run down and
opened. Pitches being levelled and construction of
inadequate changing rooms.
young people recreation area in progress.
2013/14 programme agreed with Events management
group after discussion with Town Centre Champion and
Town Centre Events and Animation Infrastructure.
Culture Warrington. Proposal of purchasing Johnson
Cleaning machine with remaining funds.

Agenda Item 6
Families and Wellbeing - Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Quality Assurance

48

Frank Pacey

Resources and Strategic Commissioning - Capital
Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Finance and Information Services

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.181

0.035

0.020 -

0.081
21.322

0.181
22.276

0.035
7.149

0.020 2.761 -

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

5.780

5.780

0.295

SAP - Budget Planning & Monitoring
software

0.070

0.127

0.127

0.069

0.058

ICT Infrastructure Modernisation/Unified
Communications

0.059

0.141

0.141

0.005

0.056 -

-

0.083

50

Shaer Halewood

51

Keith Traverse

52

ICT Projects arising from consequences
Keith Traverse of major investment within ICT
modernisation programme

ICT Electronic Document Management
System & ICT Infrastructure

0.785

0.804

0.804

Progress of Project

Care financials Residential element currently being
tested with an initial projected timescale for
implementation February 2014. Non Residential element
currently live for direct payments, client financial details,
Delivery of Care Financials Project which will ensure
0.126 financial probity in payments to Care providers and billing financial assessments, service types and elements, and
provider details. Once Residential is live for both billing
of service users.
and payments, the plan is to return to commission
invoicing and payments for non-residential (estimated
implementation date June 2014).
0.126
12.366

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring
2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m

Detailed Description of Project

-

0.081

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

5.780

Danny Mather

Keith Traverse

16.016

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

Overview/Key Highlights

Capitalisation of Redundancy/Pension
Costs

49

53

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

Replace and upgrade social care client
record systems

Total Quality Assurance
TOTAL FAMILIES AND WELLBEING

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

-

-

0.183

0.333 -

60

Detailed Description of Project

Capitalisation of Redundancy/Pension costs - these
5.485 funds will be allocated at year end when the full costs
are known.
Front end software package that uses data in SAP and
loads it into user friendly windows based format for
budget holders to manage their budgets, track virements
and input forecast and comments.
Project includes 2 major projects of IP telephony and the
external web hosting project, in conjunction with Jadu.
0.080 There will be on going capital costs required for these,
therefore the project code will be active for approx. 3
years.
Subsequent to the major investments in ICT
infrastructure, carried out in 2010-11, known as the ICT
Modernisation Programme, the following projects are
0.083 required to maintain the momentum of that initial
investment in modernising the Council’s systems and to
cater for growth changes since the 2010/11 capacity
planning work.
Improvements to EDM and associated corporate ICT
infrastructure to improve reliability, resilience and enduser computing environment. There will be on-going
capital cost required for these work streams, therefore
the project code will need to be active for approx. 2
years. The capital funds will used to replace aged
hardware, both desktop pc's, laptops and servers,
0.288
without which IT will be inaccessible to a growing
number of users of essential WBC systems. The capital
funds will also be used to deploy the latest operating
system - Windows 7 - to replace Windows XP which is
soon to lose support from Microsoft. The capital funds
will be used to address some Disaster Recovery Issues
and improve the organizations agility with IT.

Progress of Project

Reviewed at year end - dependant on Capitalisation
Direction approval. Application made to the DCLG by the
deadline of 31/10/13.
Implementation due November 2013 with fully functional
from January 2014. All budget to be spent commitment includes staff time to be charged to the
project (Paul Rowland and Sarah Cope).
Various elements to this project are complete, however
some elements are on going (hyperlinked to detailed
report). Currently forecast to be underspent by £40k works due to complete 2013/14. DELPHI payroll NOT
decommissioned - RISK of costs being incurred.

New Projects - recently approved capital funding - not
yet progressed.

Various elements to this project are complete, however
some elements are on going (hyperlinked to detailed
report). Currently forecast to be underspent by £14k works due to complete 2013/14.

Agenda Item 6
Resources and Strategic Commissioning - Capital
Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Finance and Information Services

54

55

56

Keith Traverse /
Superfast Broadband Project (SFB)
Marketa Garry

Alex Grundy

Contact Warrington Times Square
Centre

Compliance with Payment Card
Keith Traverse Industry Data Security Standards (PCIDSS)

57

Alex Grundy

58

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

0.460

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m

0.540

-

0.045

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.540

-

0.045

Overview/Key Highlights

0.046 -

0.001

-

Digital Strategy Phase 1

0.187

0.187

0.001

0.014 -

Keith Traverse

Replacement & Purchase of Print Unit
Equipment

0.041

0.041

0.027

0.002 -

59

Keith Traverse

SAP Continuity & Resilience
Improvements (via Virtualisation)

0.160

0.160

60

Keith Traverse

Procurement of 'Extreme' Network
Switches

0.055

0.055

0.132 -

0.034

-

61

Progress of Project

• Project established across Cheshire, tender awarded,
Project Team established - Completed
To enable a partnership to take place with Cheshire East • Phase 1 – surveys being completed by Jan 2014
and West Councils to initiate a project to seek to attract • Current estimate for completion over the next 3 years
0.494 UK Govt and EU funding to bring super fast broadband
is £534.5k
to areas of Warrington in which there is no provision of
The remainder (£516k) is likely to be required to cover
future plans by the private sector.
additional works and WBC contributions in the latter two
years.
To utilise a vacant unit in Time Square, adjacent to
Warrington Market for the purpose of offering an
extended Contact Warrington Service. The current
0.024
facility at Horsemarket Street is operating at maximum
capacity and to remain there will require additional
investment if the new facility is not opened.

0.023

0.009

Detailed Description of Project

0.036

Compliance with Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standards (PCI-DSS) - 3 year hosted service via Civica.

Encouraging a ‘channel shift’ by making the council
website more accessible, and increasing the
0.172 transactions available through it, customers will be able
to utilise council services at a time more convenient to
them at a cheaper cost to the council.
To replace ‘end of life’ equipment that is no longer fit for
purpose, and to purchase additional equipment to reduce
0.012
printing costs whist extending the services offered to
Print Unit customers.
To improve the disaster recovery situation for SAP (as
part of the identified Top 11 systems) subsequent to a
0.028 major incident at the Council’s Primary Data Centre. The
project will also update the SAP servers to MS Windows
Server 2008 R2 and utilise virtual servers.

0.021

Project Completed. No further expenditure to be incurred
and therefore code locked in SAP.

o Project start up meeting with supplier held 15/8/2013
o Agreed delivery timescales as December 2013
o Testing plan & test data environment established,
server build, web requirements are in progress
o Test chip & pin card pack installed
o User testing commenced with Project Team being
trained in October 2013.

New project – recruitment of staff being completed for
project team.

Project complete - awaiting financial completion.

Due to complete in December 2013 – on target.

To purchase 13 additional ‘Extreme’ switches to provide
Configuration and implementation due November 2013 –
resilience and continuity within the local and wide area
on target. Forecast to be under budget.
network. This will cover ‘fix on fail’ and also provide
assurance during routine works and maintenance.

Agenda Item 6
Resources and Strategic Commissioning - Capital
Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Finance and Information Services

61

62

64

65

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m

Keith Traverse Planning Improvement Plan

0.130

Keith Traverse / End User Computing - Management
Richard Taylor Systems and Technologies

Total Finance and Information Services
Integrated Commissioning

63

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

Mike Alsop

Capital Investment in Community
Capacity

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.267

-

-

0.184

7.154

8.010
-

8.414
-

0.175

0.442

0.342

-

0.257

0.495

-

Steph Duerden Museum Redevelopment Scheme

-

Steph Duerden Orford Park Sports village

Total Integrated Commissioning

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

0.175

-

0.624

0.664 -

Detailed Description of Project

o Parish Councils - Planning Process Phase 1 – final
report to PIP Board 17/10/13
o Learning & Development Programme - Training
Schedule - identified and approved - first session
delivered – On-going
o Replacement of ServicePoint Scanning Service testing phase with Print Unit
Support the 'Planning Service Improvement Plan' through o Phase 1 – final report to final report to PIP Board
improved information and management systems. In
17/10/13
particular, implementation of electronic document
o Review of ‘public’ reception PC access – Due October
0.267
management, changes to the 'planning portal' on the
2013 – slipped due to 3rd party software error – likely to
councils web site, replacement of aged personal
be delivered November 2013.
computers, automation and software upgrades.
o Replacement of SkyVault EDM – Due March 2014
o Improvements to website (Planning/Building control)
Due October 2013
o APAS enhancements – Due Oct 2013 – slipped to
November 2013 due to supplier issues
o On-line Application Payments – Due Dec 2013
o Remote working (selected staff) – due Dec 2013
Introduction of supporting management systems as well
as upgrading, replacing, and rationalising hardware and
software within the 'End User Computing Environment
New Projects - recently approved capital funding - not
0.184
(EUCE) to provide a consistent platform currently based yet progressed.
on Windows 7 and Office 2010 together with associated
productivity tools.
7.126
Project to introduce electronic monitoring of reablement
within Intermediate Care Service has commenced with
Investment in Telecare, Assistive Technology and
spend of £95k. £100k to be transferred to F & WB
Information and Advice services infrastructure including Project for implementation of CareFinancials for
0.342
development of website, shop online for care model and Residential Care and Non Res. Additional amounts to be
RAS tools.
transferred to Equipment for In House ASC services and
for additional Telecare and Assistive Technology
proposals as per bids to CIPG.
Works at the Museum which is funded from a Heritage Expenditure is currently being incurred on revenue and
0.495
Lottery Grant.
needs transferring to capital project.

0.216

0.216

0.140

0.028 -

This spend takes into account the building programme
being 4 months behind on delivery due to settlement
0.048 issues. These are now resolved and works are now
progressing on the revised programme. Building
handover scheduled for 30th April 2012.

0.401

1.053

0.140

0.028 -

0.885

62

Progress of Project

Building completed, situation with defects still being
negotiated. Estimated outturn costs are now up to date
with information that was previously held separately and
are being monitored closely. A process issue in SAP
suggested an overspend but this has now been
addressed and I can confirm the project is still within
budget. Some expenditure has been approved to
improve the facilities or address H&S issues on the site
i.e. safety fencing around the pond area, fencing around
bowling area and the purchase of more appropriate
equipment. However, the largest increase on
expenditure relates to contractor fee's i.e. M Pulse.

Agenda Item 6
Resources and Strategic Commissioning - Capital
Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Performance and Partnerships
66

Anton Fields

67

Ian Mason

-

Legal Case Management System

Total Corporate Governance
TOTAL RESOURCES AND STRATEGIC COMMISSIONING

Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

Council Intranet improvement to enable
self service

Total Performance Partnerships
Corporate Governance

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

0.090

0.090

0.090
-

0.090
-

£m

-

-

-

0.090

-

0.090
-

-

0.080
7.409

0.080
8.581

0.080
9.637

0.040
0.804

0.692 -

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

0.560

0.560

69

Andy Farrall

E&R Operational Services Venture
Capital Trading Company

2.000

-

-

2.000

2.000

2.000

0.400

0.400

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

0.040
8.141

Progress of Project

Pre-contract work continues and key procurement
milestones are currently being worked to. ITT was issued
on schedule on 06 Sep. Still plan to spend in this FY,
but not likely to be until Q4 against this schedule.

The new system has been installed and went live on 1
October. Training and familiarisation is taking place.
The total final estimated cost is still £62k which is
substantially below budget. Payments will not be made
under the contract until testing and implementation are
complete.

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.080

Provide a new intranet platform for the council and a
redesigned intranet site focussed on users top tasks.

Purchase case management software that requires an
0.040 integrated legal ICT system that will allow it to move
away from paper to electronic files.

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

Detailed Description of Project

-

0.040

0.630

Charles Goodall Travelling Show people Site Relocation

£m

0.080

Estate Action (Partnership with Golden
Gates Housing)

71

2013/14
Variance

0.080

Dave Boyer

Rachel Waggett Travellers Transit Site

2013/14
Commit.

0.080

68

70

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

0.072 -

0.408

Detailed Description of Project

Estate action work to highway assets in Orford in
partnership with Golden Gates castle walls project.

Progress of Project

Works are on-going in conjunction with Golden Gates
works. Programme of works is subject to progress of
estate action works but all on plan to be complete this
financial year.

A decision has yet to be made on whether it is
appropriate to pursue a "Trading Company" - work is on- No longer needed - budget removed from programme.
going to examine the options.
Agreement of the specification for transit site is
Travellers transit site facility to ensure other sites are not
1.980
completed. Consultants to be appointed to conduct site
misused.
appraisal process.
-

0.020 -

-

To acquire a suitable site and relocate two families of
Travelling Show people currently located on Winwick
0.400
Street behind Central Car Hire within the Stadium
Quarter area of the Town Centre.

72

Sharon Walls

Road Maintenance

2.506

2.612

0.664

0.605 -

1.343

73

Colin Jenkins

Bridge Maintenance

0.328

0.334

0.004

0.185 -

0.145

74

Hannah
Davidson

Traffic Signals - Maintenance

0.175

0.155

0.010

0.006 -

0.139

75

John
McCoroskin

Bus Stop - Maintenance

0.025

0.025

0.020 -

0.005

76

Sharon Walls

Street Lighting Structural Works

0.550

0.550

0.069 -

0.386

0.095

63

Asset Management focuses on our proposals for
maintaining the physical transport assets which make
up our transport networks. The local highway network
and associated infrastructure forms the largest capital
asset for many local authorities and includes roads,
footways, cycleways, bridges, street lighting, traffic
signals, bus stops, street furniture and signs. Asset
Management is the process by which we seek to ensure
an optimal allocation of resources towards the
management, operation, preservation and enhancement
of infrastructure in order to meet current and future
needs. Budgets will be spent with works progressing in
the final quarter.

WBC have carried out a site search and have been
evaluating potential options for relocation. Further work is
being undertaken in conjunction with the Council’s
forward planning team and work surrounding general
traveller relocations. The show people will need to be
relocated to facilitate the delivery of the Stadium Quarter
scheme.

On track. Note: budget contribution to Warburton Bridge
Road scheme within 072 Traffic Signals Enhancements
(44k transferred from budget). Bus Shelter maintenance
on target for full spend.

Agenda Item 6
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment
Additional Highways Structural
77
Sharon Walls
Maintenance
78

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m
0.845

Sharon Walls / Fleet replacement programme (Public
David Smith Realm services)

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

1.322

1.322

0.248

0.245 -

0.275

0.275

0.160

-

79

Sharon Walls

Local Centre Footway Improvements

0.250

0.350

0.350

-

80

Sharon Walls

Lower Bridge St & Town Centre (street
enhancement)

1.200

1.338

1.348

81

Sharon Walls

Highways Maintenance Investment

-

1.000

-

82

Sharon Walls

Shaw Street, Culcheth Car Park and
Recreational Facilities

-

0.208

-

Palmyra Square - Street Columns
Sycamore/Hood Lane Pedestrian &
Cycle Facilities
S106 Tesco Express - Knutsford Rd

-

-

0.019

0.019

0.007

0.007

0.007

0.010

0.316 -

83

Dave Vasey

84

John Drake

85

John Drake

86

John Drake

S106 Woolston Grange - Longbarn
Boulevard

0.137

0.205

0.265

87

John Drake

S106 Saxon Park

0.045

0.052

0.052

88

John Drake

S106 - Cromwell Ave/Europa Boulevard
(Pedestrian & Cycle Facilities)

0.008

0.008

0.004

-

89

John Drake

S106 Lakeside Drive

0.145

0.145

0.001

0.011 -

0.150

0.829

0.007 -

0.004

Additional road resurfacing and treatment schemes
across the Borough (capitalised from revenue).

Replace ageing grounds maintenance fleet for the
0.115 coming season and replace ageing street lighting
platform.
Improve the footway programme in local shopping areas
in vulnerable/deprived areas and support local economy
outside of the town. Exact locations & extents to be
agreed with Members and residents.
Resurface and improve public realm across the town
1.022 including Lower Bridge Street, Sankey Way and
surrounding streets in and around the cultural quarter.
Additional road maintenance resurfacing and asset
1.000
improvement works across the Borough.
0.350

Progress of Project

Additional works are programmed for across the Borough
and on track for completion this current year.
Current spend FY 13/14 is £160k. Current commitment
FY 13/14 is £145k anticipated delivery April 14.
Projected overspend against project of £30k will be
addressed from other capital budgets.
Schemes have been identified on track for delivery by
end of 13/14.
Works to Lower Bridge Street due to commence on site
in late August 2013.
Identified sites and schemes are being designed and
planned during Nov / Dec for a Q4 delivery.

Car park improvements to alleviate the traffic
Detailed plans and site assessments are planed to start
0.208 management problems on Shaw street plus
in November.
refurbishment of the changing / leisure facilities in 14/15.
-

0.001

Detailed Description of Project

Replacement of columns around the square.

Project completed.

0.011 New pedestrian and cycle facilities.

Project completed.

0.007 Enhanced pedestrian facilities at the junction.

Project completed.
Project completed as per legal agreement. Additional
works requested following consultation with residents
(footbridge removal and associated footway construction,
various traffic management initiatives)
Substantially complete - awaiting resolution over land
ownership re PROW.

0.095 -

0.166 New pedestrian crossing facility.

0.005 -

0.047

Construction/reinstatement of PROW following
development of Phase 2.

0.004 Pedestrian and cycling facilities.
0.133

Highways improvements associated with the
development.

Project completed.
On going, various initiatives completed to date (includes
cctv, road marking renewal, and modelling works).

90

John Drake

S106 Eagle Ottawa

0.035

0.035

0.035

-

The introduction of junction protection (doubled yellow
lines) parking restrictions at the junction of the proposed
site access and Thelwall Lane and at the junction of
Nook Lane and Thelwall Lane.
0.035
Awaiting feasibility study and detailed design.
The introduction of a 20 mph speed restriction, traffic
calming measures and street lighting improvements on
Nook Lane between its junctions with Thelwall Lane and
Gaskell Avenue.

91

John Drake

S106 Birchwood Shopping Centre

0.075

0.075

0.075

-

0.075

Consultation proposed July 2013 - with works to be
included within the overall LSTF proposals for the
Birchwood Area.

92

John Drake

S106 Red Cott Farm

0.051

0.051

0.051

-

S106 for highway network within a 3000 metre radius of
0.020 the land. Improving pedestrian/cycle facilities on
Dewhurst Rd & Admirals Rd.

Monies to contribute towards the overall 'Access for All'
scheme proposed for Birchwood Railway Station
(monies to contribute towards pedestrian/cycle
improvement proposed as part of the scheme).

93

John Drake

S106 Ainscough Road

0.020

0.020

-

64

provision of 2 pedestrian crossings on Dewhurst Road,
one to serve as a link between the Development and the
station, and the other near to the junction with Benson
Road.
provision for a highways contribution towards initiatives in
0.051
the vicinity of the site.

Awaiting programming.

Agenda Item 6
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment
94

John Drake

S106 Garven Place, Legh St

95

John Thorp

96

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.016

0.016

0.016

Pedestrian Improvements: PRoW

0.030

0.025

0.003

0.027

Alan Dickin

Cycling Improvements

0.020

0.022

0.001

0.002 -

97

Alan Dickin

General Accessibility Improvements

0.025

0.029

0.002

-

98

Lesley
McAllister

Travel Planning and Marketing

0.015

0.024

99

Lesley
McAllister

Cycle Training

0.101

0.095

100

101

102

John
McCoroskin

Steve Hunter

Alan Dickin /
Dave Rostron

0.049

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

Overview/Key Highlights

Bus Stop Enhancements

Rail Schemes & Studies

Parking Strategy

0.015

0.033

0.285

0.015

-

0.071 -

0.017

0.800

0.043

-

0.121

0.233 -

0.015

0.017 -

65

Establishment of pedestrian crossing facility - Legh
Street (Puffin crossing).

Active Travel focuses on providing for walking and cycling
as the main modes for making day-to-day journeys but
also includes equestrianism and Public Rights of Way
which are more likely to be related to leisure purposes.
0.019 We have grouped these modes together as users are
often seeking similar characteristics in their choice of
routes; attractive lightly trafficked and/or lower speed
roads, facilities to help them safely use busier roads, or
0.027
traffic free off-road routes.
0.005

0.001 -

0.020

Detailed Description of Project

Progress of Project

Project completed.
On track.
28k committed to P.00077.
A Study is currently underway to review of a number of
one way streets with the objective of allowing Contra
Flow Cycling.
Programme of minor footway and access kerb
improvements have been agreed and await
implementation

Smarter Choices focuses on decisions people make
0.023 about their journeys including if they need to travel, when
and where, and mode of transport used. The aim is to
On track. DfT Grant of £91k allocation received, to be
change individuals travel behaviour and encourage them
claimed retrospectively. October campaign due for walk
to make more sustainable choices such as Active
to school generating advertising and resource spending.
Travel, Public Transport or sustainable Motorised Travel
0.004 such as car-sharing. Smarter Choices involves
marketing and promotion of travel options.
Public Transport covers all forms of passenger transport
services which are available for use by the general public
as opposed to private transport modes such as car,
0.017
motorcycle or bicycle. Forms of public transport
currently available in Warrington include express coach,
local bus and rail services and taxi/private hire vehicles.
In the future modes could include light rapid transit
services such as tram/light rail or express/guided bus.
Programme area on track to be spent in full. Notable
projects include study work to inform the upgrade of the
0.446
Real-Time Passenger Information System and the
preparation of a successful bid to DfT's Access for all
fund for lifts at Birchwood Station.

On track. Increased allocation agreed for Access for All
scheme at Birchwood station by Portfolio Holder - Good
progress being made in agreeing locations for additional
bus shelters. Audits of Sankey, Padgate and
Glazebrook Stations to be commissioned.

Managing Motorised Travel includes routes and facilities
used by private motorised passenger modes such as
cars and motorcycles and the transportation of freight
goods by road, rail or water. Elements of parking policy
and Park-and-Ride are also considered under Managed
0.011
Motorised Travel together with the longer-term need to
manage demand from private motorised vehicles. The
Parking Strategy work is now complete and work is in
hand on the implementation of the strategy and
procurement of a new Parking Services Contract.

Over-committed due to external support commissioned
to review parking services prior to re-contracting delivery.
Timescale of spend on the commitment to be
determined. Budget realignment is proposed for
September or spend will be rolled to next years
programme. Following Executive Board Task Group
meeting a Parking Study of Lymm to be commissioned,
which will increase resource required - this will be vired
from other LTP areas. Also resource needed for
procurement of new Parking Services Contract.

Agenda Item 6
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

103

Mark Tune

Traffic Management - Minor Works

0.040

0.064 -

0.002

0.007 -

0.059

104

Mark Tune

Road Safety - Local Safety Schemes

0.190

0.145

0.015

0.014 -

0.116

105

Mark Tune

Road Safety - 20mph Speed Limits

0.125

0.115

0.003

-

0.112

106

Lesley
McAllister

Safer Routes to Schools

0.060

0.065

0.001

0.003 -

0.061

0.060

0.056

0.003 -

0.053

0.050

0.253

107

Sean Halewood Pedestrian Improvements: (Crossings)

108

Hannah
Davidson

Traffic Signal Enhancements

109

Hannah
Davidson

LTP UTMC Development

0.060

0.056

0.023

0.007 -

110

Hannah
Davidson

Network Management Plan

0.040

0.022

0.004

0.003 -

111

Alan Dickin

112

Steve Hunter

0.008

0.001 -

Detailed Description of Project

The 20mph project is being delivered over 3 years.
Anticipated project completion 2014/15. Batch one of
the three year programme for 20mph speed limits are
complete. Batch 2 is being advertised July 13. All orders
for remaining 8 batches will be advertised during 13/14 to
be able to control implementation of priority areas within
The Safety and Security covers infrastructure
capital and LSTF budget allocations.
improvements to Safer Routes to school to encourage
108 SRTS - Planning consent was obtained in April for
more walking and cycling on the school journey;
removal of the hedgerow to facilitate the new footpath
changes to the highway environment to design out road and design of the improvements is complete. The
traffic collisions as part of the Local Safety Schemes
implementation of the improvements has been delayed
Programme; introduction of facilities' to aid pedestrian
due to on-going negotiations with a 3rd party landowner
movements and remove barriers to accessibility;
regarding a strip of private land required for the scheme.
changes to highway arrangements as part to the Traffic The use of CPO powers is now being considered to run
Management Minor Works programme to assist in the
in parallel with the negotiations. There is still uncertainty
safe and efficient passage of all road users; and
over the start date of the scheme.
delivering the council's commitment of introducing
14 projects are being developed through feasibility to
20mph speed limits in the majority of residential roads in compile the programme of Local Safety Schemes.
Warrington to promote wider travel options through
Feasibility assessments are also being undertaken on 6
providing a more attractive environment for pedestrians
potential pedestrian crossing improvements which will
and cyclists.
enable some contingency for schemes to be delivered
this year.
£32k of planned spend against Minor Works although
only £7k committed on SAP to date. Overall spend will
appear light at P3 due to lead in time required to develop
the works programme.
Overall: on-track to achieve full spend.

The Network Management theme sets out how we
0.244 propose to make best use of the existing highway
network and fulfil our Network Management Duty. This
duty established under the Traffic Management Act
(2004) is to “secure the expeditious movement of traffic
0.026
on the highway network, and to facilitate the same on
other authorities’ networks”. Maximising highway
network efficiency for different users (Active Travel,
0.015 Motorised or Public Transport) forms a key part of
Network Management.

Manchester Rd/Warburton Bridge Road is main scheme
within 072 Traffic Signals Enhancements [budgets from
222 Network Management (23k) and 225 Traffic Sig
Maintenance (44k) moved to 072 to support full
implementation this year].
All other projects - on track.

WBC has lead role for LTB/LEP rail project - budget line
has been adjusted to reflect that £28k additional funds
have been received from partner organisations on top of
75k LTP budget.
Funding agreed to part fund Access study for Port of
Liverpool with other LA partners.
Consultancy support for Pinch Point Bid in Birchwood
commissioned
All other projects are on track.

Monitoring & Strategic Studies

0.075

0.155

0.034

0.054 -

The funding is being used for a number of projects
including: Local Sustainable Transport Fund Bid
0.067 Development, Multi-Modal Transport Model - Scheme
testing, Parking Strategy development, LTP Monitoring
and surveys.

Neighbourhood Allocations

0.013

0.013

0.007

0.005 -

0.001

66

Progress of Project

Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish
list' of initiatives, this will then be assessed and the
works prioritised in conjunction with the respective
boards.

Completion of last years projects - on track.
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Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

Detailed Description of Project

Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish
list' of initiatives, this will then be assessed and the
works prioritised in conjunction with the respective
boards.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish
list' of initiatives, this will then be assessed and the
works prioritised in conjunction with the respective
boards.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish
list' of initiatives, this will then be assessed and the
works prioritised in conjunction with the respective
boards.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish
list' of initiatives, this will then be assessed and the
works prioritised in conjunction with the respective
boards.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish
list' of initiatives, this will then be assessed and the
works prioritised in conjunction with the respective
boards.
Local Transport Plan - 2013/14 Allocation to be split over
projects.

Progress of Project

Little progress being made - monies expected to be
reallocated to other LTP areas.

113

Steve Hunter

Central Neighbourhood Allocation

0.031

0.031

-

0.031

114

Steve Hunter

East Neighbourhood Allocation

0.015

0.015

-

0.015

115

Steve Hunter

South Neighbourhood Allocation

0.022

0.022

-

0.022

116

Steve Hunter

TC Neighbourhood Allocation

0.015

0.015

-

0.015

117

Steve Hunter

West Neighbourhood Allocation

0.015

0.015

-

0.015

118

Mia Crowther

Local Transport Plan 2013/14

0.000 -

0.000

0.000

0.083

0.089

The only outstanding issue is the account with United
Utilities who have claimed additional costs and this has
been challenged. We wrote to them last year and have
had no response but as they are the ones claiming
additional costs, I am letting it drift because they need to
get back to us with justification and the ball is in their
court to respond. I have no timescale for this so it is best
Finalisation of major junction improvement at A49 / A50 /
0.054
if this is dealt with through the LPT when and if they do
Hawleys Lane junction.
get back to us. I am currently waiting for our street
lighting to provide justification for costs in the region of
£1k they incurred completing works on site which should
have been done by the contractor. Once this is received
it should be the last payment to be made on the account
and I will then request all outstanding commitments to
be removed.

0.037

This is the UTMC 'Reserve Account' and has been
0.031 earmarked for the procurement of a new RTPI system.
Budget has been re-profiled.

119

120

Brian Coupe

Steve Hunter

122

123

A49/A50 Long Lane

Dave Rostron / Urban Traffic Management Control /
Alyn Jones
RTPI

121

4.423 -

0.083

0.202

0.313

0.011

Community Infrastructure Fund

0.036

0.036

John Drake

S278 Charon Way Works (TRO's)

0.012

0.012

Dave Boyer

Fiddlers Ferry Marina - replacement of
Marsh House Bridge

0.225

0.048

0.005

0.029

0.010

-

0.225

-

67

Package of measures to improve Pedestrian and Cycle
accessibility between housing growth sites and
0.003 employment opportunities. Funded primarily from
HCA/DfT with match contribution from Local Transport
Plan.
Legal orders currently being processed (subject to legal
0.012 advertising) - measures will then be introduced in early
2012.

Agreement reached on 13/14 programme with East NAB
- expected to spend in full.
Programme for this year still being investigated in
conjunction with Neighbourhood Boards. Some progress
being made - some concern about delivery.
Options for spend currently being considered by
Transportation Working Group - is expected to agree
programme in November to ensure full spend in 13/14,
Programme for this year still being investigated in
conjunction with Neighbourhood Boards. Some progress
being made - some concern about delivery.
Combination of other projects. Overall progress is on
track.

Commitment for 35k added to system for staff resources
but may not be used. Further appraisal being done - new
system requires £60k for detection units plus £2k per
bus stop display. Full spend of this years LTP allocation
predicted this year. Likely that reserve amount will need
to be carried to next year.
Project completed April 2011. Final retention monies in
process of being released. No further update October
2013

Project completed.

Executive Board approval for purchase of Bridge.
Replace the existing Marsh House Bridge which crosses Discussions on going with Duchy re purchase of bridge.
0.225 the Sankey Canal to give access to Fiddlers Ferry
Short term temporary bridge proposed. Longer term
Marina, Boatyard and Sailing Club.
option dependent on whether Council is successful in
winning funding through a CCF bid round
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Original
2013/14
Approved
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£m

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Spend at
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£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

Warrington Waterfront Transport priority infrastructure (design &
development)

0.829

0.853

2.291

0.074

0.031 -

Dave Boyer

Major Gateway Improvements

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.012

0.109 -

126

Dave Boyer

Gateway Corridors Enhancement

0.154

0.154

127

Dave Rostron

-

-

124

Steve Hunter /
Alan Dickin

125

128

129

Dave Boyer

John Nichol

Market MSCP Structural Work

Flood Risk (contribution to Environment
Agency scheme)

LSTF New Bus route & stops

0.400

0.135

0.341

0.116

0.341

-

0.001

0.138

0.116

Progress of Project

Funding submission expanded to cover funding for
Warrington West Station and Northern Orbital Public
Transport Corridor. Progress continues in delivery of
study and design work to develop infrastructure schemes
to a state of readiness where funding bids can be made.
Cheshire & Warrington Local Transport Body submitted
recommendation to DfT for match funding for Warrington
West Station and placing early phases of Warrington
Significant transport infrastructure across the Warrington Waterfront scheme in a development pool of schemes to
2.186
be considered for funding via LEP Growth Plans. Work
Waterfront Regeneration area.
packages recently commissioned include Utilities ,
Topographical and Habitat Surveys. Report to go to
Executive Board in December 2013 seeking approval to
undertake public consultation in early 2014. Property on
Liverpool Road acquired in September 2013 - spend
should come through in Q3. Warrington West Station
Business Case work continuing - GRIP 3 tbc by end of
2013/14.
Improve major gateway which includes road
0.379 markings/strategic signage replacement/environmental
improvements.
Localised improvement along key gateways to improve
0.154 first impressions and sustainably improve the
environment.
Market MSCP works including lift maintenance, car park
re-lining and cleaning £11k.
Pepper Street retaining wall safety improvements £4k.
0.001
The Forge car park, upgrade of steps between the upper
and lower levels £9k.
Orford Street car park re-lining £0.4k.

Road markings - series of main corridors included within
current package, with works due to commence on site in
mid/late August 2013.
Schemes are currently being developed with quick wins
already rolling out including planting and signage (linked
to Major Gateway Improvements project above).

Project completed.

0.051 -

WBC contributing £1.2 over 3 years to the Mersey Flood
defence project as agreed at Exec Board. Overall project
0.152 value is of the order of 28million with an outcome that
Payment to be made during 2013/14.
over 2000 properties and businesses will have increased
protection from flooding from the Mersey in Warrington.

0.032 -

Provision of new orbital bus service (the Connect 17) to
serve key employment sites in north of Warrington.
0.084 Project involves service subsidy, purchase of 6 new
buses, new and improved stops/shelters, passenger
information and marketing.

130

John Nichol

LSTF Cycle Routes

0.631

0.702

0.552

0.029

0.008 -

131

John Nichol

LSTF Junction Improvements

0.763

0.905

0.555

0.042

0.036 -

132

John Nichol

LSTF 20mph speed limits

0.078

0.082

0.082

0.017

0.044 -

68

Detailed Description of Project

Shelter programme on hold until future of Connect 17 is
confirmed. Discussions on-going with Network
Warrington. Probable underspend, to be addressed by
virement to other LSTF Projects.

Main project is the Birchwood cycle scheme. Costs are
New links to cycle network to provide continuous east
being confirmed with contractor. The
west cycle routes linking residential areas to
0.515
Westbrook 2Dallam scheme will be re-consulted on in
employment sites in north of town. Signage of key
November. There will also be a package of small scale
routes to be provided as part of a wider signage strategy.
cycle schemes delivered this year.
Improvements to key junctions along route of new bus
0.477 service on A57 to ensure reliability and also to give
On track.
priority to cycle and pedestrian movements.
0.021 20mph Speed Limits.
On track. Batches 2,3 and 4 will be delivered in 13/14.

Agenda Item 6
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment

133

Alan Dickin

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

LSTF Mid-Mersey

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

0.025

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

0.106

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.002

0.011 -

Detailed Description of Project

Contribution towards wider Mid Mersey project led by St
Helens BC. To be spent on improvements to cross
0.093 boundary long distance cycle route, pedestrian facilities
and new bus service. As reported to Exec Board
15/10/12.

134

Dave Cotterill

135

Dave Cotterill

Dakota Park Play Areas - Chapelford

0.230

0.230

0.230

0.230

136

Dave Cotterill

St Elphins Park

0.144

0.144

0.144

0.146

137

Terry Hill /
Walton Hall & Estate Upgrading &
Rachel Waggett Improvement

0.500

1.204

1.204

0.089

1.100 -

138

Dave Cotterill / Bank Park Enhancements &
Rachel Waggett Improvement

0.910

0.918

0.918

0.014

0.030 -

0.874 Development of Bank Park.

Victoria Park Improvement

0.780

0.792

0.792

0.111

0.221 -

0.460

Victoria Park Regeneration Phase 2 New Sports Facilities

1.200

1.300

1.300

-

1.300

-

0.360

-

0.360

-

0.398

0.150

0.150

0.040

0.008 -

139

Dave Cotterill

140

Mark Dawe

141

John Rowson

Enhancement of car park and
associated facilities at Victoria Park

142

Dave Cotterill

Sankey Valley Park Improvement

0.400

0.400

0.400

143

Dave Boyer

Sankey Canal Restoration Project

1.250

1.250

1.250

-

1.250

144

John Rowson

Woolston Park

0.070

0.070

0.070

-

0.070

145

Terry Hill

0.023

0.023

Woolston Urban Ecology Nature Park
(Manchester Road) REVIVE

0.002

0.027

69

On Track - Improvement schemes on Trans Pennine Trail
in progress. Phase 1 complete and Phase 2 to Halton
Boundary currently on site.
Schemes in Sankey Valley North in design process with
commencement on site in January.
A56 to Daresbury programmed for 2013/14 consultation
planned for early 2014.

Green Space projects: Sankey Canal, Victoria Park,
Dallam Project and Town Centre Bridge
0.102 Street Schemes. Parks & Streets refurbishments
Schemes currently in development.
involving sports pitch drainage, play area refurbishment
and infrastructure improvements.
Creation of 2 new play areas on Dakota Park of children
Project Completed.
of different ages.
Creation of 2 new play areas and an adults gym area on
0.002 St Elphins Park. 2 play areas consist of a younger
Project Completed.
children's play area and an older children's play area.
Tender awarded to selected contractor on 20th Sept
2013. Start on site programmed for 7th November 2013,
0.015 Development of Walton Hall & Estate.
completion May 2013. Consultancy team for Walton Hall
HLF bid to be appointed for Stage One in December
2013.

Green Space Delivery Programme &
Parks and Streets Refurbishment

0.121

Progress of Project

0.004

Phase 1 refurbishment works completed.
Stakeholder consultation on Bank Park works
commenced 1st Oct and completes 1st November 2013.

Redesign and redevelopment of athletics arena at
Victoria Park including relocation of field events, new 800
Project completion November 2013.
metre athletics track, football / rugby league pitch in
centre of track and appropriate drainage provision.
A revised budget cost estimate for Phase 2 works has
been produced. A capital bid for the increased budget
New changing room, playing pitch and grandstand at
cost has been submitted and is on the Forward Plan for
Victoria Park for community use.
December Executive Board. Risk associated with
securing supplementary budget.
Redesign and redevelopment of car parking facilities at Consultants appointed to carry out scoping study. Once
Victoria Park including appropriate drainage provision.
complete, design works will commence.
Scheme currently in development. Stakeholder
A range of improvements throughout Sankey Valley Park
consultation scheduled for November 2013. Phase 1
are to be delivered once project develops.
woodland management to commence December 2013.
Dialogue on-going with Halton to progress the scheme in
To bring the Sankey Canal back into navigation from
2013/14. Coastal communities bid submitted Oct 2013
Spike Island at Widnes to the Fiddlers Ferry Marina in
to match funding. Spend profile will depend on the
Warrington.
outcome of the bid.
Enhance Woolston Park in terms of a green open space,
Consultation exercise completed 30th September.
which is used by a number of different community
Assessment on-going, design to commence November
groups from dog walkers, children's recreational play and
2013.
sports users.
Main contact completed and retention paid October
2011. Possible £10K worth of work identified outside of
contact being considered. All funding received Works completed - now being managed by Parks
maintenance on going with £1,500 coming from Revive
Service.
as contribution. Looking to transfer this to Parks and
Woodland Service to be managed through their revenue
accounts.

Agenda Item 6
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Transport and Environment
146

0.149

0.149

0.206

0.206

Neil Simpson

Warrington Cemetery footpath
reinstatement

0.200

0.392

0.392

Neil Simpson

Walton Lea Crematorium - traffic
management improvements

0.150

0.150

0.004

0.004

149

John Rowson /
Additional Street Cleaning Equipment
David Smith

151

John Rowson / Vehicle & Plant Asset Replacement
David Smith Programme (Environmental Operations)

152

John Rowson / Purchase of Wheeled Bins and Home
Paul McHenry Composter Units

153

Steve Hunter /
David Smith

Purchase of Enforcement Vehicle

154

Andy Farrall

Town Centre Improvements

155

Andy Farrall

Town Centre - empty shops grant

Total Transport and Environment
Public Protection
Dave Watson

Air Quality

157

Rachel Waggett
Salix - Climate Change - Revolving Fund
/ Andy Doyle

158

Rachel Waggett

Total Public Protection
Warrington and Co

160

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

0.103

148

159

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

Warrington Allotments Improvement
Programme

Terry Hill

156

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

John Rowson /
Waste Project - Defra Grant
David Smith

147

150

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

Climate Change - Electric Vehicle
Purchase

Stewart Brown /
Building Maintenance Programme
Elwyn Rowlands

Stewart Brown Property Review Disposals

1.500

0.060

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

Overview/Key Highlights

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.002

-

-

0.108

0.244 -

0.003
0.695

-

Please move £30k to P.00291 to cover cost of vehicle on
order. Tenders in progress to deliver commitments and
remaining spend.

Funding for purchase of replacement wheeled bins for
Funding is being used to purchase replacement wheeled
0.258 refuse collection, recycling and green waste composting, bin containers and home composters. Bins and home
plus home composter units
composter units will be purchased as and when required.

-

0.060

0.060

-

0.084

0.084

0.080

0.093

0.093

23.016

25.824
-

29.309
-

3.396

4.192 -

0.065

0.135

0.135

0.001

0.003 -

0.014

0.014

0.029

0.014
0.163
-

0.754

2.158

2.158

-

-

-

0.012 0.030

0.015 -

0.073 -

-

0.001

-

70

Phases 1 & 2 complete, commencing phases 3 & 4 end
Reinstatement footpaths at Warrington Cemetery with a
July - early August. Works commenced 09 September
variety of access needed.
due to complete works 31 January 2014.
Modify parking facilities and main route through the
Still awaiting results of tree survey prior to progressing
0.150
Crematorium.
further, liaising with Tree Officers re current position.
0.040

Project completed.

0.258

0.163
-

Programme of improvements agreed including provision
of toilets on sites. Works to be ordered.

Replace fleet assets which are operating beyond their
1.384 specified economic life which are no longer fit for
purpose.

-

0.014

2 systems currently being evaluated with workforce.

0.001 Purchase of mechanical street sweepers.

2.079

0.065

Funding to be used to purchase in-cab technology to
0.147 improve service delivery and link vehicles with Contact
Warrington.
Update allotments with extensions to various sites,
0.206 reconstruction of footpaths and improved water/toilet
facilities.

Progress of Project

-

2.079

0.007

Detailed Description of Project

Purchase an enforcement vehicle for the Council which
0.060 would be available to undertake a wide range of
enforcement activity in various areas.
Various town centre improvements to be agreed with
0.077
Councillors including improvements to queens square.
Setting up of a grant fund to promote the renovation of
0.093
empty shops.
21.721
Three Schemes:- Low emission study (45k, inclusive 5k
transport 40k Defra), AQ equipment (5.2k), Freight Eco
0.131
stars (65k-30k received to date, additional promissory
award of 35k). Received March 2013 =65k

No specification or requirement provided by customer to
date.
Queens square improvement now complete.
Vinyls are being refreshed. Designs for 2013/14
programme in development.

LES - work package 1 and 2,and Traffic data collection
complete spend to date £15,640.08. AQ equipment
purchased 3k spent. TTR consultants appointed agreed
work plan first year spend will be 28K.
Actual spend appears over budget however this is due to
revolving nature of fund which replenishes over time with
regular payments from budget holders. Awaiting
Note that this is a revolving fund and therefore funding is finalisation of end of year statement from capital
0.015
programme monitoring team (issues with coding of
replenished from energy budgets as agreed.
expenditure and various elements to salix funds have
complicated this - still in progress, working with
accounts).
Electric vehicle purchased and charging point installed. Formed partnership with Virgin Trains to complete
0.002
Progressing spend of remainder.
project. Costs identified and tender out.
0.118
Capital element of this predominantly revenue funded
Building Maintenance Programme for the Council; can
programme is being programmed on a project by project
include maintenance and repairs costs to Council
2.085
basis. Excludes schools, and for Capital, it isn't about
Buildings if it satisfies the definition under the Council's
repairs, it's about projects that satisfy the definition of
Capitalisation Policy.
the Council's Capitalisation Policy.

0.001

Marketing and selling property costs - all should be
recoverable from property sales capital receipts.

On going, recent conversion of PDC to revenue
generation rather than capital receipt (but no disposal
costs as not going to auction). Former Fordton site sale
now completed generating significant capital receipt.
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Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Warrington and Co

161

-

Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Families and Wellbeing

0.025 -

-

162

Invest to Save - Capital Programme

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

Stewart Brown / Bewsey Old School & Professional
Terry Redding Development Centre - Office Relocation

Steve Park / Refurbishment work to New Town
Stewart Brown House Reception
Total Warrington and Co
TOTAL ECONOMIC REGENERATION, GROWTH AND

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

0.754
23.835

2.133
28.120

0.025

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Commit.

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

0.116

0.010

0.115
3.541

0.083 4.290 -

0.020
2.153
31.625

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m

-

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

Empty Properties

0.750

1.000

1.000

-

164

Dave Cowley

Penketh Court

2.500

2.500

2.500

-

3.250

3.500
-

3.500
-

Danny Mather Mortgages to First time Buyers

166

Danny Mather

167

Shared Ownership Mortgages (Local
Authority Partnership Purchase)

Danny Mather /
Loans to Registered Social Landlords
Dave Cowley
Refinancing of historic Pension Fund
Deficit

168

Danny Mather

169

Purchases of Network Warrington
Danny Mather
Buses

170

Danny Mather

Refinancing of Network Warrington
Pension Fund Deficit

Total Resources and Strategic Commissioning Invest to Save

Work completed on Rylands Street (linked works) with
N&C management suite at NTH now constructed. Major
relocation of 300+ staff completed. BOS now
demolished, with unexpected issues and costs arising
0.151 (bats & services). Limited further spend on this project,
currently working through the final budget spend to
ensure all spend is accurate and appropriate to the
scheme. PDC refurbishment and relocation now
completed.
H&S and Union requested work to improve reception at
0.020
NTH for public and staff safety and working conditions.
1.955
23.794

2013/14
Commit.

Dave Cowley

165

2.000

2.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

285.000

307.000

307.000

140.000

140.000

0.200

0.200

0.400

3.000

3.000

3.000

429.200

453.200

313.400

Progress of Project

-

-

-

2.000

-

-

0.400

32.400

-

71

-

Detailed Description of Project

Financial assistance to owners of empty dwellings to
enable them to undertake essential repair and
refurbishment to enable them to be brought back into
use in the private rented sector.
Redevelopment of the former sheltered housing scheme
2.500 at Penketh Court with 43 affordable units for rent for the
elderly.
3.500
1.000

-

30.000

Work is on going to finalise overall project costs and
accuracy and validity of charges presently levied against
this project. Some miscoded costs for PDC are due to
be re-imbursed back to this project code. Additional
expenditure on security works to WIA and public
walkway requested by community, police and local
members following demolition.
Specification work underway for design.

Overview/Key Highlights

163

Total Families and Wellbeing Invest to Save
Resources and Strategic Commissioning

Detailed Description of Project

-

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original
2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

Overview/Key Highlights

Provides mortgages to first time buyers via the LAMS
scheme.

Progress of Project

Rolling programme of acquisitions is underway. Project
to be reviewed in the light of potential proposals to top
slice New Homes Bonus for the LEP.
Pre planning consultation completed. Planning
application has been submitted.

The Lloyds scheme is now temporarily stopped by
Lloyds due to the government introducing its own Help to
Buy Scheme. A decision on the future of the Lloyds
scheme is expected shortly. The Leeds Building Society
scheme remains in operation.

Extend the LAMS scheme into shared ownership
Scheme currently in development stage and the future
mortgages, this allows joint mortgages given were an
will be dependent on the outcome of the Lloyds LAMS
individual would own 70% of the property and the Council
decision.
30%.
A potential 4 deals are currently being negotiated and 2
The Council provides loans to Registered Social
277.000
will potentially go to the Executive Board for approval in
Landlords to stimulate housing regeneration.
either November or December 2013.
Initial evaluation of scheme. Council needs Independent
Proposal is to take advantage of low interest rates to
Actuarial report for full evaluation of scheme. If project
refinance the Pension Fund Deficit.
goes ahead it will be late 2013/14.
Purchase buses on behalf of Network Warrington, with a
Project completed.
profit element returned to WBC for investment.
Pension Fund deficit refinanced. Cost to be capitalised
Proposal is for refinancing of Network Warrington
is dependant on Capitalisation Direction approval.
3.000
Pension Fund Deficit.
Application to be made when DCLG issue Capitalisation
Direction Application later in the year.
281.000
1.000

Agenda Item 6
Invest to Save - Capital Programme
Project
Ref.

Project
Manager

Project Description

Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment
171

John Rowson /
Vehicle Replacement
David Smith

172

John Rowson /
Various Vans/Tippers
David Smith

173

174

Neil Simpson

Rachel Waggett

Street Lighting Energy, Carbon & Asset
Improvement

175

Sharon Walls

176

Strategic Property Investment
Stewart Brown Programme to support Regeneration &
Investment Portfolio

177

0.247

0.250

2013/14
Q2 Revised
Budget
£m
-

2013/14
Spend at
Quarter 2
£m

2013/14
Variance

£m

£m

-

0.750

0.750

-

0.008

0.008

-

0.750

0.750

6.000

6.000

0.650

10.000

12.882

12.882

0.005

2.426

10.000

10.000

10.000

4.500

4.500

4.500

3.000

Total Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment
TOTAL INVEST TO SAVE

34.750
467.200

39.137
495.837

33.787
350.687

5.468
37.868

TOTAL 2013/14 CAPITAL PROGRAMME

514.460

553.860

414.225

49.362

Andy Farrall /
Omega Infrastructure
Danny Mather

2013/14
Commit.

0.247

4.000

Charles Goodall Stadium Quarter Phase 1

Overview/Key Highlights
Detailed Description of Project

Progress of Project

-

4.000

179

Bridge Street Quarter Project

2013/14
Q1 Approved
Budget
£m
-

4.000

178

Eddy Cottrell

2013/14
Approved
(MTFP)
£m

Crematorium Burner Replacement

Climate Change - Carbon Reduction
Programme

2013/14 Q1 - Q2 Budget Monitoring

Original

Still awaiting for the auto charger to be installed as there
were some problems with the proposed charger from
IFZW, alternatives to be looked at.

-

Replacement of All street lighting luminaires over a 2/3
year investment period. Currently looking at 5 alternative
luminaire solutions with different capital cost and energy
0.650
savings. Also a column replacement programme over the
same 2 investment periods 2/3 years and a rolling
programme of column replacement option.

-

-

7.743 -

72

Tender in progress.

-

-

-

Various departments of the Council have a range of vans
and transit type vehicles on long term hire. It is proposed
0.750 that the Council purchases its own fleet, which would
generate a saving of £160k over a 5 year period
compared to the current cost of hiring.
First cremator installed and commissioned inc mercury
abatement. Project to continue 19th Jan, decommission
0.008 remain old cremator and continue crematory modification
(building works) next cremator shall be commissioned
February 2012.

Projects are on going and being brought forward under
this programme. Currently obtaining cost for replacement
Invest to save funding available to premises managers to
of Appleton Thorne Primary school boiler with biomass
0.745 invest in carbon reducing projects. Expressions of
alternative. Currently estimate £100k. Setting up of
interest have been invited and costs obtained.
Energy Services Company (ESCO) being progressed
with consultancy support from this budget.

-

0.037

Tenders received for street sweepers and award pending,
0.247 tenders for transportation buses issued January 2012,
In progress.
tenders for "white vans" to be issued Jan/Feb 2012.

10.456

Acquire property assets around strategic objectives primarily regeneration, economic development and the
property investment portfolio to generate revenue
income.

Council to provide funding for the Regeneration of the
Bridge Street Quarter site including provision of family
3.963 leisure facilities (Cinema, restaurants), New Market Hall,
New WBC Office Block, large scale public realm of the
site and Bridge Street down to Mersey Street.
Proposal is for provision of University Tech college for
10.000 Chester University, Incubator space for WBC, Hotel,
Student accommodation and grade "A" office space.
Short term loan to Owl to allow commencement of
1.500 infrastructure building to take place, the advance will be
paid back by HCA during 2013/14.
28.319
312.819
357.120

Street lighting teams in Warrington and Blackburn have
set up a working group for a joint procurement of
luminaires by the two authorities. Work is on-going on a
project plan with a desired start on site of Spring 2014.
Spend of £2.4m in 2013/14 on former Boots and other
property associated with Bridge Street Quarter
Development. Further properties expected to be
purchased later in the year.
Acquisition Strategy progressing - purchase of key
properties. Consultants appointed to progress
Compulsory Purchase Order. New Market Hall report to
go to November Executive Board. Market trader/public
consultation to be completed first week in November.
There has been spend on the Stadium Quarter
(guestimate about £25k) and a further commitment for
about £75k. A detailed ERDF bid has gone today which
will generate £6.8m spend
Loan now completed.

Agenda Item 6
Appendix 2
Changes to Capital Programme Budget (by Directorate)
2013/14 MTFP Approved Budget
2013/14 Approved Quarter 1 Budget
Budget changes:
Families & Wellbeing
Re-profiling budgets
New Projects (fully funded by grant/contributions)
Evelyn Street - Part Replace/Remodel Refurbishment
Broomfields Junior - Rationalise/Remodel
Dallam Primary - Condition and Suitability Issues
Grappenhall Hall - Relocation to Green Lane Site
New Projects (unsupported borrowing)
Disabled adaptations to private housing
Private housing - renewal assistance
Rephasing to latter years
Removal of Project/Budget (saving)
Resources & Strategic Commissioning
Re-profiling budgets
New Projects (fully funded by grant/contributions)
New Projects (unsupported borrowing)
ICT Projects arising from consequences of major
investment within ICT modernisation programme
End User Computing - Management Systems and
Technologies
Rephasing to latter years
Removal of Project/Budget (saving)
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment
Re-profiling budgets
New Projects (fully funded by grant/contributions)
New Projects (unsupported borrowing)
Highways Maintenance Investment
Shaw Street, Culcheth Car Park and Recreational
Facilities
Warrington Waterfront Priority Infrastructure
Enhancement of car park and associated facilities at
Victoria Park

514.460
553.860
0.349
0.180

0.050
0.050
0.030
0.050

0.425

0.325
0.100

0.789
0.267

0.083
0.184
0.221
3.284

1.000
0.208
1.438
0.360

Purchase of Wheeled Bins and Home Composter Units

0.258

Refurbishment work to New Town House Reception
Rephasing to latter years
Removal of Project/Budget (saving)
Invest to Save Programme
Re-profiling budgets
New Projects (fully funded by grant/contributions)
New Projects (unsupported borrowing)
Rephasing to latter years
Removal of Project/Budget (saving)
Total Changes
2013/14 Quarter 2 Revised Budget

0.020

-

-

73

0.200
145.350
139.635
414.225

Agenda Item 6
Appendix 3
Projects not yet programmed
Project Description
Families & Wellbeing

2013/14
Quarter 2
£m

Development of Social Hub at Woodleigh

0.700

Evelyn Street - Part Replace/Remodel Refurbishment

0.050

Broomfields Junior - Rationalise/Remodel

0.050

Dallam Primary - Condition and Suitability Issues

0.030

Grappenhall Hall - Relocation to Green Lane Site

0.050

Short Breaks Capital Fund - children with disabilities

0.132

Base for an Integrated Service for Disabled Children

0.588

Replacement of Families and Wellbeing Social Care
Case Recording System

0.350

Orford Lane/St Peters Way Community Centre

0.400

Dallam Estate Project

0.500

Community Hub Development

0.750

Resources & Strategic Commissioning
Capitalisation of Redundancy Costs
Capitalisation of Pension Costs

ICT Projects arising from consequences of major
investment within ICT modernisation programme

End User Computing - Management Systems and
Technologies
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment

-

Detailed Description of Project

Develop current building at Woodleigh Community Support
Centre into a multi-purpose social care hub.
Part replace and part remodel Evelyn Street Primary School.
Rationalise surplus accommodation and remodel Broomfields
Junior School.
Address priority condition and suitability issues at Dallam
Community Primary School.
Relocation of Grappenhall Hall school to Green Lane site
involving remodel of Green Lane building.
Create opportunity with children with disability outside school.
A new multi-agency service for disabled children at Woolston
High School site.
Replace current ICS system with a system that is flexible, able
to respond to changing needs and high usability.
A new Community Centre to be sited on the corner of Scott
St/Battersby Lane near the Albion public house. This will also
serve the newly developed area to the east of Battersby Lane.
To regenerate two adjoining communities that have the highest
deprivation scores in Warrington.
To support the delivery of 3 Community hubs in the West, East
and South Areas.
Capitalisation of Redundancy costs - these funds will be
allocated at year end when the full redundancy costs are known.

Capitalisation of Pension costs - these funds will be allocated at
year end when the full pensions costs are known.
Subsequent to the major investments in ICT infrastructure,
carried out in 2010-11, known as the ICT Modernisation
Programme, the following projects are required to maintain the
0.083
momentum of that initial investment in modernising the Council’s
systems and to cater for growth changes since the 2010/11
capacity planning work.
Introduction of supporting management systems as well as
upgrading, replacing, and rationalising hardware and software
0.184 within the 'End User Computing Environment (EUCE) to provide
a consistent platform currently based on Windows 7 and Office
2010 together with associated productivity tools.

5.780

Travellers transit site facility to ensure other sites are not
misused.

Travellers Transit Site

2.000

Travelling Show people Site Relocation

To acquire a suitable site and relocate two families of Travelling
0.400 Show people currently located on Winwick Street behind Central
Car Hire within the Stadium Quarter area of the Town Centre.

S106 Red Cott Farm

0.051

Central Neighbourhood Allocation

0.031

South Neighbourhood Allocation

0.022

West Neighbourhood Allocation

0.015

Victoria Park Regeneration Phase 2 - New Sports
Facilities
Enhancement of car park and associated facilities at
Victoria Park
Sankey Canal Restoration Project

1.300
0.360
1.250
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provision for a highways contribution towards initiatives in the
vicinity of the site.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish list' of
initiatives, this will then be assessed and the works prioritised in
conjunction with the respective boards.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish list' of
initiatives, this will then be assessed and the works prioritised in
conjunction with the respective boards.
Requests submitted to each board to generate a 'wish list' of
initiatives, this will then be assessed and the works prioritised in
conjunction with the respective boards.
New changing room, playing pitch and grandstand at Victoria
Park for community use.
Redesign and redevelopment of car parking facilities at Victoria
Park including appropriate drainage provision.
To bring the Sankey Canal back into navigation from Spike
Island at Widnes to the Fiddlers Ferry Marina in Warrington.
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Project Description
Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment
Woolston Park
Walton Lea Crematorium - traffic management
improvements
Purchase of Wheeled Bins and Home Composter Units

Purchase of Enforcement Vehicle
Town Centre Improvements
Town Centre - empty shops grant

2013/14
Quarter 2
£m

Detailed Description of Project

Enhance Woolston Park in terms of a green open space, which
0.070 is used by a number of different community groups from dog
walkers, children's recreational play and sports users.
Modify parking facilities and main route through the
0.150
Crematorium.
Funding for purchase of replacement wheeled bins for refuse
0.258 collection, recycling and green waste composting, plus home
composter units
Purchase an enforcement vehicle for the Council which would be
0.060 available to undertake a wide range of enforcement activity in
various areas.
Various town centre improvements to be agreed with Councillors
0.084
including improvements to queens square.
Setting up of a grant fund to promote the renovation of empty
0.093
shops.

Building Maintenance Programme

Building Maintenance Programme for the Council; can include
2.158 maintenance and repairs costs to Council Buildings if it satisfies
the definition under the Council's Capitalisation Policy.

Refurbishment work to New Town House Reception

0.020

Invest to Save Programme

H&S and Union requested work to improve reception at NTH for
public and staff safety and working conditions.

Empty Properties

Financial assistance to owners of empty dwellings to enable
1.000 them to undertake essential repair and refurbishment to enable
them to be brought back into use in the private rented sector.

Penketh Court

2.500

Shared Ownership Mortgages (Local Authority
Partnership Purchase)

1.000

Refinancing of Network Warrington Pension Fund Deficit

3.000

Bridge Street Quarter Project

4.000

Stadium Quarter Phase 1

10.000

Total Projects not yet programmed

39.469
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Redevelopment of the former sheltered housing scheme at
Penketh Court with 43 affordable units for rent for the elderly.
Extend the LAMS scheme into shared ownership mortgages,
this allows joint mortgages given were an individual would own
70% of the property and the Council 30%.
Proposal is for refinancing of Network Warrington Pension Fund
Deficit.
Council to provide funding for the Regeneration of the Bridge
Street Quarter site including provision of family leisure facilities
(Cinema, restaurants), New Market Hall, New WBC Office
Block, large scale public realm of the site and Bridge Street
down to Mersey Street.
Proposal is for provision of University Tech college for Chester
University, Incubator space for WBC, Hotel, Student
accommodation and grade "A" office space.
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Appendix 4
VARIANCES TO THE PROGRAMME IN EXCESS OF £100K
Major Project Variances (over £100k)
Early Education for Two Year Olds
Replace and upgrade social care client record systems
Private housing - renewal assistance
Early Education for Two Year Olds - Meadowside Primary
Disabled adaptations to private housing
Schools Capital Works (revenue to capital contributions)
Families & Wellbeing Major Variances
Capital Investment in Community Capacity
Planning Improvement Plan
End User Computing - Management Systems and Technologies
Museum Redevelopment Scheme
Resources & Strategic Commissioning Major Variances
Urban Traffic Management Control / RTPI
Shaw Street, Culcheth Car Park and Recreational Facilities
Purchase of Wheeled Bins and Home Composter Units
Enhancement of car park and associated facilities at Victoria Park
Highways Maintenance Investment
Warrington Waterfront Priority Infrastructure
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment Major
Variances
Street Lighting Energy, Carbon & Asset Improvement
Purchases of Network Warrington Buses
Invest to Save Major Variances
Total Major Variances (over £100k)

Q1 - Q2
Variance
£m
0.178
0.100
0.100
0.139
0.325
0.409
0.895
0.100
0.137
0.184
0.752
0.973
0.271
0.208
0.258
0.360
1.000
1.438

Comments
Re-profiling budget
Re-profiling budget
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
Re-profiling budget
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
Re-profiling budget
Re-profiling budget
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
Re-profiling budget
Re-phasing into latter years
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
New bid - approved at September Executive Board
New bid - approved at September Executive Board

2.993
-
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5.350 Re-phasing into latter years
0.200 Re-profiling budget
5.150
0.289
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Appendix 5

NEW BIDS APPROVED AT EXECUTIVE BOARD
FULLY FUNDED PROJECTS
Project Description

New Projects - fully funded by grant/contributions
Families & Wellbeing:
Evelyn Street - Part Replace/Remodel Refurbishment
Broomfields Junior - Rationalise/Remodel
Dallam Primary - Condition and Suitability Issues
Grappenhall Hall - Relocation to Green Lane Site
Total New Projects (fully funded by
grant/conditions)

2013/14
£m

2014/15
£m

2015/16
£m

Total
£m

0.050
0.050
0.030
0.050

1.750
0.600
0.395
0.600

0.200
0.100
0.075
0.100

2.000
0.750
0.500
0.750

0.180

3.345

0.475

4.000

UNSUPPORTED BORROWING PROJECTS
Project Description
New Projects - unsupported borrowing
Families & Wellbeing:
Disabled adaptations to private housing
Private housing - renewal assistance
Resources & Strategic Commissioning:
ICT Projects arising from consequences of major
investment within ICT modernisation programme
End User Computing - Management Systems and
Technologies
Economic Regeneration, Growth &
Environment:
Highways Maintenance Investment
Shaw Street, Culcheth Car Park and Recreational
Facilities
Warrington Waterfront Transport - priority
infrastructure (design & development)
Enhancement of car park and associated facilities
at Victoria Park
Purchase of Wheeled Bins and Home Composter
Units
Refurbishment work to New Town House
Reception
Total New Projects (unsupported borrowing)

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

Total
Borrowing

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

0.325
0.100

0.325
0.100

0.325
0.100

0.083

0.335

0.042

0.184

0.621

0.435

1.000

3.000

0.208

0.260

1.438

2.053

0.260

1.440

0.258

0.218

8.352

New project
New project
New project
New project

External
Funding
Identified
£m

added 2013/14 - fully
added 2013/14 - fully
added 2013/14 - fully
added 2013/14 - fully

Total
Project

funded by
funded by
funded by
funded by

grant/contributions
grant/contributions
grant/contributions
grant/contributions

Comments

£m

0.975
0.300

0.975 New bid - approved at September Executive Board
0.300 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

0.121

0.581

0.581 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

0.636

1.876

1.876 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

4.000

4.000 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

0.052

0.520

0.520 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

9.582

13.073

19.893

32.966 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

1.700

0.100

1.800 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

0.223

0.020
3.876

Comments

10.759

0.757
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0.699

0.699 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

0.020

0.020 New bid - approved at September Executive Board

23.744

19.993

43.737
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Appendix 6
PROPOSED NEW BIDS 2013/14 – 2015/16
No. of
Bids

Capital Bid Description
(New Bids 2013-16)

Capital Funding Required
2013/14
£m

2014/15
£m

2015/16
£m

TOTAL

Average
Yearly
Estimated Life
Repayment of
of the Asset
Borrowing
Costs

Description of Project

Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment
1

Bereavement Services Administration / Reception
Facility

2

Victoria Park Regeneration Phase 2 - New Sports
Facilities

0.700

-

-

0.700

20

3

Southern Gateway - Joint Venture Company

1.385

-

-

1.385

10

Total Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment

0.102

2.187

-

-

-

0.102

-

78

2.187

25

0.008

Refurbishment of the office facility and reception area
at Walton Lea Crematorium.

New Changing room, playing pitch and grandstand at
Victoria Park for community use. Improved drainage
0.065
provision to pitches to enhance usage throughout the
season.
Joint Venture Company with Langtree Land and
Property Plc to create a southern gateway into the
0.198
town. Delivery of a masterplan comprising of new
homes, offices, hotel and retail.
0.272
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 9 December 2013
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor Hitesh Patel, Executive Board Member, Personnel and
Communications

Chief Executive:
Executive Director:

Professor Steven Broomhead, Interim Chief Executive
Katherine Fairclough, Deputy Chief Executive

Senior Responsible Jan Boon, Performance, Policy and Partnerships Manager
Officer:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
jboon@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

TITLE OF REPORT:

Telephone:
01925 443866

PERFORMANCE REPORT - QUARTER 2 2013-14

1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of the Council’s performance
for quarter 2 of 2013-14 (July to September 2013). It updates members of the
Executive Board on progress made towards the pledges contained in the
Corporate Strategy 2012-2015. It also provides an overview of progress against
the corporate health measures relating to finance, staff and customer service.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

The Council Strategy 2012-2015, approved on 5 March 2012, made three
pledges to Warrington’s residents:
 To protect the most vulnerable
 To support the local economy
 To help build strong and active communities for all

2.2

The strategy is supplemented by the Corporate Plan that sets out how the
pledges will be delivered in 2013-14.

3.

PERFORMANCE IN DELIVERING AGAINST THE COUNCIL’S PLEDGES

3.1

There is evidence of good progress in many areas. For protecting the most
vulnerable there has been a very positive Ofsted inspection of our fostering
service. The service was rated as ‘good’ with ‘outstanding’ outcomes for
children and young people.
79
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The complex families programme is demonstrating positive outcomes for the
families that it is working with. Recently released national figures indicate that
its impact is better than the national average.

3.3

There have also been further positive developments in addressing domestic
abuse with a multi-agency training course and an awareness campaign, as
well as the identification of domestic abuse champions.

3.4

Service user feedback, from adults who have been subject to safeguarding
procedures, indicates that 90% feel safer as a result.

3.5

The adult social care re-ablement service continues to successfully support
people to regain their independence after leaving hospital.

3.6

Although we have not met the target for providing services to carers, there is
work underway with local GPs to provide respite breaks which will impact
positively on our performance.

3.7

There is focussed improvement action with the WWiSH adoption service to
improve the time it takes to place children with adoptive parents.

3.8

The Council also continues to support the local economy with environmental
improvement work now underway in Bridge Street.

3.9

There has been good progress in delivering affordable homes with 23 new
properties provided in quarter 2.

3.10

The Council’s mortgage scheme has successfully supported 130 first time
buyers to get on the mortgage ladder since its launch in 2011.

3.11

The Council has been successful in making sure it places over one third of it’s
spend with local businesses – which helps to sustain and improve the local
economy.

3.12

There has also been significant progress in building strong and active
communities. The Bewsey and Dallam project is now underway and plans for
the areas are being developed, with the aim of ensuring high levels of resident
involvement.

3.13

The new community hub at St. Werburgh’s is now fully operational with active
involvement from volunteers and a range of community activities taking place.

3.14

Early indications suggest that the work carried out with partners to prepare
services and residents for welfare reform has minimised the impact so far. We
will continue to target support at those who are vulnerable and experiencing the
greatest pressure and monitor the impact of the welfare reform changes more
widely. Future changes in 2013 onwards may impact on Council performance
through increased demand for services and a reduction in overall income for
some of our residents, affecting ability to pay resulting in financial pressures for
the Council.

3.15

The Healthy Lives, Healthy People team have engaged with over 5,000 residents
over the summer through the ‘Get Going this Summer’ campaign.
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3.16

We have not met the targets we set ourselves in relation to attendances at local
youth provision, but work continues to promote the service.

3.17

The latest smoking prevalence figures from the lifestyles survey show that adult
smoking rates in Warrington have substantially declined from 20.4% in 2006 to
13% in 2013, which is substantially less than the national average which stood at
20% in 2011-12.

3.18

Full details of how the council is performing in relation to its pledges are outlined
in the attached magazine which will be published on the Council website.

4.

CORPORATE HEALTH

4.1

The 2013/14 financial forecast to the end of the year as at Quarter 2 is an
overspend of £1.435m. The main reason for the overspend is the continuing cost
and demand for care services within Children’s and Adult Social Care and a
reduction in income receivable. The Quarter 2 forecast is a much improved
position from Quarter 1. Directors have been working to identify mitigating
savings and cost reduction proposals to offset the overspend in anticipation of
reporting a balanced budget at the end of the year. Actions taken in the last
quarter to reduce the forecast overspend include:


Future years savings proposals brought forward for earlier
implementation in 2013/14 where possible



Continuing service redesign and vacancy management to reduce
in-year expenditure



Ceasing or delaying non-priority expenditure items in-year



Generating additional and new income is being considered where
possible (however the economic climate prohibits this in some
areas)

4.2

One-off funding and utilising earmarked reserves have also been used to
mitigate the forecast overspend this quarter. This is potentially a high-risk
strategy as these are temporary solutions to resolve the budget deficit. Work is
underway to bring about longer term transformation and redesign of services that
will generate permanent savings in the future.

4.3

A full review of earmarked reserves has been undertaken this quarter to
determine whether reserves are still required for the nominated purpose and at
what value. Any reserves that are no longer required either at the full or reduced
level will be transferred into the MTFP reserve.

4.4

Sickness absence is currently 14 days per employee against a target of 13.1
days, however we have seen the first full quarterly improvement for over two
years. This indicates a positive impact is now being made by the action plan
initiated in March this year, although it will take some time to work though into the
reported figures as they reflect the previous twelve months. We continue to focus
on service areas where there are high levels of absence and intensive work is
being undertaken by both HR and managers to reduce long-term absence in
particular. The council’s health and wellbeing initiatives including the cycle to
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work scheme, health walks and healthy weight drop-in sessions are being
actively promoted to employees.
4.5

For our customer measures 94% of complaints were responded to within the
timescales laid down in our Customer Feedback Policy. This is an improvement
on the previous quarter and on the same quarter last year. 230 MP letters have
been received so far this year, 114 in Quarter 2 (July to Sept). 88% were also
responded to within the agreed timescales which is below the 92% target we set
ourselves.

4.6

The refresh of the Council’s Customer Service Strategy and standards continues.
Including improvements to the customer complaints and feedback processes.

4.7

425 Freedom of Information (FOI) requests have been received since the start of
the year this represents a 6% increase rather than the targeted 5% reduction per
quarter. The Resources and Strategic Commissioning directorate has achieved
25% reduction in the number FOIs by publishing data on the Council’s website
which means that people can be referred to this rather than an FOI being
processed. This approach needs to be taken corporately if a reduction in FOIs is
to be achieved and to meet the target. Work is underway to standardise the
reporting of FOIs and to encourage services to identify data that can be provided
via the publication scheme. 92.5% of FOIs were dealt with within the statutory
timescale, which is below the 95% target.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

This report provides information about the current forecast financial outturn in
section 4.1.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

The Council’s risk management arrangements are embedded and working well
within the Directorates.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Equality and diversity implications are assessed in relation to each aspect of
performance and its delivery within directorates. As this is a composite report, a
further impact assessment is not necessary.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

Consultation with key stakeholders has been undertaken in relation to the
Council’s strategy and plans.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1

To ensure that Executive Board members are aware of the Council’s Quarter 2
2013-14 performance position in relation to both the Corporate Plan and
corporate health and can see the areas of good performance and those where
improvements are required.
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10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:

11.

(i)

Note the quarter 2 2013-14 performance position up to the end of
September 2013.

(ii)

Note that the relevant Executive Board Members will liaise with their
Executive Directors to discuss specific performance issues.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Council Strategy 2012-2015
Corporate Plan 2013-2014

Contact for background papers:
Name
E-mail
jboon@warrington.gov.uk
Jan Boon
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Telephone
01925 443866
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Corporate Plan Performance Report
Quarter 2 2013-14
July – September 2013

Document key
Green

On target

Amber

Outside of Target but within agreed tolerances

Red

Target not being achieved

October 2013
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Protect the Most Vulnerable
Key Performance Messages












The Council’s fostering service was rated as ‘good’ in a recent inspection by Ofsted.
Outcomes for children and young people were rated at the highest possible level of
‘outstanding’. The children, says the report, “make outstanding progress in
achieving their potential in their educational aspirations” and “their life chances in
future employment are significantly improved”.
The Council aims to keep the number of placements for children in care to a
minimum. Only 11 of the 229 children currently in care have had three or more
placements since 1st April 2013.
There is also a target to minimise the length of time that children remain under a
child protection plan. Currently just over 3% of children have remained on a
protection plan for more than 2 years.
There is work ongoing with the WWiSH adoption service to reduce the time it takes
for a child to be placed for adoption as, in some cases, we are currently not meeting
our target of placing a child within 12 months.
Work continues to reduce domestic abuse. A one day multi-agency training course
aimed at supporting a co-ordinated response to domestic abuse has been delivered
to 40 practitioners. Information about domestic abuse has been provided to the
Clinical Commissioning Group Market Place and presentations on domestic abuse
have been delivered to the South Neighbourhood Board and 35 Governors and staff
at Dallam Primary School.
1,911 adult social care service users have had a self-directed support package
which increases their choice and control over the services they receive. This is
slightly lower than the target we set ourselves but indicates good progress. The
percentage of people who are receiving a direct payment to enable them to direct
their own services is above target
Our re-ablement service which supports people to regain independence after they
are discharged from hospital continues to perform well with 92% of people
remaining independent 91 days after they enter the service.
Service user feedback forms show that 90% of respondents, who have been
through the adult safeguarding process, now feel safer. 90% of service users also
said that they were supported and listened to.
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Protect the Most Vulnerable
Measures

Rating

Proportion of people using social care who receive self directed support

Amber

This indicator shows the proportion of service users who have self-directed support which gives them more
choice and control over the support that they receive from social care. 1,911 service users have had a selfdirected support package during the year so far (from 1st April 2013 to 30th September 2013). This is 51% of
the 3,749 service users and carers. Performance is slightly lower than the target of 54% for quarter 2.
In Q4, a pilot project is planned with one GP practice to have GP's prescribe a respite break where the carer
will take a direct payment to purchase the break they want tailored to their needs. This should increase the
number of carers receiving self-directed support and therefore positively impact on this figure.

% of older people who are independent 91 days after they receive re-ablement
support
Carers receiving needs assessment or a review, service, information or
advice

Green
Red

The Q2 outturn is 23% which is below our target of 28%. The work we are doing in Q4 to pilot a GP prescribed
respite break should increase the number of carers receiving self-directed support and therefore positively
impact on this figure.

Children who had 3 or more placements in 1 year
Children who lived in the same placement for 2 years

Green
Amber

52 out of 79 children who have been in care for 2.5 years or more have lived in the same placement for over 2
years. This is close to the national average. There will be continued emphasis on this during the year; The
establishment of the placement support service continues to assist by offering support to prevent disruption
and breakdown of placements.

% of child protection plans lasting two years or more
Timeliness of placements of Children in Care for adoption following an
agency decision that the child should be placed for adoption

Green
Red

During the first six months of 2013/14, 12 children have been adopted. Of these, 5 children were placed with
their adopters within 12 months of the decision. Adoption is managed through the joint adoption service,
WWiSH. A number of specific actions are underway with WWiSH to improve performance. In addition
Warrington has implemented actions within their own services to ensure that children who will have a possible
plan of adoption are identified earlier.

Protect the

Facts and Figures


229 children and young people were in the care of Warrington Borough Council at
the end of Quarter 2.



By the end of Quarter 2, there were 1,070 children in need cases open to
children’s social work services.
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Protect the Most Vulnerable

Warrington Borough Council is successfully helping ‘troubled families’ to turn their
lives around
Under a government scheme introduced last year, local
councils are required to identify families who face a
combination of serious difficulties, which may include
unemployment, truancy and involvement in youth crime
or anti-social behaviour.
The council and its partners have been working together
to provide targeted whole-family support to get children
out of trouble and into school, and unemployed parents
into work.
The government’s figures show that Warrington is working with more ‘troubled’ or ‘complex’
families than the national average and our success rate is almost one-third better than the
national average.
Warrington is working with 74% of its identified families. The national average is 68%.
The figures show that 40 Warrington families have improved education outcomes such as
improved attendance and fewer exclusions from school.
Cllr Colin Froggatt the council’s executive board member for children and young people’s
services, said:
“I’m very pleased with the results that our teams have been achieving. These targeted
efforts are not just helping the families in question. At the same time we’re reducing crime
and anti-social behaviour, we’re improving education, we’re helping people into
employment, and we can significantly cut the long-term costs to the taxpayer of tackling
these problems.”
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Support the Local Economy
Key Performance Messages











Bridge street environmental improvement works are now underway and are due for
completion by the end of November.
A consultation process with market traders has now been completed and shows broad
support for the regeneration plans in relation to the Market and the wider Bridge Street
proposals.
A provisional total of 23 affordable units have been delivered this quarter giving a
cumulative total of 85 for Quarter 2, which is slightly below our target but we are
confident that this will be achieved by year end. Loans have been provided to three
partner registered providers to fund housing development and bring sites forward.
A successful 'Meet the Buyer' event, which highlighted the opportunities available for
local businesses in the construction and construction supply sectors to benefit from
local development and regeneration projects. This was held at the Halliwell Jones
Stadium in September with over 130 people attending. Warrington & Co has received
excellent feedback about this event and will be holding similar events in spring 2014.
37% of the council’s procurement spend in quarter 2 was with local suppliers – which
meets the target we set ourselves.
The council has created 16 new apprenticeship vacancies.
Footfall in the town centre for Quarter 2 was slightly lower than target and marginal
decreases slightly from the same period last year. Compared to the previous quarter
(Q1 12/13) footfall increased by 10% over the months of July, August and September.
Less than 5% of local young people are not in employment, education or training which
is considerably less than the England average of 9%.
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Support the Local Economy

Measures
Additional homes provided

Rating
Green

Affordable homes provided

Amber

The Q2 target for this indicator is a cumulative target of 86 with a year end target of 172 units. A provisional
total of 23 affordable units have been delivered this quarter giving a cumulative total of 85 for Q2. There are
two new sites where construction has commenced this quarter and projected completions for year end are on
target.

More of our procurement spend with local suppliers
Council’s Apprenticeship Programme

Green
Green

Town Centre footfall

Amber

There was a marginal decrease of 0.9% in the number of visits when compared with the same period last year.
Compared to the previous quarter (Q1 12/13) footfall increased by 10% over the months of July, August and
September. In comparison to the national figures – performance in the town centre was very similar. The
relatively fine weather over the three months has helped to stem the decline in footfall evidenced in the
previous quarter.

16 to 18 year olds who are not in education, employment or training (NEET)

Green

Facts and Figures



The Omega developments have moved from employing approximately 5% of local firms
to almost 33% and the target is to achieve more than 50%.
There were 5,291,686 visits to the town centre in Quarter 2.
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The council’s mortgage scheme has helped 130 first-time buyers
Warrington Council’s mortgage scheme –
one of the UK’s first, which launched in
2011, has so far helped 130 first-time buyers
using around £3m of council funding.
The council is now working with three
lenders, Lloyds TSB, Leeds Building Society
and Teachers’ Building Society, and has
supported around £14.2m of mortgage
lending over the last two years.
The aim of the scheme is to assist first-time buyers who can afford mortgage
repayments, but who do not have the high deposits often required nowadays. The
scheme provides a guarantee for 20% of the cost of the house, which enables first-time
buyers to put down a deposit of 5% and still obtain an interest rate similar to those
offered to other people who can afford higher deposits.
Cllr David Keane, Executive Board member for the environment, said “I’m absolutely
delighted that Warrington Borough Council has been able to help so many people and
families to buy their first home. This scheme is secure and prudent. None of the
borrowers are in arrears, and there have been no repossessions. We are now looking
forward to launching a further scheme worth £1.5m.”
The average price of properties purchased under the scheme is around £117,000. The
average age of buyers is 29 or 30 years. More than 95% of those assisted under the
scheme live and/or work in Warrington.
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Help to build strong and active communities for all
Key Performance Messages
 The Bewsey and Dallam Project is now underway and plans are being
developed with the aim of ensuring high levels of involvement with local
residents.
 The new community hub at St Werburgh’s is now fully operational. The centre is
housing the South Area Team and a group of volunteers are managing the
activities within it, which now include Mums and Tots, a luncheon club, chair
based exercise, a library, coffee morning and an event group.
 Previous work to prepare residents for Welfare Reform is proving successful,
with Council Tax payments remaining steady, and Golden Gates Housing seeing
no significant increase in rent arrears - bucking national trends. With support
from a range of agencies, the numbers impacted by the ‘bedroom tax’ and
benefit cap has decreased, as residents have sought employment, alternative
accommodation, or made other arrangements.
 Ongoing work to improve Digital Inclusion continues, with a ‘digital champion’
recruitment campaign starting in October. The Council has hosted a multiagency Financial Inclusion workshop, leading to a number of new crossagencies connections, and a series of actions for improvement. Key to
progressing financial inclusion is greater communications across agencies to
promote the many excellent services we already have in place across the
Warrington Partnership.
 Over the summer months Public Health’s Healthy Lives, Healthy People team
have been promoting the “Get Going this Summer” campaign. The team
attended around 35 events and engaged with over 5,000 Warrington residents.
Children were invited to try out a variety of activities including hula hooping,
skipping, penalty shoot-out and “hook-a-duck”. These opportunities allowed the
team to engage with children and families to promote healthier lifestyles and,
where appropriate signpost them to support services.
 The Healthy Lives, Healthy People team and other council colleagues have also
been developing a range of work place health initiatives across sites to
encourage and promote healthier lifestyles and good mental health. These
included health days at Woolston Depot which includes mini health checks and
early interventions, and weight management classes at New Town House.
 The latest smoking prevalence figures from the lifestyles survey show that adult
smoking rates in Warrington have substantially declined from 20.4% in 2006 to
13% in 2013, which is substantially less than the national average which stood at
20% in 2011-12.
 The achievement gap between pupils who are eligible for free school meals and
their peers is reducing at both key stage 2 and 4.
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Help to build strong and active communities for all
Measures
Number of attendances at Youth Provision

Rating
Red

1,474 individual young people have attended sessions provided by Warrington Youth Services. This is just
below a locally set target to reach the 5% most vulnerable young people in the town aged 13-19yrs. Work is
ongoing to promote services to ensure the service is operating at capacity. This target does not include work
undertaken to promote and support wider voluntary and community provision to young people.

Number of participants in youth provision

Red

Data recording systems indicate that 341 young people regularly attended (3 or more) sessions provided by
Warrington Youth Services. This is less than our locally set target of 850. More accurate data recording
systems are being implemented to ensure all access is accurately recorded

Participation in Culture Warrington

Green

Participation in Livewire

Green

Smoking Cessation Rates (4 week quitters)

Red

The number of 4 week quitters in Q1 (which is the latest full quarter information available) was 204. This
failed to meet the contractual target of 264. This is in line with the national trend which has seen a reduction
in overall referrals and subsequent successful quits by Stop Smoking Services.
The latest smoking prevalence figures from the lifestyles survey show that adult smoking rates in Warrington
have substantially declined from 20.4% in 2006 to 13% in 2013 which is substantially less than the national
average which stood at 20% in 2011-12. This coupled with the increase in the use of electronic cigarettes
may also be impacting upon the overall number of people accessing the stop smoking programme.
However locally we are determined to address the shortfall in the number of successful quitters in Quarter 1
and deliver the end of year target. The service provider Livewire has previously proved successful in meeting
targets for 2012-13 and is being extremely proactive with outreach engagement to raise awareness of the
program and improve overall referrals and quit rates.
Vacancies have recently been filled within the Stop Smoking service; national no smoking initiatives are likely
to increase the number of people into service ('Stoptober' and no smoking day). A new initiative began
locally in September which focussed on getting children and young people into Stop Smoking services. We
also anticipate an increase in referrals and consequent numbers quitting smoking in Quarter 4 due to new
year resolutions.
The latest available cumulative figure of 414 successful quits (as of 25th October) suggests an overall
performance improvement during Q2 with information about the final number of successful quits for this
period due on November 12th.

Rate of hospital admission for alcohol related harm
Achievement gap between pupils eligible for free school meals and their peers at
Key Stage 2 (2013 results).
Achievement gap between pupils eligible for free school meals and their peers at
Key Stage 4 (2013 results).
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Facts and Figures



80% of Warrington’s primary schools have been judged good or better by Ofsted.
Warrington has 11 green flags for its parks and open spaces which are awarded for
outstanding management of parks and open spaces.

Help to build strong and active communities for all

Warrington Hate Crime Partnership has celebrated the launch of the Warrington
Partnership Hate Crime Strategy
Warrington Borough Council, Cheshire
Police and their partners from across the
borough have put together a joint strategy to
fight hate crime. The Strategy was launched
in July with an event at Walton Hall. ‘Rise
Above’, a powerful film made at Penketh
High School was shown.

Hate crime means harassing, victimising, intimidating or abusing someone because of
their race, faith, religion, disability, sexual orientation or gender identity. It can involve
physical attacks or threats of violence, but it’s important to recognise that it can also
include harassing someone, swearing at them, making abusive remarks, or doing things
that intimidate or distress them.
The Hate Crime Strategy emphasises prevention. It also stresses the importance of
tackling those ‘lower level’ incidents, which – though distressing and unacceptable –
people may have felt unable to report in the past.
Adrian Derbyshire, Warrington’s gold and silver medal-winning wheelchair fencer, who is
currently Trustee of the Warrington Disability Partnership, said “It’s great to see a powerful
coalition of diverse organisations come together in Warrington to make a concerted effort
to stamp out hate crime.”
Councillor Maureen McLaughlin, equalities champion for Warrington Borough Council,
said: “Hate crime can ruin people’s lives. It can destroy self-esteem. It can instil fear into
its victims and into people who have witnessed it. Sometimes hate crime can intimidate
and frighten people to such an extent that they can no longer enjoy a normal everyday life.
“Hate crime affects whole communities and inflicts long-lasting damage on the fabric of our
society. It hurts all of us. That’s why it is so important that the police, the council and so
many other organisations have come together determined to tackle it.
“If all of us play our part in challenging discrimination, abuse and bullying, and in
promoting and celebrating the diversity that so enriches today’s society, we can make hate
crime a thing of the past.”
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For further information please contact the Performance, Policy and Partnerships Team by emailing corpperfpol@warrington.gov.uk or telephoning 01925 443866.
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 9 December 2013
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Cllr Hitesh Patel, Executive Board Member, Personnel and
Communications

Executive Director:

Katherine Fairclough, Deputy Chief Executive

Report Author:

Theresa Whitfield, Risk and Resilience Manager

Contact Details:

Email Address:
twhitfield@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442657

TITLE OF REPORT: STRATEGIC RISK REPORT Q2
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The report provides a high level summary of the Council’s strategic risk
environment as at the end of quarter 2 2013/14; it outlines activity undertaken
during the period to manage strategic risks and details amendments to the
register. This provides members of the Board with an opportunity to review
and comment on the Council’s current evaluation of its strategic risks and to
suggest new risks to be considered for the inclusion in the register.

1.2

Risks have been reviewed and refocused for 2013/14 and specifically relate to
the ability to deliver the Council pledges.

1.3

New risks were identified as a result of the exercise by the officer Corporate
Governance Group and agreed at SMT at Q1.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The strategic risk environment encompasses issues that may occur; which if
they do occur would have a significant impact on the Council’s ability to
deliver against its stated strategic priorities and the operation of associated
services.
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3.2

In order to ensure these risks don’t occur, or if they do occur that their impact
is minimised, the Council operates risk management arrangements in
accordance with Council risk management policy and strategy, recently
updated and approved by Executive Board.

3.3

In providing this monitoring report, strategic risk owners have been asked to
review and update risk control strategies in place to manage and mitigate the
risks, review risk scoring accordingly and provide a summary on the
performance of individual strategic risks.

3.4

Further risks in relation to economic development and regeneration activity are
currently being considered with appropriate analysis during Quarter 3.

3.5

In reviewing the risk environment SMT have also considered any emerging
and future risks. During Q2 the risk environment overall has remained fairly
static, the detail is included in the in the table below with supporting
commentary within the risk register at Appendix 1.
New Risks (5)

Risk 3 “Safeguarding – Failure of safeguarding arrangements leading to the death or
serious harm of a vulnerable adult in Warrington”
Risk 5 “Care Bill – Impact from the implementation of the bill due to a cap on care costs”
Risk 6 “Increased pressure on Care Purchasing budget impacts on the in-year spend
exceeding budget”
Risk 9 “Risks relating to the delay of key regeneration projects (Bridge St, Omega,
Stadium Qtr”
Risk 10 “Ensuring effective governance in all of our major regeneration projects in
‘Warrington Means Business ’”
Increased Risks (0)
0 risks have increased during Q2
Removed Risks (2)
(previous) Risk 1 “Impact of Welfare Reforms; 1. Leading to a fall in household income.
2. Overall potential for loss of revenue which would have a detrimental impact on the
Councils finances 3. Increased demands on council and other services & staff as a
result of the impact of welfare reform” to be monitored via the Resources & Strategic
Commissioning Directorate Risk Register
(previous) Risk 8 “Local economic regeneration schemes not effectively supported by
sub regional, regional and national plans” to be monitored via the Economic
Regeneration, Growth & Environment Directorate Risk Register
Risks Remaining Static (13)
Risks 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 11-18 have remained static
Control strategies are in place for the majority of risks, existing control strategies will be
reviewed during Q3 and new strategies developed to support the new risks to ensure
they are fit for purpose and adequately inform the analysis to review the risk score
A priority during Q3 will be to identify and create links to assurance documents to
support updated control strategies
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3.6

Attached at Appendix 1 is an overview of the strategic risks and their
movement during Q2. The full risk register with supporting control strategies is
available to members of the committee on request.

4.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

4.1

Risks 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13 and 18 detailed in Appendix 1 highlight the associated
risk with this paper.

5.

RISK ASSESSMENT

5.1

The Council must ensure that it has appropriate risk management
arrangements in place in order to manage its risks and maintain a sound
system of internal control.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

6.1

There are no specific equalities issues in relation to the content of this report.

7.

CONSULTATION

7.1

N/A.

8.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

8.1

The annual audit letter from the Council’s external auditor emphasises; “It
remains important that the Council's governance and risk management
arrangements support effective decision making processes that deliver clear
and transparent decisions subject to appropriate challenge and review”.

8.2

The recommendations ensure that the Council maintains an effective
framework of internal control, and manages its key risks; and to ensure the
continued review of the Council’s strategic risks.

9.

RECOMMENDATION

9.1

The Executive Board is recommended to review and comment on the
Council’s Strategic Risk Register Q2 (2013/14) monitoring report as part of its
monitoring role.

10.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Strategic Risk Register as at Q2 (2013/14).

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Theresa Whitfield

E-mail
twhitfield@warrington.gov.uk
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 9 December 2013
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor Pat Wright, Executive Board Member, Health,
Wellbeing and Adult Services

Executive Director:

Kath O’Dwyer, Executive Director, Families and Wellbeing

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Steve Reddy, Operational Director, Adult Social Care

Contact Details:

Email Address:
sreddy@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

052/13

Ward Members:

ALL

Telephone:
01925 444251

TITLE OF REPORT: ADULT SOCIAL CARE BUDGET CALCULATOR REVIEW
1.

PURPOSE

1.1.

To seek Executive Board agreement to a revised Adult Social Care Budget
Calculator and agreement to implementation of the new calculator for all new
and existing cases from 1 March 2014.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

This report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

Warrington’s resource allocation system, the ‘budget calculator’ has been in
place since 2010. It was implemented as part of the personalisation agenda in
Warrington. It is a tool for calculating a person’s indicative personal budget, by
applying a value to a typical package of care that would be required to meet
the person’s needs. The individual can then choose to take their personal
budget as a direct payment or they can ask the Council to arrange their
services on their behalf.

3.2.

Initial costs for the calculator were set in 2009, using average market costs of
care provision, benchmarked against national and in-house costs. An
inflationary uplift of 1% was applied to all costs on the calculator in April 2010
but budget calculator values have not been reviewed since then.
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3.3.

A review took place in January 2013, mirroring the original cost-setting
exercise that took place in 2009 and including additional comparison with
regional benchmarking data. For audit/legal/equalities purposes, a consistent
approach was adopted to decision-making in relation to cost-setting (i.e. if
market averages had risen then a price increase was applied; if market
averages had dropped then a price cut was applied). Current and proposed
care costs are listed in Appendix A.

3.4.

In addition to a review of the budget calculator values, the opportunity has
been taken to simplify the budget calculator, making it more user-friendly by
removing a number of fields that were no longer relevant to service provision
in 2013.

3.5

A revised cost calculator will not impact on those adults whose social care
services are provided directly by the Council (they would continue to receive
the same assessed services). However, there will be an impact on those
adults who take their personal budget as a direct payment.

3.6

Although some budget calculator values will increase and some will stay the
same, it is estimated that the net impact in relation to spend on Direct
Payments would be an overall reduction of 5%.

3.7

The benefits of reviewing the cost calculator is that the current potential for a
level of inequity across the system between individuals who choose to have
services organised for them by the Council and those who have a Direct
Payment and organises their own package of care would be addressed to
ensure greater equity in the financial spend on and between individuals with
similar assessed needs.

4.

REVIEW OF EXISTING DIRECT PAYMENTS

4.1

A detailed analysis of budgets for all adults who have a direct payment took
place in November 2013, to identify if particular individuals or groups would be
unduly disadvantaged by these changes, and recommend action to minimise
any negative impact.

4.2

290 adults were identified as in receipt of a direct payment. By applying the
new budget calculator values, the following changes would be expected:




4.3

102 (35%) of direct payment recipients would experience a decrease in
their payment of between £0.16 and £321.35 Per person per week (11
people would experience a decrease of over £100 per week)
13 (4%) of direct payment recipients would experience an increase in their
payment of between £0.02 and £221.87 Per person per week(2 people
would experience an increase of over £100 per week)
99 (34%) of direct payment recipients would have no change in their direct
payment

There are 76 (26%) of direct payment recipients did not have current budget
calculators on file (these are older cases established when Direct Payments
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was initiated), therefore a comparison was not possible for this group. Work is
underway to ensure a budget calculator is in place for each of these cases and
any variances assessed before implementation.
4.4

Of the 214 direct payment recipients where budget calculator records are
available and current, those people who would experience a decrease in their
payment were as follows:
 67 people aged 18-64 (3.75% of all 18-65 year olds in receipt of social care
services);
 34 people aged over 65 (1.38% of all 65+ year olds in receipt of social care
services);
 6 people with dementia (1.21% of all people in this client group)
 2 people classified as ‘frail/temporary illness’ (0.58% of all people in this
client group);
 25 people with a learning disability (5.18% of all people in this client group);
 1 person with a mental health difficulty (0.18% of all people in this client
group);
 66 people with a physical/sensory disability (4.44% of all people in this
client group).
The analysis indicates that the two groups most significantly affected by this
change will be people under the age of 65 who have a physical / sensory
disability and those who have a learning disability.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

The desktop review of cases based on the revised budget calculator suggests
that expenditure into total on direct payment would be reduced by £158 k per
year. This figure represents approximately a 5% reduction overall regarding
the spend on Direct Payments. However, this figure could change, although
not significantly, depending on the review of the 76 cases outlined in 4.3
above.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

It is recognised that any change to care packages or Direct Payments amount
could have an impact on individuals (as well as their carers and families)
therefore it is proposed that individual reviews and impact assessments are
carried out for all those individuals who may see a reduction in their Direct
Payments, as a consequence of the cost calculator review, ahead of the
proposed implementation date of 1 March 2014.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

As noted at 4.4 above the potential impact of the revised cost calculator could
see a reduction in the amount of Direct Payment to specific client groups
supported by Adult Social Care. Therefore a comprehensive Equality Impact
Assessment will be carried out and will be informed by the individual reviews
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and impacts assessments undertaken in relation to those individuals who will
experience a reduction in the size of their Direct Payment.
8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

As noted above ahead of implementing any changes to the cost calculator and
amendments to the amount of Direct Payments a programme of individual
reviews and impact assessments will be carried out, this will include
consultation with the individuals in receipt of care and support, as well as their
families, carers and other key stakeholders. Key advocacy and representative
groups will also be consulted as part of this process.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

As outlined above the cost calculator for Direct Payments has not been
reviewed since 2009. Through a desk top review including benchmarking of
costs with other Local Authority areas it has been recognised that the costs
used in the formula are out of date and do not compare with current care
market prices.

9.2

The fact that the calculator has not been review has potentially created a level
of inequity in terms of the amount of care received by individuals with similar
levels of assessed need dependant on whether they receive a Direct Payment
or the Council organises a care package on their behalf.

9.3

Given the potential reductions in payment for some service users it is
recognised that individual reviews and impact assessments will be carried out
and taken into consideration prior to implementation.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to agree:

11.

(i)

The implementation of the revised cost calculator for Adult Social Care
Services from 1 March 2014.

(ii)

Implementation to be informed by individual reviews and impact
assessments (specifically for those cases that would see a reduction in
payments).

(iii)

That the cost calculator be revised on an annual basis in line with
annual review of fees and charges and that decisions in this regard are
delegated to the Executive Director, Families and Wellbeing, following
consultation with the Executive Board Member, Health and Wellbeing
and Adult Services.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
N/A
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Appendix A
Current and Proposed care costs used in the cost of care calculator. Highlighting
indicates where there is a reduction when comparing current and proposed unit cost
Table 1 – standard rate

WBC
standard
rate
Older
People
2009

WBC
standard
rate
Physical
Disability
2009

WBC
standard
rate
Learning
Disability
2009

WBC
standard
rate
Mental
Health
2009

Homecare 60
minute visit

10.61

10.61

10.61

10.61

10.61

Homecare 45
minute visit

8.18

8.18

8.18

8.18

8.18

Homecare 30
minute visit

5.68

5.68

5.68

5.68

5.6

Homecare 15
minute visit

4.61

4.61

4.7

4.61

4.61

Sleep-over

44.44

44.44

44.44

44.44

35.48

Daytime support

35.35

35.35

47.47

21.21

35.35

Residential
respite

60.17

75.17

143.56

60.17

60.17
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Table 2 – Enhanced rates for complex care packages.
Again highlighting indicates where there is a reduction when comparing current and
proposed unit cost

WBC
enhanced
Older
People
2009

WBC
current
enhanced
Physical
Disability
2009

WBC
current
enhanced
Learning
Disability
2009

WBC
current
enhanced
Mental
Health
2009

WBC
proposed
enhanced
rate 2013
(based on
local
market
averages)

Homecare
60 minute
visit

12.84

12.84

12.84

12.84

12.65

Homecare
45 minute
visit

8.18

8.18

8.18

8.18

11.9

Homecare
30 minute
visit

8.08

8.08

8.08

8.08

5.6

Homecare
15 minute
visit

4.61

4.61

4.7

4.61

5.6

Sleep-over

44.44

44.44

44.44

44.44

35.48

Daytime
support

88.02

88.02

118.2

52.81

90.09

Residential
respite

69.8

87.2

166.53

69.8

80.21
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD - 9 December 2013
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor David Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Melanie Hughes, Planning Policy Officer (Planning Policy and
Programmes)

Contact Details:

Email Address:
Mhughes6@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

035/13

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442841

TITLE OF REPORT: STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of the report is to present Executive Board Members with the
Draft Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) prepared as part of the Local
Planning Framework. Approval of the draft for the purposes of consultation is
sought.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

Warrington’s Local Planning Framework consists of a suite of documents that
fulfil a range of different purposes. A diagram setting out the different
documents included in the Local Planning Framework is included in Appendix
1.

3.2

The Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is a key document that forms
part of the Local Planning Framework. The SCI sets out how and when the
community (in its widest sense) will be involved in the preparation of the Local
Plan and other documents and how they will be consulted on planning
applications. It is a statutory requirement under the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act (2004) for the Council to prepare a SCI.
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3.3

The Council’s current Statement of Community Involvement was adopted
following consultation in April 2010. Since this time there have been further
changes to the regulations guiding the production of such documents and
therefore it is considered an appropriate time to update the SCI to reflect both
changes introduced by the Town and Country Planning (Local Development)
(England) Regulations 2012 and to make new provisions and amendments to
take into account the changes made by the Localism Act 2011.

3.4

The updated SCI will seek to continue to improve the planning process and
specifically seek to:









link with other community involvement initiatives i.e. The Health and
Wellbeing Strategy
identify in general terms which local community groups and other bodies will
be consulted
identify how the community and other bodies can be involved in a timely and
accessible manner
ensure methods of consultation are suitable for the intended audience and
for the different stages in the preparation of local development documents
ensure resources are available to manage community involvement
effectively
show how the results of community involvement will be fed into the
preparation of development plan documents, supplementary planning
documents and neighbourhood planning documents
say how the SCI will be reviewed

4.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

4.1

The updated SCI can be delivered in accordance with the existing resource
allocation to support the programme for delivery of the Local Planning
Framework.

5.

RISK ASSESSMENT

5.1

There are no direct risk management implications arising from this report.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

6.1

Consultation on the draft Statement of Community Involvement will be
undertaken in accordance with the Council’s currently adopted Statement of
Community Involvement and the necessary governing regulations. This
approach will ensure that statutory provisions are complied with and that the
widest possible audience are afforded the opportunity to comment on and
influence the document.

7.

CONSULTATION

7.1

Regulations prescribe that the draft Statement of Community Involvement
should be subject to a minimum 6 week period of consultation. An extended
eight week consultation period is however being proposed, which reflects that
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consultation is currently anticipated to span the Christmas and New Year
period.
7.2

All responses to the consultation will be carefully considered and responded
to. If deemed appropriate and necessary further changes to address any
issues brought to light through the consultation will be proposed to the draft
SCI, and a proposed final document, inclusive of any such changes, will
subsequently be brought back to Executive Board for final approval and
adoption at a later date.

8.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

8.1

The Statement of Community Involvement adopted in 2010 needs to be
updated to reflect changes to the legislation which govern Local Plan
preparation and community consultation, and the Council’s approach to
consultations on planning applications. There is a statutory duty upon the
Council to prepare a SCI and therefore an implicit duty to ensure this remains
up to date and fit for purpose.

9.

RECOMMENDATION

9.1

The Executive Board is recommended to approve the draft Statement of
Community Involvement for the purposes of consultation.

10.

BACKGROUND PAPERS





The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
The National Planning Policy Framework (2012)

The Localism Act 2011

Contact for Background Papers:
Name
Melanie Hughes

E-mail
Mhughes6@warrington.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 – Warrington’s Local Planning Framework
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Statement of Community Involvement Warrington Borough Council

Contents

Warrington Borough Council Statement of Community Involvement

Introduction

1

1 Introduction
1.1 The Government makes it clear that the planning system should be as transparent, as accountable,
socially inclusive and participatory as possible. The aim of the system is to encourage more meaningful
community involvement that provides opportunities for more active participation and discussion earlier
in the plan preparation and planning application process. This is very often referred to as front-loading.
1.2 The Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is a key document that forms part of the Local
Planning Framework. The SCI sets out how and when the community (in its widest sense) will be
involved in the preparation of Local Plan and other documents and how they will be consulted on
planning applications. It is a statutory requirement under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004) for the Council to prepare a SCI.
1.3 Since the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act came into force in September 2004, there
have been a number of amendments to accompanying planning regulations, including the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. The 2012 regulations consolidate the
existing 2004 Regulations and the subsequent amendments made to them, whilst also making new
provisions and amendments to take into account the changes made by the Localism Act 2011, including
the "Duty to Co-operate".
What is the purpose of the Statement of Community Involvement?
1.4 The Statement of Community Involvement is one of the planning documents which the council
is required to produce. The document will guide all community involvement on planning matters in the
Borough of Warrington. It is important that community consultation forms an integral part of planning
changes in Warrington. The Statement of Community Involvement has been prepared to ensure that
the people of Warrington know when, how and for what reason they will be able to participate in planning
matters. It also seeks to makes clear the expectations required of developers with regards to community
consultation.
1.5 In producing the Statement of Community Involvement, it is the Council's intention to promote
effective public participation in the planning system. This will make sure that all sections of the
community have the opportunity to be actively and continuously involved from the very start of the
planning process both in the preparation and subsequent revision of the Local Planning Framework
and in significant development management decisions.
1.6 Involvement in the planning process should enable the local community to say what sort of place
they want to live and work in the initial stages of plan production when it can make a difference. The
council will aim to include "hard to reach groups" that have historically not engaged with the planning
system including, young people, ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, Gypsies and Travellers and
Travelling Showpeople.
1.7 The aim is that by achieving greater community engagement throughout the planning process
our stakeholders and other organisations will have an active involvement in identifying and addressing
the main planning issues, and in the development of planning policies and proposals. In this way it is
hoped that many objections will be resolved prior to the independent examination of local plans, and
prior to the determination of planning applications.
1.8 The benefits of involving a wider range of people and organisations throughout the planning
process include:
More focus on local needs and priorities
Planning decisions informed by local knowledge
Improved understanding of the process
Wider ownership of the process
Wider interest in monitoring outcomes
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1.9 When preparing planning documents or determining planning applications the Council must
comply with the community engagement requirements as set out in the adopted Statement of Community
Involvement. When a Local Plan is submitted to the Secretary of State a " Statement of Compliance"
will be required to be submitted outlining how the community engagement requirements of the Statement
of Community Involvement have been met during the process.
Why the Statement of Community Involvement has been updated
1.10 This document provides a revision to the Statement of Community Involvement that was adopted
in April 2010. The need to update the Statement of Community Involvement has been primarily
necessitated as a result of changes in the regulations brought about by the publication of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 as well as changes to local
development management protocols.
1.11 The main changes introduced by the 2012 Regulations consolidate the existing Town and
Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004 and the subsequent amendments
made to them, and make new provisions and amendments to take into account of the changes made
by the Localism Act 2011, including the "Duty to Co-operate".
Duty to Co-operate
1.12 The duty to co-operate is a legal requirement of the plan preparation process. It was introduced
by the Localism Act and requires local authorities to consider strategic planning beyond their boundaries
and provides a mechanism to address larger issues than can be dealt with by the local planning authority
working alone. This may include:
The provision for new housing across a wider housing area
The provision of major retail, leisure, industrial and other economic development.
The provision of infrastructure; and
The protection and enhancement of the natural and historic environment
1.13 The Government expects that local planning authorities should work collaboratively with other
bodies to ensure that strategic issues are properly co-ordinated and clearly reflected in individual Local
Plans.
1.14 The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 usefully clarifies
the public bodies which the "duty to co-operate" also covers. This includes:
Environment Agency
English Heritage
Natural England
Mayor of London
Civil Aviation Authority
Homes and Community Agency
Primary Care Trusts
Office of the Rail Regulator
Highways Agency
Transport of London
Integrated Transport authorities
Highways Authorities
Marine Management Organisation
Local Enterprise Partnership
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Local Planning Framework
What is the Local Planning Framework?
1.15 The Local Planning Framework will set out the principles for how spatial planning will contribute
to the achievement of the Warrington Health and Wellbeing Strategy, within the context of national
planning policies. Local Planning Frameworks comprise of a folder of Local Plan Documents. Figure
1.1 illustrates the components of Warrington's Local Planning Framework.
LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Figure 1.1 The Components of Warrington's Local Planning Framework

1.16 The Council's programme for the preparation of the Local Planning Framework can be found
in the Council's Local Development Scheme. The Local Development Scheme is a public statement
which sets out the Council's project plan for the production and review of the Local Planning Framework,
including a description and timetable for each individual document. The LDS is available on the Council's
website and printed copies are available on request.
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1.17 An integral part of the planning system is the requirement for the Council to prepare an Annual
Monitoring Report each year. This report will contain information on the implementation of the Local
Development Scheme and the extent to which planning policies are achieving their purpose. The most
up-to-date and previous Annual Monitoring Reports are available on the Council's website.
Local Plan Documents
1.18 Local Plan Documents are planning documents that have been subject to independent testing
and once adopted form part of the Statutory Development Plan. These are the documents against
which planning applications are assessed. Planning decisions must be made in accordance with these
documents unless material considerations outweigh the need to adhere to their policies.
Local Plan Documents can include:
Local Plan Core Strategy - This comprises a long term vision and strategic objectives for the
borough, along with an overall strategy, a number of core policies and a monitoring and
implementation framework. Once adopted all other Local Plan Documents must be in conformity
with it.
Warrington's emerging Local Plan Core Strategy also includes Development Management Policies,
that set out the criteria against which planning applications for the development and use of land and
buildings will be considered.
Further Local Plans
Site Specific Allocations- The allocation of land for specific uses (including mixed use) and the
designation of areas within which particular policies of the Core Strategy are to apply could be made
in a separate Local Plan Document.
Area Action Plans - Area action plans can be used when there is a need to provide the planning
framework for areas where significant change or conservation is needed. Area action plans are generally
intended to:
Deliver planned growth areas;
Stimulate regeneration;
Protect areas particularly sensitive to change;
Resolve conflicting objectives in areas subject to development pressures; or
Focus the delivery of area based regeneration initiatives.
Policies Map - This shows on an ordnance survey base map the adopted development plan
policies which entail a geographic focus for the local planning authority. The Policies Map will
be revised as each new development plan is adopted.
The adopted Policies Map should:
Identify areas of protection, such as nationally protected landscape and internationally, nationally
and locally-designated areas and sites, and Green Belt land;
Show areas at risk from flooding; and
Allocate sites for particular land use and development proposals included in any adopted
development plan document and set out the areas to which specific policies apply.
Other Local Plan Documents - The Council can also prepare other Local Plan Documents such
as on thematic issues. These Local Plan Documents will form the statutory development plan.
A statement of compliance with this Statement of Community Involvement must accompany each
Local Plan Document.
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1.19 Supplementary Planning Documents offer more detailed guidance to supplement the policies
contained within Local Plan Documents. They may cover a range of issues, both thematic and site
specific, which may strengthen a policy within a local plan document. Examples include design guides,
development briefs, master plans, car parking standards etc. They are also a "material consideration"
when determining planning applications.
1.20 Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD's) do not form part of the statutory development
plan but are nevertheless subject to community involvement as part of their preparation. A statement
of compliance with the Statement of Community Involvement must accompany each Supplementary
Planning Document produced.
Council Procedures and Reporting Protocols
1.21 Based on the Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) (Amendment) (No. 2) (England)
Regulations 2004 and recognising the Council Constitution and Schemes of Delegation for the Council,
the levels of political responsibility for the production of Local Planning Framework documents are as
follows:
For each Local Plan Document and the Community Infrastructure Charging Schedule
The approval for the purposes of consultation will be undertaken by The Executive Director
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment in consultation with the Executive Board.
Full Council Resolution is required for submission and adoption stages following consideration
by the Executive Board.
For each Supplementary Planning Document, the Annual Monitoring report, Local Development Scheme
and the Statement of Community Involvement:
The approval for the purposes of consultation on Supplementary Planning Documents and The
Statement of Community Involvement will be undertaken by The Executive Director Economic
Regeneration, Growth & Environment in consultation with the Executive Member for Environment
and Regeneration.
A decision of the Executive Board is required for adoption of Supplementary Planning Documents
and the Statement of Community Involvement. The Executive Board will also be required to
approve the Annual Monitoring Report and the Local Development Scheme. Such decisions are
likely to be “Key Decisions” as they affect communities in more than two wards and would be
subject to the Council’s Scrutiny Procedure Rules.
How can the community be involved with the preparation of the Local Planning Framework?
1.22 The minimum legal requirements for consultation and public participation for the Local Planning
Framework are set out in the Town and Country Planning (Local Plan) (England) Regulations 2012.
Local Plan Documents
1.23 Local Plan Documents can be concerned with several different levels of planning, ranging from
issues that relate to the whole of the Borough, through to proposals that apply to smaller areas, or site
specific allocations of land. There are several specific stages in the preparation of Local Plan
Document's as set out below. The Council proposes to involve the community throughout all stages
of Local Plan Document preparation. The type and scale of involvement will be tailored to the particular
development plan document.
The broad principles to be applied will be:
Wide Community Involvement
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The Council is committed to involving as many people and groups as possible in the formulation
of planning policies for the Borough from an early stage. Any person or organisation interested
in the planning of the Borough is welcome to get involved and contribute to the process.
Proposals that cover a large geographical area and/or broad ranging issues, involvement will be
aimed at the wider community throughout the preparation process.
Targeted Community Involvement
The more specific the issue, the more targeted the involvement - to reflect the narrower range of
interests affected by a particular area of concern.
In relation to smaller geographical areas, involvement is targeted at specific communities - but
not to the exclusion of relevant wider interests.
In relation to specific topics, involvement is targeted at groups involved in/ affected by their delivery
or implementation.
In each case where targeted community involvement is appropriate, this will not exclude other
groups and the wider public from the process and their contribution is also welcome.
In the event the Council's Local Development Scheme indicates that one or more Local Plan
Documents may need to be produced simultaneously, this may enable a joined up approach to
the early stages of preparation when community involvement is widespread and at a general
level. Publicity and some correspondence may be able to be combined to cover more than one
Local Plan Document to avoid consultation fatigue. However, it may be necessary to separate
involvement at later stages when not to do so would be likely to cause confusion.

Development Management
General Principles Development Management
Development Management is a term used to include a range of activities and interactions that remove
the control of development and the use of land into a more positive and proactive process. The
development of a more proactive process means it ensures a better fit with the principles of plan making
and better supports the local authorities in their role as "place shapers".
The principle of Development Management utilises both planning applications and enforcement
procedures to apply a more positive management. They are used to not only control the effects of
unrestricted development, but as a proactive tool for managing development opportunities.
Collaborative working relationships with partners both within and outside the council is a key aspect
of Development Management. Working in partnership will also involve working with developers on the
delivery of projects that are important to achieving overall strategic objectives within the borough.
Effective partnership working will therefore:
Support the role of planning in place shaping in the borough;
Ensure that development is supported by the appropriate and timely delivery of infrastructure;
Input essential specialist skills and knowledge; and
Maximise the chances of successful delivery.
The Council promotes the importance of early engagement and therefore encourages applicants to
undertake pre-application discussions, prior to the submission of a planning application. The objective
of pre-application discussion should be to confirm whether the principle of development is acceptable
and the subsequent discussion of more detailed matters such as highways etc to enable better
co-ordination between public and private resources to improve the outcome for the wider community.
Further details in relation to the development management processes in can be found in Section 3 of
this document.
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2 The Local Planning Framework
Preparation of Local Plan Documents

STAGES IN THE PREPARATION OF DEVELOPMENT PLAN DOCUMENTS

Community Involvement

Pre - Production Stage Evidence gathering
Public Participation in
DPD content & scope

(Reg 18)

Represenations received / considered
Preparation of Publication
Development Plan Document
Publication of Development Plan Document
6 week consultation

(Reg 19)

Representation and
participation in
examination

Respond to the representations on the Published
Development Plan Document
Submission to Secretary of State

(Reg 22)

Examination by independant inspector
(appointed by the Secretary of State)

(Reg 24)

ADOPTION

(Reg 26)

Monitoring and Review

Figure 2.1 Minimum Stages in the Preparation of Local Plan Documents
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Pre Production Stage - Evidence Gathering
2.1 The council has to maintain up to date information from survey and evidence gathering in order
to underpin the preparation of its planning policies and proposals. The monitoring of this information
is one of the key indicators of a need to prepare or review a Local Plan Document.
The main information areas monitored include:
Reports on housing and employment and development (produced annually for each year ending
st
31 March).
Retail development, Strategic Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) and Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Needs Assessment (GTAA) (main studies at 5 yearly intervals, with updated
monitoring as necessary)
Open space and sports facilities
Environmental Reports
Vacant and derelict land
Land and buildings with potential for housing development
2.2 Where possible and appropriate, the Council will seek the involvement of relevant groups and
organisations in the development of this information base with a view to ensuring reliable and robust
evidence which is widely accepted as common ground. Groups and organisations will be selected
from the list of specific and general consultees listed in Appendix A as appropriate to the type of
evidence/ information.
2.3 The Council will ensure that this information is readily accessible to all interested parties via the
website (www.warrington.gov.uk). The website will also be used to communicate updates on these
studies and to highlight opportunities for community involvement to wider issues.
2.4 At the very earliest stage in the process, appropriate consultees will be invited to respond. Any
issues of particular concern that they consider should be addressed should be raised, and to indicate
(other than in the case of specific consultees) if and how they wish to be kept involved as production
moves forward. At this stage of preparation, involvement is informal in nature and the aim will be to
establish meaningful and continuous dialogue with interested parties.
Public Participation in Local Plan Contents and Scope (Regulation 18)
2.5 The Council will give notice of the intention to commence work on the preparation of a Local Plan
Document as soon as it is clear as to its scope, purpose and timetable. At this point the Council will
also invite consultees to make representations about the proposed content of the Local Plan Document.
This will be done by direct notification of all consultees listed in the Statement of Community Involvement.
2.6 If the Local Plan Document is an Area Action Plan, the circular letters will be directed to households
and businesses within and adjoining the specific geographic area.
2.7 In all instances, there will also be associated publicity through Council media including the
Website, and through press releases where deemed appropriate.
2.8 At all stages the Council will respond positively to requests for further discussion, clarification,
more information and advice wherever possible. Officers will attend meetings of groups and organisations
if requested. If the draft report has any particular implications for specific areas or sites proposed for
allocation, local interest groups will be approached with a view to raising awareness of the consultation
process.
2.9 The Council will take full account of the responses to this consultation and all responses received
will be used to produce the final document. This initial period of community consultation in the
preparation of Local Plan Document's enables people to express their views, put forward their own
ideas and to actively participate in developing the Local Plan Document.
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Preparation and Publication of Local Plan Documents (Regulation 19)
2.10 Throughout the production of the Local Plan Document parties will be involved in informal and
more formal consultation exercises as considered appropriate. These will be set out in more detail in
the Local Development Scheme relative to the document being produced.
2.11 Once a Local Plan Document has been prepared, the Council will publish the document and
conduct a period of consultation. This will last for 6 weeks however the Council may increase this
period as appropriate, depending on the document being prepared.
The Council will invite representations on the published document and will:
Advertise the consultation period on the Council’s website, giving details of how and when the
documents can be inspected, how copies can be obtained, what the closing date for
representations is, and to whom representations should be addressed.
Make all the relevant documents available throughout the six-week period at the locations listed
in Appendix B, and on the Website.
Send copies of the Local Plan to the relevant consultees listed in Appendix A.
Write directly to everyone on the Local Planning Framework Mailing list.
Ensure that adequate media publicity is given to the availability of documents to ensure that all
who have an interest are made aware of the opportunity to make representations on the Local
Plan.
Issue a standard form for representations and encourage its use and associated guidance for
use in making representations
Provide for representations to be made by e-mail as well as by letter.
The Council’s response to consultation
2.12 At the end of the six week period, the Council will consider all representations and will decide
whether or not it is necessary to make changes before the next stage of the process. It is not envisaged
that significant changes will be required at this stage, given the level of engagement conducted at the
pre-production stage.
2.13 Discussions may be held with respondents or their representatives in cases where clarification
is needed, or where there appears to be scope to negotiate common ground and resolve an objection.
2.14 Once all representations have been considered, the Council will prepare a statement of the
number of representations received, a summary of the main issues raised and the Councils response
to the representations, including any agreed changes to the document.
Copies of this statement and of all representations made will be made available at each of the locations
in Appendix B and on the Council’s Website.
Further Consultation on site-specific representations
2.15 If any of the representations received propose the allocation of an additional site or an alteration
to a site boundary shown in the published Local Plan Document, the Council will repeat the consultation
arrangements carried out for the published Local Plan Document, as set out above if deemed
appropriate. This will permit further representations over a six-week period only in relation to that site
or boundary. Those promoting an alternative site or sites will need to indicate how the sustainability
appraisal process has been or is to be carried out prior to the examination. All consultees previously
notified of the Local Plan Document will be notified of these representations. These arrangements will
be accompanied if necessary by further publicity, including press releases, and letters to groups and
organisations who have an interest in the area to which the representation relates but who may not
have been relevant to the previous consultation.
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Submission Stage (Regulation 22)
2.16 The outcome of this process will be the preparation of the Submission Local Plan Document.
This is the document that will be submitted for independent examination by an Inspector appointed by
the Secretary of State.
The Submission Local Plan Document will be accompanied by:
The Sustainability Appraisal Report
A Submission Policies Map showing what associated changes to the Adopted Policies Map are
being proposed.
A statement demonstrating compliance with the consultation and participation processes set out
in the SCI, and setting out
Which consultees were invited to make representations
How consultees were invited to make representations
A summary of main issues raised by representations and how any representations have
also been taken into account.
The number of representations made and the summary of the main issues, if any were
made.
Copies of any representation made relating to the Local Plan
Other supporting information of relevance - Including a Habitat Regulations Assessment where
appropriate.
2.17 As soon as the Council has submitted the Local Plan to the Secretary of State the Council will
make available all documents that have been submitted for examination on the website.
Independent Examination (Regulation 24)
2.18 Copies of all representations and statements resulting from the publication stage process will
be sent to the Secretary of State who will appoint an Inspector to carry out the examination into the
soundness and legal compliance of the Plan.
2.19 8 weeks before the examination a pre-examination meeting will be held by the Inspector. At
least six weeks before the examination begins, the Council will publish notice of the time and place
where it will be held, and the name of the Inspector. The Council will write to all interested parties and
will publicise on the Council’s Website.
2.20 The National Planning Policy Framework sets out four tests which Local Plans should meet if
they are to be sound. The four tests against which Local Plans will be examined against relate to the
plan being positively prepared, justified, effective and consistent with national policy.
"Positively Prepared" means the document must be:
Based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively assessed development needs and
infrastructure requirements.
“Justified” means that the document must be:
Founded on a robust and credible evidence base
The most appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable alternatives
“Effective” means that the document must be:
Based on effective joint working on a cross-boundary basis
Deliverable
Flexible
Able to be monitored
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2.21 All hearing sessions associated with the examination will be held in public. However, only those
who have made formal representations during the 6 week participation period at submission stage,
seeking a change to the Council's proposals, are entitled to participate by appearing at the hearing
sessions and this will be at the discretion of the Inspector. Participation in the examination can also
be carried out by submitting written representations in response to the Inspectors published key issues.
Written representations will be given the same consideration by the Inspector as evidence given in
person.
2.22 The Inspector will consider all documents compiled and will ensure that all relevant legislation
has been considered. This generally includes ensuring that the document:
Has been prepared in accordance with the Local Development Scheme and is in compliance with
the Statement of Community Involvement.
Has been subject to a sustainability appraisal (SA) and where appropriate a Habitat Regulations
Assessment (HRA)
Has regard for national policy
The Duty to Co-operate has been fulfilled
Has regard to any Sustainable Community Strategy for the area.
Compliance with Regulations
Adoption (Regulation 26)
2.23 The Council can formally request under section 20(7C) that the appointed Inspector recommend
main modifications that are considered necessary to make the Local Plan sound. Any recommendations
made by the Inspector will not be subject to further consultation. At this point the Council may adopt
the document with the main modifications or with the main modifications and additional modifications.
The Council will publish the necessary statutory notices and notify interested parties of the final stages
to adoption of the Local Plan following receipt of the Inspectors report.
Monitoring and Review
2.24 The effectiveness of all Local Planning Documents and the policies and proposals within, will
be assessed annually through the Councils AMR.
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Supplementary Planning Documents
2.25 Supplementary Planning Documents are produced to support and provide additional information
regarding policies within Local Plan Documents . The process of preparing a Supplementary Planning
Document is similar to the process for Local Plan Documents, but simplified.

Stages in the preparation of Supplementary Planning Documents

Community Involvement

Pre-Production Stage Evidence Gathering

Prepare Draft SPD

Participation Stage 6 week public consultation
Respond to Representations on Draft SPD and amend the
document in light of representations if necessary

ADOPTION

Figure 2.2 Minimum Stages in the Preparation of Supplementary Planning Documents
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Pre-Production (Informal Evidence Gathering and Discussion)
All matters covered in Supplementary Planning Documents must relate to policies in a Local Plan
Document. In the vast majority of cases there will be no need to establish a further evidence base for
a Supplementary Planning Document.
The Council will determine which of the specific and general consultees and other interests listed in
Appendix B are interested parties given the subject matter of the draft Supplementary Planning
Document. The Council will seek to engage with all interested parties at the early pre-production stage
and will feed comments into the production stage.
Production Stage - (Preparation of the Draft Supplementary Planning Document)
A full draft Supplementary Planning Document will be prepared taking into account the comments
obtained at pre-production.
Participation Stage (Consultation)
At this stage in the process, the council will:
Subject the draft SPD to consultation period for a minimum of six weeks.
Advertise the participation period on the Council's website, giving details of how and when the
documents can be inspected, how copies can be obtained, what the closing date for
representations is, and how and to whom the representations should be addressed.
Make the relevant documents available throughout the participation period at the locations listed
in Appendix C and on the website, together with forms and associated guidance for use in making
representations.
Provide for representations to be made by electronic consultation, e-mail and letter.
Notify the relevant consultees identified at pre-production stage, and to other consultees who
submitted comments.
Write to all other consultees listed in Appendix B to advise of the subject matter of the
Supplementary Planning Document, of the participation period being undertaken, and how access
to the documents can be obtained.
Issue press release to secure media publicity if appropriate.
Responses
At the close of the participation period, the Council will prepare a report summarising the number and
content of representations made and will publicise its availability to participants. It will be placed on
the Council’s Website.
The responses will be considered by the Council who will make changes as agreed to be necessary,
before taking steps to adopt the Supplementary Planning Document.
Adoption
The Council will prepare a statement which will be available on the Council’s Website that the
Supplementary Planning Document has been adopted and give details of where and when it can be
inspected.
The adopted Supplementary Planning Document, representations made and Council's responses will
be posted on the Council’s Website. The Council will also notify any person who has requested
notification following adoption.
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Who We Will Consult
2.26 It is important to consult a broad range of groups at various stages in the preparation of Local
Plan Documents and Supplementary Planning Documents. The key groups are listed below:
The general public
Other Council Services
Neighbouring Local Planning Authorities
Town & Parish Councils
Ward Forums
Resident/ Community Groups
Businesses/ representative bodies
The Warrington Partnership (Local Strategic Partnership Members)
Central Offices and Agencies
Statutory Bodies
Interest Groups/ representative bodies
Hard to Reach Groups/ representative bodies including the young; the elderly and the disabled
Minority groups/ representative bodies including religious racial, ethnic or national groups
2.27 The Council has a formal requirement to fulfil the "Duty to Co-operate" and therefore the Council
will undertake a proactive and collaborative approach with adjoining authorities and other public
organisations, where necessary, when completing the various stages of Local Plan preparation.
2.28 The Council maintains a database of individuals who have expressed an interest in the Local
Planning Framework. This enables the community to register to be involved throughout the planning
process.

How We Will Consult
Website
2.29 The Councils website (www.warrington.gov.uk) is used to display all the latest Council publications
and consultation documents, together with associated explanatory information, response forms and
contact details.
2.30 All consultation documents will be contained within the consultation portal to allow businesses
and residents to obtain council proposals and documents and allow everyone to be kept fully informed
of progress and future consultation events whilst also viewing responses that others have made.
2.31

All correspondence will include direction to the web address

2.32 The website will be used extensively for all elements of the Local Planning Framework evidence
base and at all stages of document preparation.
Letter to all interested parties
2.33 Either a direct mailing will be undertaken to all households, businesses in the borough and all
consultees and/ or a selective mailing limited to a geographical area or community of interest will be
undertaken depending on the document being produced. Extensive mailing will be most appropriate
at the very start of Local Plan Document production to ensure that a wide range of interests are alerted
to what is happening and how they can become involved.
Local Press
2.34
Depending on the type of document being produced, the Council may choose to produce
publicity material giving details of the consultation process.
Meetings
16
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2.35 Where a specific issue is raised, favourable consideration will be given to requests for meetings
with groups, organisations, individuals, and communities.
Focus Groups
2.36 A number of focus group meetings have been held and it is hoped that Focus Groups can be
used in the future for particular planning issues to be discussed. A record will be kept of Focus Groups
proceedings.
Availability of Documents
2.37 During the consultation period documents will be made available for inspection for a minimum
of 6 weeks in the Deposit Locations as detailed in Appendix C. Following adoption, documents will be
retained at those locations in accordance with statutory requirements.
2.38 All documents will be available for inspection during normal office hours at New Town House
Planning Reception, Contact Warrington and can also be accessed on the website.
Availability of Officers
2.39 A planning officer will be available to deal with enquires about the documents over the telephone
or face to face at the Borough Council Offices at New Town House, during normal office hours. The
Development Plan Team has a central email address LDF@warrington.gov.uk through which enquiries
can be chanelled.
Meetings with Town & Parish Councils and Neighbourhood Boards
2.40 The Borough Council will inform and consult Town & Parish Councils and Neighbourhood Board
members on a regular basis during the production of Local Planning Framework Documents.
Hard to Reach Groups
2.41
The Council will make every effort to engage with these groups directly and/or through
representative organisations, whether local or national, and encourage them to get involved in the
preparation of the Local Planning Framework Documents. In Warrington Borough, hard to reach groups
are considered to be:
Young People
Frail Elderly
People with disabilities - mobility impaired, visually impaired and hearing impaired
Black Minority and Ethnic Groups
Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
2.42 Documents can be made available in large type, Braille, in audio format and in other languages
upon request.
2.43 Opportunities to involve hard to reach groups through other Council services (eg the Youth
Service, Social Care and Community Development) will be explored.
2.44 The Council is an active member of the mulit-agency Cheshire Chief Executives Advisory Group
on Travellers, which has an appointed Gypsy and Traveller Co-ordinator. This provides a channel of
communication and contact with these groups.
2.45 In preparing Local Planning Framework Documents the Council will comply with the requirements
of the Equality Act 2010 and the Public Sector Equality Duty.
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Neighbourhood Planning
Neighbourhood Planning
2.46
Neighbourhood planning seeks to enable communities to come together to shape the
development and growth of the local area through the production of a Neighbourhood Development
Plan or Neighbourhood Development Order.
2.47 The Localism Act 2011 introduced new rights and powers to allow local communities to prepare
neighbourhood plans and orders. The neighbourhood plans provide an opportunity to build on existing
adopted local plans however they must be inconformity with the overall spatial strategy. The plans are
not a mechanism in which to constrain growth in the local area, but can allow local people to get the
right type of development for their community, for example identifying where new homes and offices
should be built and what they should look like. These plans are prepared by the Parish and Town
Councils where they exist and by community groups in areas which are unparished. Whilst the
production of neighbourhood plans are optional, where they are prepared, the Council has a duty to
support the process and ensure that the body preparing the neighbourhood plan has regard to the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
2.48 Neighbourhood Development Orders can grant planning permission for specified developments
in a neighbourhood area. Once established there would be no need for anyone to apply to the council
for planning permission if it is for the type of development covered by the order. This should make it
easier and quicker for such development to go ahead in the future. A Neighbourhood Development
Order must have consideration for the wider strategic vision for the wider area and should also be in
line with national planning policy and necessary legal requirements.
2.49 This chapter sets out a summary of the legal requirements for producing a Neighbourhood Plan
or Neighbourhood Development Order and the minimum consultation requirements.
The Designation of Neighbourhood Forums and Neighbourhood Areas
2.50 If a Town or Parish Council or community group wishes to establish a neighbourhood forum or
neighbourhood area, they must apply to Warrington Borough Council in its capacity as a Local Planning
Authority to become an area for neighbourhood planning purposes. In order to submit an application,
the application must be accompanied by the relevant information depending on whether the community
is looking to establish a neighbourhood forum or neighbourhood area. Both processes are outlined
below.
Designating a Neighbourhood Area
2.51 Regulations 5, 6 and 7 (The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012) set out the
requirements for the designation of a neighbourhood area. Where an application is submitted to
establish a neighbourhood area, the application should include:
A map which identifies the area to which the area application relates;
A statement explaining why this area is considered appropriate to be designated as a
neighbourhood area; and
A statement that the organisation or body making the area application is a relevant body for the
purposes of section 61G of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
2.52 Once this information has been received, the Council will publicise the area application and
invite representations for a period of 6 weeks. The publication will include:
A copy of the application
Details of how to make representations; and
The date by which those representations must be received.
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2.53 Where a neighbourhood planning application is approved, the Council will publicise on their
website and in any other manner considered appropriate to bring the decision to the attention of people
who live, work or carry on business in the neighbourhood area. Details published on the website will
include:
The name of the area;
A map of the area; and
The name of the body who has applied for the area to be designated.
2.54
If the Council takes the decision to refuse the designation of a neighbourhood area or
neighbourhood forum, the Council will publish a “decision statement” outlining the reason for refusing
the application, together with details of where the decision statement can be inspected.
Designating a Neighbourhood Forum
2.55 Regulations 8, 9 and 10 set out the requirements for the designation of a neighbourhood forum.
If the area is unparished, a neighbourhood forum must be established prior to preparing a neighbourhood
development plan. Where a neighbourhood forum has been designated previously and has not expired
or been withdrawn, the Council will decline a neighbourhood forum application made in relation to that
neighbourhood area.
2.56 If an unparished area wishes to proceed with establishing a forum they must submit the relevant
supporting information to accompany the application. This includes;
the name of the proposed forum;
a copy of the written constitution of the proposed neighbourhood forum;
the name of the neighbourhood area to which the application relates and a map which identifies
the area;
the contact details of at least once member of the proposed neighbourhood forum; and
a statement detailing how the proposed neighbourhood forum meets the conditions set out in the
1990 Act.
2.57 Once an application has been received, the Council will publicise the area application and invite
representations for a period of 6 weeks. This will be publicisied on the website and local deposit venues
of the area to which the application relates.
a copy of the application;
a statement detailing that if a designation is successful no other organisation or body may be
designated for that neighbourhood area until that designation expires or is withdrawn;
Details of how to make representations; and
The date by which those representations must be received.
2.58 If the application is successful the Council will publish the decision on the website and at local
deposit venues for the attention of people, who live, work or carry on business in the neighbourhood
area.
Neighbourhood Development Plans & Neighbourhood Development Orders – Pre-submission
consultation and publicity
2.59 The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 set out the requirements for the
consultation which the qualifying body must undertake on the Neighbourhood Development Plan or
Neighbourhood Development Order before submitting to the Council.
2.60 The plan proposal should be consulted on for a minimum of 6 weeks and should be publicised
in a manner that is likely to attract the attention of people who, live, work or carry on business in the
neighbourhood area. The consultation should include the following information:
Details of the proposals for the neighbourhood development plan or development order
Details of where the plan can be inspected
Statement of Community Involvement Warrington Borough Council
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Details of how individuals can make representations
The date the representations must be received.
That the qualifying body consult any of the consultation bodies listed in the regulations whose
interest may be affected by the neighbourhood development plan or development order
That a copy of the neighbourhood development plan is sent to the Council.
2.61 The regulations do not set out exactly how the qualifying body should conduct consultation
however the following techniques could be utilised to ensure effective consultation.
Workshop events
Leaflet drop to all households and local businesses in the area
Exhibitions
Public meetings
Posters
The publication of details on the qualifying body’s website
2.62 Once the qualifying body has undertaken a period of consultation in the local area, the qualifying
body will then submit the plan proposal or order to the Council providing the following information:
A map or statement which identifies the area the proposed neighbourhood development plan/
neighbourhood development order relates
A consultation statement (including details of persons are bodies who were consulted, a summary
of main issues and details how these issues have been considered and, where relevant addressed)
The proposed neighbourhood development plan/ neighbourhood development order; and
A statement explaining how the plan meets the legal requirements set out in the Town and Country
Planning1990 Act
Publicising a plan/ order proposal (Publication)
2.63 The Council will publish the neighbourhood plan/ development order for a period of consultation
following submission. This will be for a period of 6 weeks and which will be publicised on the Council
website and local deposit venues. This should be completed as soon as possible and will include the
following information:
Details of the plan proposal
Details of where the plan can be inspected
Details of how to make representations
A statement that any representations may include a request to be notified of the Councils decision
in relation to the neighbourhood development plan/ neighbourhood development order.
The date by which all representations must be received
2.64 The Council will also notify any consultation body which is referred to in the submitted consultation
statement by the qualifying body that the neighbourhood plan has been submitted.
Examination and Inspectors Report
2.65 Once the plan or order has been published and has completed the 6 week consultation, the
Council will appoint an independent examiner to consider the plan or order and representations. The
Council will forward all necessary information including:
A map or statement which identifies the area the proposed neighbourhood development plan/
order relates
A consultation statement (including details of persons are bodies who were consulted, a summary
of main issues and details how these issues have been considered and, where relevant addressed)
The proposed neighbourhood development plan/ order; and
A statement explaining how the plan meets the legal requirements set out in the Town and Country
Planning 1990 Act and the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012;
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An environmental statement (if one is required); and
All representations received during the publication stage of consultation.
2.66 Once the examiners report has been received by the Council and a decision has been made
regarding how to proceed, the Council will publish on the website a “decision statement” which will set
out the decision made and the reasons for it. The Council will also provide details of where the “decision
statement” can be inspected and the examiners report. The examiners report will also be sent to the
qualifying body and any other person who has requested to be notified. The Council will request that
the qualifying body publish the “decision statement” on their website, where possible and any other
means appropriate to advertise that a decision has been made.
The “decision statement” will include:
The decision whether to accept or refuse a plan/ order proposal
What action is to be taken in response to the recommendations by the examiner
What modifications need to be included
Whether to extend the area to which the referendum is or are to take place
2.67 If the Council makes the decision to adopt a neighbourhood development plan or order It will
be subject to a local referendum. If the neighbourhood development plan or order then passes the
local referendum a further decision notice will be repeated to publicise that there has been a vote in
favour of the neighbourhood plan or order and it will subsequently be adopted. The neighbourhood
plan or order, supporting information and details of where and when the plan or order can be inspected
will then be made available on the Council's website accordingly.
2.68

The Council will also notify any person or body’s who have been asked to be notified.
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3 Planning Applications
3.1 This section aims to set out how local communities will be involved in the consideration of
individual planning applications.
3.2 Warrington Borough Council receives on average 2000 applications for planning permission per
year. Every effort is made to ensure contact with all those who may be interested in the decision-making
process both before and during the process. Depending on the nature of the application the Council
notifies and engages individuals, interest groups and the wider community.
3.3 No system for publicising planning applications can be totally effective, however extensive. A
balance needs to be struck between providing a reasonable opportunity for people to comment on
applications and the cost and speed of decision-making. It is considered that current practice for
notification and consultation strikes a reasonable balance and the Council has an approved procedure
note for publicising applications.
3.4 This section will set out how and when the Warrington Borough Council will consult on planning
applications and details of measures which are expected of developers to carry out successful community
engagement on applications.
3.5 To assist in the identification of the type and scale of consultation that should take place, it is
useful to identify the types of applications received by the authority.
Application Type

Description

Timescale to
Determine
Applications

Environmental
I m p a c t
Assessments
Applications

Applications for planning permission for which EIA is required
are referred to in the Regulations as 'EIA applications'

16 Weeks

Major Large Scale

Residential developments (conversion or new build), involving
the creation of 200 or more units, or site area of 4 hectares or
more. Non-residential developments with a floor space of more
than 1000m2 or more or with a site area of 2 hectares or more.
(Applications submitted with an EIA assessment will be subject
to a 16 week determination timescale)

13 Weeks

Major Small Scale

Residential developments involving the creation of 10 - 199
units, or site area of 0.5 ha and less than 4 ha. Non-residential
developments with a floor space of 1000sqm and up to
9,999sqm or where the site area is1ha and less than 2ha.

13 Weeks

Minor

Residential developments below 10 units. Where the number
of dwellings to be constructed is not given in the application,
a site area of less than 0.5 hectares should be used. For all
other uses, a minor development is one with a floor space
below 1000m2 or where the site area us less that 1 hectare.

8 Weeks
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Application Type

Description

Other

A broad range of planning and related applications: including
applications for advertisements, conservation area consent
applications, applications for works under tree conservation
orders, telecommunications masts, lawful development
certificates, alterations to listed buildings and householder
applications such as extensions and alterations to an existing
residential property

Timescale to
Determine
Applications
8 Weeks

Table 1 Types of Planning Applications Received by the Authority

General Consultation
Information and guidance on submitting a planning application is available on the Councils website.
Planning application forms are also available for download.
The Borough encourages applicants to undertake pre-application discussions, prior to the submission
of a planning application. The objective of pre-application discussion should be to confirm whether
the principle of development is acceptable, establish key issues which the application should address,
and to agree the submission of material needed to enable the application to be assessed. The Council
has adopted a pre-planning application advice protocol which can be found on the Councils Website.
(http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1334/pre_planning_application_advice_protocol_and_charges)
All pre-planning application advice is the subject of a charge apart from householder proposals that
are free of charge.
In accordance with the pre-planning application advice protocol the Council will offer pre-planning
application advice upon completion of the pre-planning application advice form (and relevant
accompanying information) and receipt of the pre-application advice fee. The Council will not commence
work on the pre-planning application advice enquiry until the fee and information has been received.
There is no pre-planning application advice fee for householder proposals. Advice can be obtained
from the Council in terms of whether a proposal requiring planning permission would be acceptable
from a development management point of view. Whilst there is no fee for householder proposals there
is still a requirement to complete the necessary form.
There is no statutory requirement for applicants to undertake their own consultation. However, the
Council encourages applicants to advise their neighbours before submitting an application. The Council
recommends that applications for major schemes should undertake community involvement before
applying for planning permission. This provides the local community with the opportunity to let applicants
know what they think, raise any issues or concerns directly and possibly influence changes at an early
stage in the process. This can have a positive benefit in determining planning applications.
Wider Community Consultation
Once planning applications have been processed and validated, publicity and notification processes
will be undertaken.
Consultation will follow the Council's approved notification procedure. This takes into account the
statutory requirements for the publicity of planning applications as set out in the The Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010 as amended. This includes
notices being placed at the application site and in the local press. It is current practice to use the
Warrington Guardian for such notices, although consideration will be given on a case by case basis
to the appropriate consultation process. Site and press notices will provide a minimum 21 days for
response.
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Applications that will be publicised in this way include:
Applications likely to be of more than local interest
Applications which are significant and/ or contrary to planning policy
Listed Building Applications
Applications affecting Conservation Areas
Applications affecting a public right of way
(1)
Applications affecting the Strategic Road Network
In all cases the Town/Parish Council is consulted. The “weekly list” of applications is provided to the
local press and to various local interest groups and organisations. Some companies pay an annual
fee to receive this list. A list of applications received is also published via the Council’s website. It is
anticipated that wider public access to the Councils on-line application processing system will enable
information to be provided relating to applications made for specified addresses, streets, post codes
etc.
Individual Consultation
3.6 Occupiers of premises adjoining an application site will be notified individually by letter. This
would usually result in notification being sent to the occupier of any property which shares a boundary
with an application site ignoring any road or footpath. Each application is considered separately and
where any doubt exists, wider notification will be conducted. Advice will be provided about access to
plans and drawings, the means by which comments can be made and points of contact if more
information is required. See appendix E for further information.
Statutory Consultees
3.7 Statutory consultees are consulted on all relevant applications and given 21 days to respond.
Not all of the bodies in appendix C are contacted for each application; this varies according to the
details of the application.
Consultation During the Processing of Planning Applications
3.8 A considerable amount of negotiation takes pace on a large number of applications, particularly
those relating to major developments, once they have been submitted. This is a very important and
crucial part of the development management process, which often leads to significant improvements
in the quality of developments and often addresses objectors concerns. This dialogue between planning
officers and developers and their professional advisors, as well as any other interested parties, is
something which is actively encouraged by both the Government and the Borough Council.
3.9 Planning applications will often generate much public interest and provide a large number of
objections. The negotiations stage will often lead to the submission of amendments to overcome some
of these objections. The extent of negotiation will sometimes depend on whether the applicant has
first engaged in pre-application discussions. If amendments would result in a fundamentally different
scheme applicants may be asked to withdraw their application or a refusal may be issued. Re-notification
of neighbours on minor amendments is left to the discretion of the Development Manager. Minor
amendments are generally made to overcome a particular objection or concern so there is often no
need to re-consult. More significant alterations will require neighbour notification. However, given the
tight timescales to determine applications a reduced timescale for a response to a re-notification is set
(normally between 10 – 14 days). Town & Parish Councils and relevant statutory consultees may be
re-consulted on any significant alterations.
3.10

Representations can be made in writing: by letter or e-mail.

Planning Application Determination
1

The highway network which the Highways Agency operate, maintain and improve on behalf of the Secretary of State for
Transport. In the Warrington area this represents the entirety of the M6, M62 and the M56 motorways. Any road on the
Strategic Road Network is known as a trunk road.
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3.11 90% of planning applications are determined under delegated powers by authorised officers.
However, some of the larger or more complex applications can be referred to the Development
Management Committee or Planning Applications Sub Committee for decision by Members of the
Council. Matters that can be referred to both committees are in the following circumstances:
Development Management Committee
3.12

The following matters are referred to the Development Management Committee.
Applications for development which, in the opinion of the executive director of economic
regeneration, growth and environment services, are major strategic planning applications
Applications for development which have given rise to material planning objections received from
ten persons or more at the end of the statutory consultation period
Approval of, or consultation upon, planning guidance documents in accordance with the Local
Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities)(England) Regulations 2000 and any subsequent
amendments there to.

Planning Application Sub-Committee
3.13

The following matters are referred to the Planning Application Sub-Committee:
Any application for development where a notice in writing on the prescribed form has been given
by a ward councillor for the relevant ward within which the application site is located, requiring
the committee to decide the application and identifying the relevant reasons for the referral and
relevant Local Plan policies.
Any application for development where a notice in writing on the prescribed form has been given
by a town or parish council which has expressed a view contrary to the officer recommendation
and identifying, to the satisfaction of the Strategic Director of Environment and Regeneration
Services, a relevant reason for referral and making reference to relevant Local Plan policies.
Any application for development which in the opinion of the Strategic Director of Economic
Regeneration, Growth and Environment Services is contrary to the provisions of the Local Plan
and is recommended for approval.
Any application for development in which the council has a significant interest in the proposal or
the application relates to council-owned land.
Any application for development which as a consequence of the scale of objection or for any
other reason the Director of Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment deems it to be
appropriate or expedient for the matter to be referred to the committee.
Confirmation of a Tree Preservation Order where objection to the proposed order has been
received and not been withdrawn.
Determination of an enforcement matter where the Director of Economic Regeneration, Growth
and Environment considers it appropriate, particularly where there may be significant costs
implications for the council or where the action may have a significant personal or financial
implication for those involved.

3.14 If an item is going to Development Management Committee or the Planning Application
Sub-Committee the Council will inform the applicant/ agent and anyone who submitted comments on
a particular planning application.
3.15 A notification letter informs them of the date, time and location of the committee, so that they
can attend if they wish. It informs them that they have the right to speak at committee. It is expected
that those wishing to speak at committee notify the Development Management Support Team in advance
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of the meeting. If there is more than one objector or supporter they a have to agree who should speak.
A guidance note has been produced on speaking at Development Management Committee and this
is available from the Council Website.
3.16 Committee reports are made available on the Council's website 5 working days before the
committee meeting. Copies of committee agendas can also be obtained from democratic services.
Minutes from committee meetings are also accessible via the Councils website.
Development Management Committee Web Link:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200349/committees/647/development_management_committee
Planning Application Sub Committee Web Link:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200349/committees/657/planning_applications_sub_committee
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Major Planning Applications
3.17 Government guidance has categorised significant/ major developments into three tiers, each
of these tiers will require a different level of consultation. The Council also identifies a fourth tier of
developments which may not fall into specific categories within other tiers but where community interest
is likely to make pre-application consultation a beneficial element of the planning process.
TIER 1
Development not in accordance with a Statutory Development Plan, which would significantly
prejudice the implementation of the Plan such as waste disposal facilities, aggregates
extraction and other major industrial developments (Schedule 1 developments – as defined
by EIA regulations 1999)
Proposals for over 20,000 square metres of gross floor shopping space
TIER 2
Schedule 2 developments – as defined in EIA regulations 1999. Those developments which
will have a significant effect on the environment but to a lesser extent than those in schedule
1.
Residential development on Greenfield land that consists of proposals for over 150 dwellings,
residential sites over 5 hectares on Greenfield land.
Development on any playing field owned by the local authority or used by an educational
institution.
Planning applications that require full transport assessment – any development which is
likely to have significant transport implications.
TIER 3
Any development proposal that falls marginally below the thresholds set in tiers 1 & 2 but
has requirements for affordable housing or major developer contributions.
Applications that fall within sites that are sensitive to development pressures - Applications
may include:
Development affecting a listed building or its setting
Demolition in a Conservation Area;
Loss of allotment land, public open space, or playing pitches
Loss of employment land for housing;
Development on windfall sites, i.e. anything not anticipated in the Local Plan
Certain developments that fall outside the main use of the area they are situated, for example
business development in a predominantly residential area.
TIER 4
Development which is likely to cause concern to the public because of its likely effect and
impact on a local community;
Change of use of premises within predominantly residential areas relating to use as a
children's nursery;
Proposals which require the demolition of an existing dwelling;
Development which requires the removal of protected trees, or where it is appropriate to
demonstrate the adverse impact on such trees is avoided;
Development of sites which have previously been the subject of planning applications which
have generated high levels of local interest.
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Major Applications - Submission
3.18 On receipt of an application, in addition to the general consultation processes outlined, the
Council will consider the consultation practises conducted by the applicant prior to submission. The
various levels of consultation specific to major development proposed are set out below:
Major developments can take several forms and will require varying levels of public consultation.
TIER 1
Consultation to be carried out at a borough wide level, reaching as many people across Warrington
as possible. Whilst each application will probably be consulted on differently, the public can
expect to be informed by way of newsletters, public notices, media campaigns and through the
use of the internet.
TIER 2
Developments are defined as those major developments that are likely to require wider community
involvement except where the local planning authority can demonstrate that this is not necessary.
In a case such as this involvement of the community in the area of the proposal will be more
appropriate.
TIER 3
These are major developments, which will only have implications at a local level on a site-by-site
basis, and therefore only the local community near the proposal site need be involved through
consultation.
TIER 4
Other developments which would normally fall outside the definitions of large scale development
but where potential exists for impact upon the local community by virtue of noise, disturbance,
traffic, smell.
The Table 2 overleaf shows the range of consultation methods that may be appropriate for each
tier of developments
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Pre-Application Discussions
3.19 The Borough Council encourages applicants to undertake pre-application discussions, prior to
the submission of a planning application for major developments. The Councils pre-application advice
protocol and further information is available on the web site.
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1334/pre_planning_application_advice_protocol_and_charges
3.20 It is suggested that for major schemes developers should present proposals to Development
Control Committee. The benefits of presenting proposals early on in the process include:
Identification of appropriate levels of community engagement
Early knowledge for members of development proposals as they evolve and in advance of formal
decision making processes
Scope for all parties to flag or become aware of issues which might become key to the
determination of a planning application.
3.21 It is suggested that pre-application presentations should be encouraged for all "large scale
major developments" which are defined as:
200 dwellings or more
1000 sq metres of commercial industrial floor space
Site area in excess of 4 hectares for non-detailed residential
2 hectares or 10000 sq metres of non-detailed commercial development.
Sites which would be considered for significant waste management proposals
It is at this early stage in discussion that developers will be expected to provide details of how they
intend to engage with the community.
3.22 The National Planning Policy Framework recognises the significant potential of pre-application
discussion between the Local Authority and potential developers. However, this does not indicate
endorsement by the Authority for a particular application, it simply enables effective communication
between the developer, local authority and interested parties.
The following extract is taken from the National Planning Policy Framework regarding
pre-application engagement and front loading.
"Local planning authorities have a key role to play in encouraging other parties to take
maximum advantage of the pre-application stage. They cannot require that a developer
engages with them before submitting a planning application, but they should encourage
take up of any pre-appliction services they offer".
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Methods of Developer Engagement
Approach

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Public Meeting

X

Public Exhibition

X

X

Surgeries

X

X

Development Briefs

X

Workshops

X

Enquiry by design and/or Planning for real

X

X

Citizens Panel

X

X

X

Consultation Panel

X

Parish Councils

X

X

X

X

Media/leaflets/information sheets

X

X

X

Developer Website

X

X

X

Local architectural or Design Panel

X

X

X

Table 2 Minimum Methods of Developer Engagement

3.23 The methods of developer engagement identified above are recommended as a minimum and
therefore each scheme should be considered individually as to the extent of community engagement
conducted prior to submission.
3.24
It is expected that each application, where developer engagement is appropriate, will be
submitted with a statement outlining the extent of consultation completed and how the feedback from
the consultation process has influenced the submitted scheme.
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General Information
Decisions on Planning Applications
Anyone who submitted comments on a particular planning application is notified of the decision. The
decision notice will then be available on the Council's website.
Appeal Process
3.25 Applicants can appeal to the Secretary of State, (Planning Inspectorate) against the refusal of
an application for Planning Permission, or for “non determination” where an application has not been
determined within the timescales set out in Table 1. Where an application has been refused, information
of the right to appeal will be provided to applicants along with their planning application decision notice.
3.26 Those who made representations on a refused application will be advised in writing if an appeal
is lodged and how they can participate.
3.27 The planning application is then considered by an independent Inspector: this may be done in
writing (“written representations”) or can take the form of an informal hearing or Public Inquiry. The
Planning Inspectorate is responsible for notifying applicants and interested parties of the appeal
decision. Appeal decisions are also published on the Council’s website, which are updated daily.
3.28 Anyone who submitted comments on a particular planning application is notified of the decision.
Decision Notices are then made available on the Warrington Borough Council web site, under the
specific planning application number.
Other Methods of Community Consultation
3.29 Consideration should always be given to codes of practice relating to officer and member
conduct and particularly the need for members of the Development Control Committee to avoid
involvement in discussion over the merits of proposed development. A Councillor who expresses a
view or comes to a conclusion over the merits of a proposal before considering debate at Committee
may not be able to participate in the decision making process at Committee.
3.30 On request officers of the Council will attend public meetings to assist in the understanding of
large or complex applications and the process used to consider applications for planning permission.
It is not usually beneficial for officers to attend a public meeting where the development is to be discussed
with the developer or his representatives.
3.31 Discussion with Officers before such events are arranged will enable the most appropriate type
of meeting to be considered.
Enforcement
3.32 When development takes place without permission the Council has a range of enforcement
powers available to it to establish whether a breach of planning control has taken place. The Council
has produced a Planning Enforcement Charter, which is available in paper form or can be viewed on
the Council’s website.
3.33 The name and address of any complainant will be kept confidential; however representations
on any subsequent planning application will be publicly available. The complainant will be informed
of any enforcement notice, and will be advised of any appeal that is lodged against an enforcement
notice.
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4 Monitoring and Review of the SCI
Monitoring and Review of the Statement of Community Involvement
4.1 The success and effectiveness of the Statement of Community Involvement will be reviewed
through the Annual Monitoring Report (AMR). This will ensure that the stakeholders the Council wishes
to involve, and the techniques for community involvement engagement remain appropriate, and are
achieving an effective and representative level of public involvement across all sectors.
Monitoring will also be built into each community involvement activity; in order to determine:
The number of people and groups participating in consultations - including the number of "hard
to reach" people or groups
The extent to which representations effect change
Whether participants value their involvement in the process
Which techniques generate the most effective response
Whether participants have any suggestions for improving or enhancing community involvement.
The emergence of new interested or representative groups and will make additions to the
consultation lists appended to the SCI as necessary
4.2 These indicators will be used to review the SCI and changes will be considered where there has
been a particularly low level of community involvement. Any necessary changes will be incorporated
into a revised Statement of Community Involvement. The Council will apply the process and principle
of continuous monitoring and review to all consultation documents.
Resources
4.3 It is important that sufficient resources are made available to implement the consultation measures
set out in this statement. Community involvement for plan making will be overseen and managed by
the Planning Policy Team and that in relation to the determination of planning applications will be
overseen by the Development Management Team. The Council’s communications team will offer
support and advice on public and media relations and contact. The Chief Executive’s Strategic
Development Officers will assist in working with the Warrington Partnership.
4.4 At this present time it is envisaged that consultation measures can be met through in- house
resources, it is not anticipated that any external expertise will be needed.
4.5 A wide range of public buildings are available throughout the Borough and provide ample
opportunity for meeting places and exhibition venues.
4.6 Joint working will be used where possible to help to avoid consultation fatigue and repetition of
work already undertaken.
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5 Contact Details
You can contact us in the following ways:
For all matters relating to the Local Planning Framework please contact the Planning Policy Team on:
By Telephone: 01925 442826
By Email: ldf@warrington.gov.uk
By letter: Planning Policy Team, Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment, New Town
House, Buttermarket Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 2NH
For all matters relating to planning and other applications, or if you want to arrange a pre-application
discussion please contact:
By Telephone: 01925 442819
By e-mail to devcontrol@warrington.gov.uk
By letter: Development Management, Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment, New
Town House, Buttermarket Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 2NH
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6 Appendices
Appendix A - Consultees for the Local Planning Framework
Specific Consultation Bodies
These lists are as complete as can be reasonably expected at the time of SCI preparation: other
organisations and groups may exist, or may be formed in future, and will not be excluded from
involvement simply because they are not named here.
The emergence of new groups or organisations will be kept under review by monitoring the local press,
correspondence received and relevant web-sites. The consultation list will also be published on the
Council's Website with details of who to contact if any other body wishes to be included on it.
The Warrington Partnership (LSP Partnership Board)
Cheshire & Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
Adjoining Local Planning Authorities
Halton Borough Council
Wigan Council
Salford City Council
Cheshire East Council
Cheshire West and Chester Council
St Helens Council
Trafford Council
Warrington Town & Parish Councils
Warrington BC Ward Forums
Warrington & Co
Neighbourhood Forums
Adjoining Town & Parish Councils
Natural England
The Coal Authority
Environment Agency
The Highways Agency
English Heritage (Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England)
Homes and Communities Agency (HCA)
The Marine Management Organisation
Network Rail Infrastructure Limited
North West Regional Development Agency
NHS Cheshire
5 Boroughs Partnership NHS Trust
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
Manchester Airport
Warrington & Halton Hospital Foundation Trust (WHHFT)
Warrington Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
Telecom Operators:
Hutchinson 3G
Bristish Telecom (O2)
Orange
One to One
T-Mobile (UK) Ltd
Telecom Securicor Cellular Radio
Vodafone
Statement of Community Involvement Warrington Borough Council
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National Grid
United Utilities
Scottish & Southern Energy
Eon
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
Government Departments will be consulted as necessary in cases where their interests are affected.
GENERAL CONSULTATION BODIES
The following General Consultation Bodies will be consulted as a matter of course on all Local Plans
and, where relevant, SPD's.
Age UK
Cheshire Alliance of Disabled People (CHAD)
Cheshire, Halton & Warrington Racial Equality Council (CHAWREC)
Church Commissioners
Churches Together Warrington
Deafness Support Network
Diocesan Board Of Finance
Disability Information Bureau
Disability Rights Commission
Equality and Human Rights
Eye Society
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
National Disability Council Secretariat
Warrington Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Warrington Council of Faiths
Warrington Disability Forum
Warrington Ethnic Communities Association
Warrington Federation of Tenants
OTHER GENERAL CONSULTATION BODIES
The following groups/ organisations will be consulted on Local Plans and Supplementary Planning
Documents as and when this is deemed to be appropriate by the Borough Council in relation to the
subject matter and their area of interest.
Arriva North West Ltd
British Gas
British Telecommunications PLC
British Waterways
British Energy Association
Cheshire Constabulary
Cheshire Fire Service
Cheshire Gypsy and Travellers Voice
Cheshire Police Architectural Liaison Officer/ Crime Officer
Cheshire Landscape Trust
Cheshire Wildlife Trust
Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Racial Equalities council
Cheshire Probation Trust
Citizens Advice Bureau
Civil Aviation Authority
Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE)
Council for British Archaeology
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CPRE Warrington
First Group
Forestry Commission
Freight Transport Association
Friends of the Earth (North West)
Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive (GMPTE)
Groundwork Cheshire
Gypsy Council
Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
Home Builders Federation
Inland Waterways Association
National Trust
Royal Mail Property Holdings
Renewable Energy Association
Places for People
The Showmen's Guild of Great Britain
Warrington Housing Association
The following associations also have stock in Warrington:
Campaign for Better Transport
Housing 21 (North)
Haig Housing
Family Housing Association
St Vincents Housing Association
William Sutton Housing Association
Anchor Trust
Muir Housing Group
Your Housing Group
Plus Dane Housing Group
Helena Partnerships
Golden Gates Housing Trust
Liverpool Housing Trust
Great Places
Sanctuary Housing North West
Road Haulage Association
Royal Society for the protection of Birds
Sport England
Tenant/ Resident Groups
Virgin Trains
Warrington Borough Transport
Warrington Community Transport
Warrington Civic Society
Warrington Cycle campaign
Warrington Nature Conservation Forum (Agenda 21)
Woodland Trust
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Appendix B - Deposit Venues - Addresses and Opening Times
Warrington Borough Council Offices
New Town House
Buttermarket Street
Warrington
Warrington Contact Centre
One Stop Shop
26 - 30 Horsemarket Street
Warrington
Cheshire
WA1 1XL
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
Library Addresses and Opening Times
Library

Opening Times

Birchwood Library

Monday: 9.30am 5.00pm

Brock Road

Tuesday: 9.30 - 5.00pm

Birchwood

Wednesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 5.00pm

WA3 7PT

Friday: 9.30am - 7.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Burtonwood Library

Monday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Chapel Lane

Tuesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Birchwood

Wednesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Friday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm
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Culcheth

Monday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington Road

Tuesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm

Culcheth

Wednesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm
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Opening Times

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

WA3 5SL

Friday: 1.30pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Lymm Library

Monday: 10.00am - 5.00pm

Davies Way

Tuesday: 10.00am - 5.00pm

Lymm

Wednesday1.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 10.00am - 7.00pm
Friday: 1.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 10.00am -4.00pm

Orford Park Library

Monday - 9 am to 4 pm

Orford
Hub,

Tuesday - 1 pm to 7 pm

Jubilee

Jubilee Way,
Orford,
Warrington,

Neighbourhood

Wednesday - 9 am to 7 pm
Thursday - 1 pm to 7 pm
Friday - 1 pm to 4 pm
Saturday - 10 am to 4 pm
Sunday - 11 pm to 2 pm

Padgate Library

Monday: 9.30am - 5.00pm

Insall Road

Tuesday: 9.30am - 5.00pm

Padgate

Wednesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.30am - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Penketh Library

Monday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Honiton Way

Tuesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Penketh

Wednesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm
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Opening Times

Stockton Heath library

Monday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Alexandra Park

Tuesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm

Stockton Heath

Wednesday: Closed

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Warrington Library

Monday: 9.00am - 6.00pm

Museum Street

Tuesday: 9.00am - 6.00pm

Warrington

Wednesday: 9.00am - 6.00pm
Thursday: 9.00am - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.00am - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.00am - 4.00pm

Westbrook Library

Monday: 10.00am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Westbrook Crescent

Tuesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Wednesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm
Thursday: 10.00am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Friday: 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Woolston Neighbourhood Hub

Monday - 10am to 7pm

Hall Road,

Tuesday - 10am to 7pm

Woolston,

Wednesday - 12.30pm to 7pm

Warrington,

Thursday - 10am to 7pm
Friday - 12.30pm to 4pm
Saturday - 10am to 4pm
Sunday - 10am to 1pm
Table 3 Library Addresses and Opening Times
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Appendix C - Consultees for Planning Applications
The following will be consulted when it is considered appropriate.
British Gas PLC
British Waterways
Cheshire Constabulary
Cheshire East Borough Council
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Cheshire Family Practitioner Committee
Cheshire Wildlife Trust
Civil Aviation Authority
Council for British Archaeology
Campaign for Protection of Rural England
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
English Heritage
Natural England
The Theatres Trust
Environment Agency
Forestry Authority
Footpaths Preservation Societies
Garden History Society
H M Alkali Inspectorate
Halton Borough Council
Health and Safety Executive
Inland Waterways Association (Cheshire and District Branch)
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
Manchester Airport PLC
Manweb PLC
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Defence (Defence Estates)
National Grid Co PLC
National Trust
Network Rail London North Western
North West Tourist Board
Communities and Local Government
Oil Pipelines
Parish and Town Councils
Powergen PLC
Royal Commission of Historic Monuments
Salford Metropolitan Borough Council
St Helens Borough Council
Sports Council (North West Region)
The Ancient Monuments Society
The Bridgewater Canal
The Coal Authority
The Georgian Group
The Highways Agency
The Ramblers Association
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
The Victorian Society
Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council
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Twentieth Century Society
Unipen
United Utilities
Wigan Metropolitan Borough Council
The Woodland Trust
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Appendix D - Town and Country Planning Procedure Order 1995
Extracts taken from The Town and Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995
(as amended)
Consultations before the grant of permission

Para

Description of Development

Consultee

(d)

Development within an area which has been
notified to the local planning authority by the
Health and Safety Executive for the purpose
of this provision because of the presence
within the vicinity of toxic, highly reactive,
explosive or inflammable substances and
which involves the provision of -

The Health and Safety Executive

(i) residential accommodation;
(ii) more than 250 square metres of retail
floor space;
(iii) more than 500 square metres of office
floor space; or
(iv) more than 750 square metres of floor
space to be used for an industrial process,
or which is otherwise likely to result in a
material increase in the number of persons
working within or visiting the notified area.
An example development within Warrington
would be Solvex Interox (chemical plant)
(e)

Development likely to result in a material
increase in the volume or a material change
in the character of traffic -

Highways Agency

(i) entering or leaving a trunk road; or
(f)

Development likely to result in a material
increase in the volume or a material change
in the character of traffic entering or leaving
a classified road or proposed highway

Local Highways Authority

(g)

Development likely to prejudice the
improvement or construction of a classified
road or proposed highway

Local Highways Authority

(h)

Development Including:

Local Highways Authority

The formation, laying out or alteration
of any means of access to a highway
(other than a trunk road); or
The construction of a highway or
private means of access to premises
Statement of Community Involvement Warrington Borough Council
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affording access to a road in relation
to which a toll order is in force
Development which consists of or
includes the laying out or construction
of a new street
(j)

Development which involves the provision
of a building or pipe-line in an area of coal
working notified by the Coal Authority to the
local planning authority

The Coal Authority

(k)

Development involving or including mining
operations

Environment Agency

(p)

Development involving the carrying out of
works or operations in the bed of or on the
banks of a river or stream

Environment Agency

(q)

Development for the purpose of refining or
storing mineral oils and their derivatives

Environment Agency

(r)

Development involving the use of land for
the deposit of refuse or waste

Environment Agency

(s)

Development relating to the retention,
treatment or disposal of sewage,
trade-waste, slurry or sludge (other than the
laying of sewers, the construction of pump
houses in a line of sewers, the construction
of septic tanks and cesspools serving single
dwelling houses or single caravans or single
buildings in which not more than ten people
will normally reside, work or congregate, and
works ancillary thereto)

Environment Agency

(t)

Development relating to the use of land as
a cemetery

Environment Agency

(u)

Development -

The Council which gave, or is to be regarded
as having given, the notice

(i) in or likely to affect a site of special
scientific interest of which notification has
been given, or has effect as if given, to the
local planning authority by the Nature
Conservancy Council for England or the
Countryside Council for Wales, in
accordance with section 28 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (areas of special
scientific interest); or
(ii) within an area which has been notified
to the local planning authority by the Nature
Conservancy Council for England or the
Countryside Council for Wales, and which
is within two kilometres of a site of special
scientific interest of which notification has
been given or has effect as if given as
aforesaid
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(v)

Development involving any land on which
there is a theatre

The Theatres Trust

(w)

Development which is not for agricultural
purposes and is not in accordance with the
provisions of a development plan and
involves -

In England, the Minister of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food and, in Wales, the
Secretary of State for Wales

6

(i) the loss of not less than 20 hectares of
grades 1, 2 or 3a agricultural land which is
for the time being used (or was last used)
for agricultural purposes; or
(ii) the loss of less than 20 hectares of
grades 1, 2 or 3a agricultural land which is
for the time being used (or was last used)
for agricultural purposes, in circumstances
in which the development is likely to lead to
a further loss of agricultural land amounting
cumulatively to 20 hectares or more
(x)

Development within 250 metres of land
which -

The waste regulation authority concerned

(i) is or has, at any time in the 30 years
before the relevant application, been used
for the deposit of refuse or waste; and
(ii) has been notified to the local planning
authority by the waste regulation authority
for the purposes of this provision
(y)

Development for the purposes of fish
farming

Environment Agency

(za)

Development likely to affect –

The British Waterways Board

(i) any inland waterway (whether natural or
artificial) or reservoir owned or managed by
the British Waterways Board ; or
(ii) any canal feeder channel, watercourse,
let off or culvert,
which is within an area which has been
notified for the purposes of this provision to
the local planning authority by the British
Waterways Board".
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(zb)

Development(i) involving the siting of new establishments;
or
(ii) consisting of modifications to existing
establishments which could have significant
repercussions on major-accident hazards;
or
(iii) including transport links, locations
frequented by the public and residential
areas in the vicinity of existing
establishments, where the siting or
development is such as to increase the risk
or consequences of a major accident.

(zc)

Development which –
(i) involves or is likely to affect the provision
of an existing or proposed strategic
infrastructure project of which notification
has been given to the local planning
authority and which is likely to have a
significant impact upon a policy in the
Regional Development Agency's Strategy;
or

The Health and Safety Executive and the
Environment Agency, and, where it appears
to the local planning authority that an area of
particular natural sensitivity or interest may be
affected, in England, the Nature Conservancy
Council for England, or in Wales, the
Countryside Council for Wales

The Regional Development Agency which
gave the notice

(ii) is within an area of which notification has
been given to the local planning authority
for the purpose of this provision and is likely
to affect the implementation of a strategic
regional investment or employment policy
in the Regional Development Agency's
Strategy
Table 4

Extract taken from ODPM Circular 1/2003 - Safeguarding, Aerodromes, Technical Sites and
Military Explosives Storage Areas
Local planning authorities are required to consult the Airport
operators before granting any application connected with an aviation
use, or likely to affect Airport operational safety within a 13 kilometre
radius of an officially safeguarded civil aerodrome or within an eight
mile radius of an officially safeguarded military aerodrome.
Further information can be found in Warrington UDP Policy - LUT24
"Development Affecting Airport Operation Safety
Table 5
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Appendix E - Neighbour Notification and Publicity for Planning
Applications
Domestic Extensions
Any property which shares a boundary with an application site - irrespective of the location of any
road - 2 either side, 2 at the rear and 2 opposite. This will apply whatever the location of the
proposed development and will make no judgement in terms of likely impact.
Where the application is a resubmission within 12 months of a previous decision all previous
correspondents will be notified in addition to normal notifiees
Property separated by an area or strip of separately owned land - i.e. an area of open space,
watercourse or similar will not normally be considered as neighbours in respect of this guidance.
Planning officers will consider the potential justification for notification on a case by case basis.
Non Illuminated advertisements
As domestic extensions
A3 Restaurants and Cafes; A4 Drinking Establishments; A5 Hot Food Takeaways; B2 General
Industry; C1 Hotels; C2 Residential Institutions; D1 Non Residential Institutions and D2 Assembly
and Leisure
All addresses within a 50 metre distance from the boundary of the application site
In all cases site notice and press advertisement
Other Minor Developments and Illuminated Advertisements
All addresses within a 25 metre distance from the boundary of the application site. Discretion
will be exercised where development may be considered to have impact across a greater distance
– for example illuminated signage on the opposite of a road with wide verges/ a dual carriageway.
Discretionary use of site notices
Major Applications
All addresses within a 50 metre distance of the boundary of the site.
Compliance with statutory requirements for press and site notices, but consideration of wider use
of notices.
Consideration by Principal Planners and Development Management Manager of use of Council
website or press release to ensure wider publicity.
Consideration should be given to the extent and nature of consultation carried out by applicants
in line with the Council’s adopted Statement of Community Involvement. For example where
consultation pre-application has been wider than the minimum identified here, it may be appropriate
for Council notification to match that applied by the applicant.
Listed Building Consent
As equivalent planning application (Combined notification if planning application and LBC submitted
at the same time)
Certificates of Lawfulness (LDC's CLUEDs and CLOPUDs)
Dependant on type of certificate. Normally not required for certificates for proposed use unless
4 year or 10 year rule is flagged as reason for lawfulness.
Parish Councils normally consulted on Clueds to assist in confirmation of any factual matters.
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Telecoms
In most cases for free standing masts – consult properties located within an area with radius
equal to the height of the mast multiplied by 10. i.e. for 20 metre mast all properties within a 200
m radius of the site
Mast on buildings – determined by case officer on case by case basis.
Prior Approvals (Demolition, Agricultural Buildings, Telecoms equipment).
Normally no notification
Case officer discretion where developments are located in sensitive areas – i.e. conservation
areas, or where history merits contact. Consideration will need to be given to limited periods for
determination and deemed approval in the event of non-determination.
Power lines
Minimum notification of properties within a 50 metre wide corridor – 25m either side of the route
of the power line, but case officer discretion for wider consultation. Wide use of site notices
appropriate.
Variation of condition
Normally as for the application for planning permission.
In the case of variation of hours of operation, neighbours previously notified plus all others
previously in correspondence should be consulted. This should apply to variation of hours made
with regard to an application approved within the last 3 years prior to the application for variation.
Case officer discretion where applications have sensitive history and where issues relating to
proposed variation were key considerations in the determination of the planning application. In
cases where variation relates to a technicality or issue of limited consequence the need for
notification may be more limited.
Discharge of Conditions
No notification required.
Resubmissions
As general practice where a new application is made within 12 months of a previous decision or
date of withdrawal of an earlier application, all those previously notified and all those who
commented on the application should receive direct notification of the new submissions.
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7 Glossary
Annual Monitoring Report (AMR): An annual report by the Local Planning Authority assessing the
progress with and the effectiveness of the Local Development Framework.
Appropriate Assessment: Required under The European Community Habitats Directive. An
assessment must be undertaken when a project or plan is likely to have a significant effect on a
European site in Great Britain (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects), and is not
directly connected with or necessary to the management for the site.
Baseline: A description of the past and present state of an area, and, in the absence of any plan, the
future state of an area taking into account changes resulting from natural events and from other human
activities.
Local Plan Document: Local Plan Documents that have development plan status. The Local Plan
Documents that local planning authorities must prepare include the Local Plan Core Strategy, site-specific
allocations of land and, where needed, Area Action Plans. All Local Plans must be subject to rigorous
procedures of community involvement, consultation and independent examination, and adopted after
receipt of the inspector's binding report. Once adopted, development control decisions must be made
in accordance with them unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Local Plan Core Strategy: A Development Plan Document that sets out the long-term spatial vision
for the local planning authority area, the spatial objectives and strategic policies to deliver that vision.
Local Planning Framework (LDF): This is a non-statutory term used to describe a folder of documents,
which includes all the local planning authority's Local Plan Documents. It comprises of:
Local Plan Documents (which form part of the statutory development plan)
Supplementary Planning Documents
Planning Development Briefs
The Local Planning Framework will also comprise of:
the Statement of Community Involvement
the Local Development Scheme
the Annual Monitoring Report
Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule
Local Development Scheme (LDS): The local planning authority’s timescaled programme for the
preparation of Local Development Documents that must be agreed with Government and reviewed
every year.
Localism Act 2011: The Localism Act aims to devolve more decision making powers from central
government back into the hands of individuals, communities and councils. The act covers a wide range
of issues related to local public services, with a particularly focus on the general power of competence,
community rights, neighbourhood planning and housing.
Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004: “The Act” updates elements of the 1990 Town & Country
Planning Act. It introduces:
a statutory system for regional planning
a new system for local planning
reforms to the development control and compulsory purchase and compensation systems
the removal of crown immunity from planning controls.
Spatial Objectives: Specific goals that if met will contribute to achieving the Spatial Vision.
Spatial Vision: A description of how the area will be at the end of a plan period (often 10-15 years).
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Statement of Community Involvement (SCI): sets out the standards to be achieved by the local
authority in involving local communities in the preparation, alteration and continual review of Local
Development Documents and development control decisions.
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): A requirement of the SEA Directive. A way of
systematically identifying and evaluating the impacts that a plan is likely to have on the environment.
Where a plan requires SEA and SA, the former process should be integrated into the latter.
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA): Part of the Local Development Framework evidence
base. A detailed and robust assessment of the extent and nature of the risk of flooding in an area and
its implications for land use planning. Can set the criteria for the submission of planning applications
in the future and for guiding subsequent development control decisions.
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA): Part of the Local Development Framework
evidence base. The document looks to identify sites with potential for housing, assess their potential
and assess whether they are likely to be developed in order to identify a five, ten and fifteen year supply
of housing for an area.
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA): Part of the Local Development Framework evidence
base. The document estimates need and demand for affordable and market housing and assesses
how this varies across the study area. The document also considers future demographic trends and
resulting housing requirements.
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD): a Local Development Document that may cover a range
of issues, thematic or site specific, and provides further detail of policies and proposals in a ‘parent’
Development Plan Document.
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG): provided supplementary information in respect of the
policies in the Unitary Development Plan prior to the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
and the introduction of Supplementary Planning Documents. SPGs can be saved when linked to policy
under transitional arrangements.
Sustainability Appraisal (SA): A requirement of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
A process by which the economic, social and environmental impacts of a project, strategy or plan are
assessed. The aim of the process is to minimise adverse impacts and resolve as far as possible,
conflicting or contradictory outcomes of the plan or strategy. Can incorporate Strategic Environmental
Assessment to fulfil the requirements of the SEA Directive.
Unitary Development Plan (UDP): An old-style development plan prepared by a Metropolitan District
and some Unitary Local Authorities. These plans will continue to operate for a time after the
commencement of the new development plan system introduced by the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004, by virtue of specific transitional provisions.
Warrington Partnership: An overall partnership of people that brings together organisations from the
public, private, community and voluntary sector within a local authority with the objective of improving
peoples quality of life. In Warrington this body is called the Warrington Partnership.
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Agenda Item 11

WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD - 9 December 2013
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor David Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Joanne McGrath, Principal Planner, Planning Policy and
Programmes, Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment

Contact Details:

Email Address:
jmcgrath@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

NKD-033/13

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442801

TITLE OF REPORT: HOT FOOD TAKEAWAY SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING
DOCUMENT (SPD)
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of the Report is to present Executive Board with the draft Hot
Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) prepared as part
of Warrington’s Local Planning Framework. Approval of the draft for the
purposes of consultation is sought.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The statutory development plan is the starting point when determining
planning applications for the development or use of land. Local Planning
Guidance for Warrington is currently provided in the adopted Unitary
Development Plan (2006) and saved policies (2009).

3.2

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and changes introduced by
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
introduced a new system of Local Plans intended to replace Unitary
Development Plans (UDPs). The planning documents comprise a series of
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plans and documents, as opposed to a single plan, which can be produced
and more easily kept up to date.
3.3

Warrington’s Local Planning Framework consists of a suite of documents that
fulfil a range of different purposes. A diagram setting out the different
documents included in the Local Planning Framework is included in Appendix
1.

3.4

The emerging Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) is now at an
advanced stage of preparation with its adoption anticipated in early 2014.
Once adopted the LPCS will replace the UDP, but owing to the advance stage
of preparation, it is capable of being regarded as a material planning
consideration in some regards already.

3.5

The Council can choose to produce Supplementary Planning Documents to
operate alongside the Local Plan. These documents do not create new policy
but expand upon existing policy or provide further detail to policies in
contained in the Development Plan. These documents are not subject to
independent examination and do not have Development Plan status, but are a
material consideration in decision making.

4.

HOT FOOD TAKEAWAY SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENT
(SPD)

4.1

A new Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been drafted which sets
out Warrington Borough Council's (“the Council’s”) approach when considering
planning applications for Hot Food Takeaways. This document supplements
relevant policy within the UDP and will remain continue to remain relevant
when the Local Plan Core Strategy is formally adopted.

4.2

It is important to note that the SPD does not place any additional or more
onerous requirements on applicants or businesses. The objective of the
document is to help applicants through the planning process when applying for
new hot food takeaway premises providing clarification on how existing
policies of relevance will be applied and should be interpreted.

4.3

The document has been drafted through a collaboration of service areas. This
approach aims to bring together advice into one place which will be beneficial
to applicants and will ensure a more consistent approach.

4.4

The Supplementary Planning Document includes:


Context as to why the document is needed in terms of health impacts,
improving environmental quality & residential amenity and supporting retail
centre & local facilities



Planning policy context



Validation information for future planning applications



Criteria for assessing future applications
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Additional information and advice for applicants and prospective owners of
hot food takeaway premises in terms of food hygiene and nutritional
standards etc.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

The programme for delivery of the Supplementary Planning Document will be
achieved within existing resources.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

There are no direct risk management implications arising from this report.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Consultation on the draft Hot Food Takeaway SPD will be undertaken in
accordance with the Council’s Statement of Community Involvement. This will
ensure that hard to reach groups are included and have the opportunity to
comment on and influence the document.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

The document is presented for approval for consultation purposes. The
consultation is governed by the Town and Country Planning (Local Plan)
(England) Regulations 2012 and the Councils Statement of Community
Involvement. Once the draft SPD has been approved for consultation, it will be
the subject of an 8 week consultation. This is in excess of the minimum 6
week consultation period which is required by legislation in order to take
account of the Christmas and new year holidays. Amendments may be made
in response to consultation and the final document will be brought back to
Executive Board for final approval and adoption in April 2014.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

The draft Hot Food Takeaway SPD needs to be the subject of formal
consultation in order to satisfy the regulations set out in the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 and the Councils
Statement of Community Involvement.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to approve the draft Hot Food
Takeaway SPD for the purposes of consultation.
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11.

BACKGROUND PAPERS










The Warrington Unitary Development Plan (2006)
Revised Post Submission Local Plan Core Strategy (August 2013)
The National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Academy of Medical Royal Colleges (2013) – Measuring Up: The Medical Profession’s
Prescription for the nation’s obesity crisis
Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives: A Cross-Government Strategy for England (2008)
The Marmot Review: Fair Society Healthy Lives (2010)

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Joanne McGrath

E-mail
jmcgrath@warrington.gov.uk
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Telephone
01925442801
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Appendix 1 – Warrington’s Local Planning Framework
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1 Introduction
1.1 This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) aims to expand on the policies within Warrington's
Development Plan and relevant national guidance in relation to development proposals for Hot Food
Takeaways. Once adopted, the SPD will be a material consideration in the determination of future
planning applications and provides advice and guidance for applicants proposing to open a Hot Food
Takeaway related developments in the borough.
1.2 The document represents the outcome of a collaboration between a number of council departments
including planning, environmental protection, highways and public health.
1.3

Specifically the SPD aims to assist in:
Safeguarding the vitality and viability of defined centres in the borough and ensure local services
and facilities are protected and enhanced
Improving the environmental quality of the immediate area surrounding hot food takeaway
properties and ensure that residential amenity or highway and pedestrian safety are not
compromised as a result of any future hot food takeaway proposals
Improving health outcomes

1.4 A key objective of the document is also to help applicants through the planning process when
applying for a new hot food takeaway premises, by providing clarification on how existing policies will
be applied and how they should be interpreted. The document aims to bring together relevant guidance
and advice into one place which will be beneficial to applicants and will in turn ensure a more consistent
approach in the determination of planning applications.
1.5 This draft SPD is subject to public consultation which runs from Monday 16th December 2013
for 8 weeks with all comments to be received by the council by no later than 5pm on Monday 10th
February 2014.
1.6

Comments should be submitted online or in writing using the contact details below:
Online via our consultation portal at http://warrington.limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/spd
Email comments to: ldf@warrington.gov.uk
Written comments to:
Hot Food Takeaway SPD Consultation
Planning Policy
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment
New Town House
Buttermarket Street
Warrington
WA1 2NH

1.7 Further information on any aspect of the consultation can be obtained from the Council's Planning
Policy Team on 01925 442801.
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2 Hot Food Takeaways and the need for the document
Supporting Retail Centres and Local Facilities
2.1 Hot food takeaways represent a popular service for local communities and can be an important
complimentary service in many areas of the borough. Nevertheless, when compared to other local
services, hot food takeaways have a greater potential to detract from residential amenity and
environmental quality through increased incidence of litter, odours, noise and general disturbance,
parking and traffic problems.
2.2 In recent years a number of retail units have been converted into hot food takeaways creating,
in some instances, high concentrations of hot food takeaway premises. This can have a detrimental
impact on the vitality and viability of retail centres within the borough and adversely affect the range
of services available to local communities.
(1)

2.3 Consequently, there is a need to ensure that the boroughs defined centres contain an appropriate
and diverse range of facilities and services that meet local needs and that the concentration of hot food
takeaway establishments are managed so that the primary purpose of defined centres are not
undermined.
2.4 The increasingly popular nature of hot food takeaways has reinforced the need for up-to-date
guidance. This SPD builds on the policy basis already set out within the Council's existing Development
Plan in the form of saved UDP policies and emerging Local Plan Core Strategy to protect and enhance
the vitality and viability of existing centres within the borough. The SPD provides more detailed planning
guidance to assess and determine future planning applications and is intended to guide prospective
take away owners and their agents to encourage the submission of good quality planning applications
and subsequently well managed and operated hot food takeaway premises.

Health
Obesity: The scale of the challenge
2.5 Obesity presents one of the greatest public health challenges today and is a key risk factor for
preventable diseases which lead to premature death including heart disease, stroke, diabetes and
some cancers. Obesity and the disease burden it causes disproportionately affect the more socially
and economic deprived populations. A 5-10kg reduction in weight in obese adults has been shown to
(2)(3)(4)(5)
improve blood pressure, cholesterol, lung function in asthma and arthritis related disability
.
2.6 Nationally direct costs to the NHS for obesity are estimated to be £4.2 billion which are likely to
double by 2050 (Foresight 2006). Wider costs to the economy are estimated to reach £50 billion by
(6)
2050 (Foresight 2006) . Regionally, the estimated annual cost to the NHS of diseases related to
obesity in 2010 was £36.8 million and £68.1million for those diseases related to overweight and obesity.
It is estimated that these costs will rise to £42.3 million and £72.8 million by 2015. Therefore, financially
(7)
it is clear that there is a significant burden here to local, regional and national economies .

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

The boroughs hierarchy of defined retail centres are set out in adopted UDP Policy TCD1 and emerging local plan Policy
SN4. The Council's Warrington Retail Centres Report (2012) outlines their location, role and function and provides an
indication of the number and type of units within the centres. Appendix 1 of this document also provides a map with their
respective locations
NICE (2006) Clinical Guideline 43 – Obesity, available online at
http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/pdf/CG43NICEGuideline.pdf (accessed 30.09.13)
SIGN (Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network) (2010) Management of Obesity: A National Clinical Guideline
Galani and Schneider 2007 – Modelling the lifetime costs and health effects of lifestyle intervention in the prevention and
treatment of obesity in Switzerland, International Journal of Public Health 52 (372-382)
Stenius-Aarniala, B, Poussa, T, Kvarnström, J, et al Immediate and long term effects of weight reduction in obese people
with asthma: randomized controlled study BMJ (2000); 320, 827-832.
Foresight Report (2006)
LJMU (2010) Liverpool Public Health Observatory Cost Effectiveness Review
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2.7 The obesity crisis has attracted much attention in recent years, with overarching documents such
(8)
as the cross governmental strategy Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives (2008) setting the tone for an
intended approach to obesity. The strategy emphasised the need to focus on a) early prevention of
unhealthy weight in childhood, b) promotion of healthier food choices, c) building physical activity into
our lives and d) incentivising healthier decision making;
(9)

2.8
Furthermore, the Marmot Review (2010) which focused on a strategic review of health
inequalities emphasised the need for a focus and sustained investment in early years along with an
improvement in programmes that tackle the causes of obesity. It raises the notion of proportionate
universalism to focus on those populations most at risk of obesity and its disease burden.
2.9 Reducing obesity by 1% or preventing a 1% increase in obesity would result in cost avoidance
(10)
for the NHS of between £66 and £74 million per year NICE (2006)
(11)

2.10 The Heart of Mersey Foundation produced a recent briefing paper
(2011) to highlight the
emerging risk associated with the increasing size of the informal ‘eating out’ or takeaway sector. The
paper initially highlights the rise in obesity and problems that we are facing as a nation. Data from the
Health Survey for England (2009) indicates that from 1993 to 2009 obesity in men increased from 13%
to 22% and from 16% to 24% in women. The paper further suggested that, where there are a large
number of fast food outlets in an area, there is an association with an increase in BMI in children in
(12)
particular, this may be a reflection of an ‘obesogenic’ environment . Options within environments
such as this are skewed towards unhealthy choice, making it difficult for healthier choices to be the
easier option. It has been suggested that it will take major changes in both lifestyle and wider
environment to slow or reverse the current trend of increasing levels of obesity and overweight.
2.11 The eating habits developed in childhood have a huge effect on an individual’s long-term
(13)
health . By providing greater access to more nutritious food, fruit and vegetables that go towards
meeting our recommended daily intake for vital vitamins and minerals we can help to build a healthier
nation. Allowing increased access to the often high fat, salt and sugar content of foods sold in fast food
takeaways will simply add to the trend we are currently seeing around obesity.
2.12 In relation to the above point, nutrition interventions are potentially the most cost effective way
(14)
of tackling issues such as coronary heart disease and other conditions.
2.13 There are a wide range of obesity-associated diseases that exist, however diabetes mellitus
Type 2 is the leading co-morbidity carrying the highest risk of developing in the course of body weight
increase. Clearly, the growing prevalence of obesity is the major factor driving the increasing prevalence
of diabetes mellitus Type 2. As a consequence, the number of adults with diabetes mellitus Type 2 is
predicted to almost double over the next 25 years on a worldwide scale, from approx. 171 million in
(15)
2000 to 366 million by the year 2030 .

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives: A Cross-Government Strategy for England (2008)
The Marmot Review: Fair Society, Healthy Lives (2010)
Obesity: guidance on the prevention, identification, assessment and management of overweight and obesity in adults
and children. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence. NICE clinical guideline 43. Full guidance, Section 6
‘Health Economics’
Heart of Mersey Foundation (2011) Takeaway Food: A Briefing Paper
Lin Biing-Hwan and Guthrie J. (1996). The Quality of Children’s Diets At and Away From Home. Food Review. May-August
1996 45-50.
Heart of Mersey Foundation (2011) School Food Trust Advisory Panel Recommendations
Dalziel K, Segal L (2007) Time to give nutrition interventions a higher profile: cost-effectiveness of 10 nutrition interventions.
Health Promotion International; 22(4): 271-283.
Chaturvedi N. The burden of diabetes and its complications: Trends and implications for intervention (Diabetes Res Clin
Pract) 2007;76 Suppl 1:S3-12. Epub 2007 Mar 6.
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2.14 Recent research has found that as the consumption of fast food increases, the risk of depression
(16)
also increases . Some research has suggested that links exist between the consumption of fast
(17)
food and obesity, which can increase the risk of developing type II diabetes .
2.15 Obesity prevalence has strong links with deprivation, as deprivation rises so does obesity. The
evidence to support a link between socioeconomic status and obesity risk amongst adults in the UK
(18)
is growing .
2.16 It is evident that planning has a key role to play in supporting local strategies to improve health.
Indeed the National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 17) advises that planning should "take
account of and support local strategies to improve health, social and cultural wellbeing for all, and
deliver sufficient community and cultural facilities and services to meet local needs".

Local Response and Reasoned Justification for Warrington
2.17 The scale of the challenge locally, in Warrington, continues to be a considerable one, recent
lifestyle survey results suggest the percentage of all overweight or obese residents has increased from
(19)
53.2% in 2006 to 55.1% in 2013 .
2.18 Evidence suggests there are around 150 independent (A5) hot food takeaway outlets in
Warrington, of which 27.7% are located in the 10% most deprived areas of Warrington. For every one
independent fast food outlet in a deprived area, there are 481 people, whilst in non-deprived areas
there are1694 people. Exposure to independent hot food takeaways is five times higher in deprived
areas when compared to non-deprived areas.

16
17
18
19

Sanchez-Villegas et al (2012) Fast-food and commercial baked goods consumption and the risk of depression. Public
Health Nutrition, March 2012, 15: pp. 424-432, cited in Bayliss, J The geography of fast food in Warrington: A quantitative
study investigating the relationship between fast food outlet location, hygiene rating and deprivation
Prentice and Jebb (2003) Fast foods, energy density and obesity: A possible mechanistic link. Obesity Reviews, Vol.4,
pp.187–194. cited in Bayliss, J The geography of fast food in Warrington: A quantitative study investigating the relationship
between fast food outlet location, hygiene rating and deprivation
Adbulrahman, M, Scarborough, P, Galea, S (2012) Unevenly distributed: A systematic review of the health literature about
socioeconomic inequalities in adult obesity in the United Kingdom, BMC Public Health 12:18
Warrington Health, Lifestyle and Wellbeing Survey (2013) Summary of Initial Results, produced by Warrington Borough
Council Public Health Team.
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Figure 2.1 Hot Food Takeaways and the Indices of Deprivation 2010

2.19 Based on the previously referred to lifestyle survey, a prevalence of 55.1% suggests that
approximately 87,300 adults in Warrington are overweight or obese.
2.20 Obesity within Warrington has also increased since 2006; with 19.3% of residents currently
obese; this compares with 18.2% at the time of the last survey. Very similar obesity prevalence is seen
in women (19.6%) and men (19%.0), By age group, obesity prevalence is highest in people aged 40-64
(22.6%) and those aged 65+ (20.7%); and lowest amongst those aged 18-39 (14.3%).
(20)

2.21 The Lifestyle Survey has also shown that the rate of obesity in the deprived areas
Warrington is higher (26%) when compared to the remaining areas of the Borough (18%).

of

2.22 In relation to diet and nutrition, 43.3% of respondents indicated that they ate less than the
recommended 5 portions of fruit and/or vegetables a day. This is a substantial improvement since the
last survey, when 78% of residents reported eating less than the recommended 5 a day, and suggests
that the health promotion message about the benefits of fruit and vegetables is reaching people.
2.23 Whilst the above results in relation to fruit and vegetable consumption are encouraging, there
is still much for us to do to halt the obesity crisis locally and nationally and to encourage people to
actively eat more healthily more often. Fast food takeaways are without doubt distracting people from
(21)
making the healthier choice and are often a source of cheap, energy dense and nutrient poor foods .
2.24 The Lifestyle Survey further asked respondents about their weekly takeaway and fast food
habits. Indeed, 28.8% of residents reported that they have takeaways or fast food at least weekly, and
15.1% of residents report consuming 3 or more convenience foods per week. Men aged 18-39, men
aged 40-64, and women aged 18-39 are least likely to consume the recommended 5+ portions of fruit
20
21

8

The definition used for deprived areas within the Lifestyle Survey is Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA) that belong to the
20% most deprived LSOAs nationally.
Prentice, A.M & Jebb, S.A, Fast Foods, Energy Density and Obesity: A Possible Mechanistic Link. Obesity Reviews, 4:
187-194 (2003)
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and vegetable per day (all approximately 48%). Men aged 18-39 have by far the highest rates of
takeaway and fast food consumption, with 43.7% having takeaways at least weekly, and 30.6% eating
3 or more convenience foods per week.
2.25 The Lifestyle Survey also showed that a greater proportion (39%) of those living in deprived
areas consumed takeaway or fast food at least once a week, when compared to the remaining areas
of Warrington (28%).
2.26 Life expectancy in the deprived areas of Warrington (74.6 years) was lower than the remaining
areas of Warrington (80.2 years) between the years 2006 and 2010.

Improving Environmental Quality & Residential Amenity
Planning applications for hot food takeaways, particularly those in close proximity to residential
properties, frequently generate a significant number of objections, and it is therefore important that
potential applicants have access to appropriate advice before making planning applications.
Noise & General Disturbance
2.27 The Council recognises the valuable service that hot food takeaways may provide to communities,
but by their very nature, the activity of customers and others visiting the premises may generate noise
and general disturbance, which can cause loss of amenity to neighbours, especially residential properties.
2.28 In cases where a hot food takeaway is proximate to residential properties and/or the impact of
trading is proximate to residential and sensitive locations, the Council would in most instances that
request a noise assessment to be carried out.
Litter
2.29 Litter is inherently unsightly and can cause considerable annoyance to residents and adjoining
businesses. It can also be prejudicial to regeneration efforts, particularly within town centres. The fact
that litter will be a consequence of a proposed use of land, particularly a take-away premise use, is
therefore a material planning consideration.
2.30 Research carried out on behalf of Government by the Keep Britain Tidy organisation shows
that all types of food that are consumed outside and disposed of incorrectly become ‘fast food’ litter.
Fast food litter is defined as "any fast food (as defined above) or the packaging sold with the food
substance which is found discarded onto "public streets". Therefore, triangular sandwich packaging,
drinks cartons and confectionery wrappings are fast food litter, as are burgers, chicken products, potato
chips and their containers. Fast food waste is defined as ‘any waste from an outlet that sells fast food
(as defined above)’. Fast food waste only becomes a problem if it is not managed, stored, or disposed
of correctly and becomes litter.
2.31 In certain circumstances the Council may have powers to issue Street Litter Control Notices
(SLCN’s) associated with certain types of business including Hot Food Takeaways. SLCN’s create a
‘legal duty’ meaning that businesses that generate litter on their shop frontage and in most cases, also,
within up to 100m of the business, can be required to clear up the litter and implement measures to
prevent the land from becoming defaced again.
2.32 Whilst this provision clearly applies to existing businesses it is important that any business
applying for planning permission has due regard to effective litter prevention and reduction and
demonstrate how this will be effectively managed.
2.33 Key elements of the Litter Management Plan could include simple solutions such as putting
posters up in windows to discourage customers from littering, using environmentally friendly and
‘minimalist’ food packaging, storing waste correctly, and keeping the premises and surrounding area
clean. Keeping the premises and surrounding area clean is likely to be best achieved by organising
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staff to periodically litter pick/collect litter during opening hours. Section 6 of this document provides
additional information in relation to legal obligations businesees must ahve regard to when operating
a Hot Food Takeaway.
Odour
2.34 The majority of hot food takeaways by their very nature will generate odours and smells
associated with the storage and cooking of food.
2.35 When considering individual proposals, the Council will assess the impact of cooking smells
and odours into account on the local community and how the business intends to deal with these smells
and odours.
2.36 Section 6 of this document provides further detail and technical advice in relation to the proprietors
duty to noise, odours and litter when applying for planning permission for a hot food takeaway.
Crime
2.37 The fear of crime or anti-social behaviour can be a material consideration the determination of
planning applications.
2.38 Anti-social behaviour can occur when people simultaneously congregate outside hot food
takeaways. It is not to suggest that hot food takeaways are inherently problematic in generating
disturbance nor is anti-social behaviour an inevitable consequence of such premises. Nonetheless hot
food takeaways can often attract a gathering of people, which, particularly at night, can exacerbate
existing problems of disturbance, crime and disorder. The publication safer places: the planning system
(22)
and crime prevention
highlights this link by explaining “crime and anti-social behaviour are more
likely to occur if potential offenders and/or victims are concentrated in the same place at the same
time, such as bus stops, taxi ranks or fast food outlets after pubs close, or areas of the town centre
throughout the evening”.
2.39 Positive planning is proven to to help prevent and design out crime. Paragraph 58 of the national
Planning Policy Framework encourages the creation of safe and accessible environments where crime
and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion.
2.40 The Council's Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Document also provides
guidance on how careful consideration on the design and location of proposals can prevent crime and
the fear of crime.

22

10

Safer places: the planning system and crime prevention, ODPM, 2004, page 36
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3 Planning Policy Context
National Planning Policy Framework
3.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published on 27 March 2012 and is a
material consideration in the determination of planning decisions. The introduction of the Framework
is a key part of the governments reforms to make the planning system less complex and more accessible;
to protect the environment; and to promote sustainable growth. It is a single framework which replaces
the majority of national planning policy guidance and policy statements.
3.2 At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development, with three
dimensions to the concept: economic; social; and environmental. The social role comprises “supporting
strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible
local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being”.
3.3 Paragraph 17 also indicates that planning should, "take account of and support local strategies
to improve health, social and cultural wellbeing for all, and deliver sufficient community and cultural
facilities and services to meet local needs", whilst paragraph 69 reinforces that, 'the planning system
can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities"
3.4 Finally, paragraph 23 highlights the importance of promoting competitive town centre environments
and sustaining services in local areas which provide customer choice and a diverse retail offer.

Local Planning Context
3.5 The statutory development plan is the starting point when determining planning applications for
the development or use of land. The development plan in which all applications are currently assessed
against is the adopted Saved Policies from the Unitary Development Plan (2006).
3.6 The emerging Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) is now at an advanced stage of
preparation with its adoption anticipated in 2014. The LPCS will eventually replace the UDP and in
doing so constitute the boroughs statutory development plan.
3.7 The SPD must be consistent with the development plan and cannot introduce new policy, only
provide guidance on how to implement existing planning policies. Nevertheless, when adopted, it will
be an important planning document because it elaborates on the details provided within the development
plan, explaining how policies should be applied and interpreted in Warrington.
3.8

The policies within the UDP which are particularly relevant to hot food takeaway proposals are:
TCD1 - Hierarchy of Retail Centres
TCD6 - Other Town Centre Uses
TCD10 - Non Retail Uses within Other Retail Centres
GRN2 - Environmental Protection and Enhancement
REP10 - Noise
REP11 - Odours
SOC1 - Social Progress
DCS1 - Development Control Strategy
LUT1 -Land Use/Transportation Strategy
LUT20 - Parking

3.9 Collectively policies TCD1, TCD6 & TCD10 seek to ensure that there is no detrimental impact
on the amenity and vitality and viability of defined centres in the borough. Policies GRN2, REP10,
REP11 & DCS1 collectively seek to ensure that any development does not adversely affect residential
and environmental amenity. Both policies LUT1 and LUT20 ensure that highway safety and parking
are not compromised as a result of any planning application and policy SOC1 outlines that when
determining planning applications, new development should not prejudice public health or safety.
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3.10 The emerging polices within the LPCS largely continue the existing policy approach on these
matters. The relevant policies within the emerging LPCS are as follows:
PV5 - Enhancing the Town Centre Economy
SN4 - Hierarchy of Centres
SN5 - New Retail & Leisure Development Within Defined Centres
SN6 - Sustaining the Local Economy and Services
SN7 - Enhancing Health & Well-being
QE6 - Environment and Amenity Protection
MP1 - General Transport Principles
MP7 - Transport Assessments and Travel Plans
3.11 The Council has also adopted the following SPDs which contain useful advice and guidance in
the determination of future planning applications for hot food takeaways:
Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Document (October 2010)
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/downloads/download/177/design_and_construction_spds
Environmental Protection Supplementary Planning Document (May 2013)
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/downloads/download/1212/spd_environmental_protection

Use Classes
3.12
The Town and Country Planning Use Classes Order (2010) subdivides different development
types into separate classes of use. It also specifies the uses for which planning permission is or is not
required for a building or other land to change from one use to another.
3.13 In planning terms, there is a distinction between a shop (Class A1), a restaurant or café (Class
A3), a drinking establishment (Class A4) and a Hot Food Takeaway (Class A5).
3.14 Establishments whose primary business is for the sale of hot food for consumption off the
premises, fall within an A5 Class.
3.15 Often, the proposed layouts of such premises provide a clear guide as to whether the use will
fall into the A3 Class or the A5 Class. In determining the dominant use of the premises, consideration
will be given to:
The proportion of space designated for food preparation and other servicing in relation to
designated customer circulation space
The number of tables or chairs to be provided for customer use.
3.16 The Council will expect the applicant to demonstrate that the proposed use will be the primary
business activity. For clarity, the table below provides examples, distinguishing between shop types
that would either fall within the A5 class or not. This list is not exhaustive.
Examples of shop types falling within the

Examples of shop types NOT

A5 Class

within the
A5 Class

12

Chicken Shops

Bakery's

Fish and Chip Shops

Sandwich Shops

Pizza Shops

Restaurants/Cafés

Chinese, Indian or other Takeaway Shops

Public Houses
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Examples of shop types falling within the

Examples of shop types NOT

A5 Class

within the

3

A5 Class
Kebab Shops

Wine Bars

Drive through premises

Night Clubs
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4 Do you require planning permission?
4.1 Planning permission will be required if you intend to build new premises for use as a Hot Food
Takeaway or to change the use of an existing shop, office, house or other use to a Hot Food Takeaway.
The town and country planning (use classes) order subdivides different development types into separate
classes of use. In general, to change the use of a property from one use to another requires planning
permission. Hot food takeaways, where the primary purpose of the property is the sale of hot food for
consumption off the premises, fall within class A5 of the use classes order. If it is intended to use a
property, which is currently used for another purpose, as a Hot Food Takeaway then a planing application
for a change of use will be required.
4.2 Where a property currently has permission for use as a Hot Food Takeaway, planning permission
will not be required to use the property for any other type of hot food takeaway. However, the conditions
attached to the previous planning permission, such as restrictions on opening hours, will still apply. If
a new operator wishes to change any existing restrictions such as opening hours, then a planning
application to vary the condition would be required.
4.3 External building works or alterations that materially change the appearance of an existing hot
food takeaway, such as the building of an extension or the installation of a new shop front to the
property, will usually require planning permission.
4.4 External shutters and grilles also usually require planning permission. When placed on shop
fronts they can have a major impact on the appearance of the premises and its locality, especially
given hot food establishments are often only open during evening hours. Solid, faceless aluminium/steel
shutters or grilles can engender a fortress type atmosphere and provide a vulnerable target for graffiti.
Further guidance about appropriate designs for shutters,shop front and signage can be obtained from
the Council's Sustainable Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Document.
4.5
Separate advertisement consent is sometimes required if you intend to display shop
advertisements. For example, consent would be required for signs above fascia level, including projecting
signs or banners, and illuminated signs of any kind.
4.6 Section 6 of this document, provides a validation checklist to ensure that applicants are aware
of the necessary information they are required to provide when submitting a planning application for a
Hot Food Takeaway.
4.7 If you are in doubt as to whether you require planning permission or advertisement consent,
further advice is available on the Council's website.
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/768/do_i_need_planning_permission.
4.8
Alternatively more general advice
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission

is

set

out

on

the

planning

portal

website:
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5 Considerations when assessing Planning Applications for
Hot Food Takeaways
5.1 This section provides guidance on how planning applications for hot food takeaways will be
considered and assessed. It elaborates on relevant policies grouped around four broad issues and in
doing so, makes clear the key considerations which will be used to determine future planning applications
for hot food takeaways.

Location and Concentrations of Hot Food Takeaways
5.2 A number of policies within the adopted and emerging Development Plan may be used to assess
a hot food takeaway planning applications and in particular its potential impact on the vitality and viability
of a defined centre.
5.3 The Council's development plan, by way of UDP Policy TCD6, (and emerging LPCS Policies
PV5 & SN5) directs all retail and other town centre uses, including Hot Food Takeaways, towards the
defined centres within the borough. Policy TCD1 within the adopted UDP (and emerging LPCS Policy
SN4) provides the location of all defined centres in the borough and seeks to safeguard their vitality
and viability. A Hot Food Takeaway which is proposed outside of a defined centre, regardless
of its size, will be required to carry out a sequential assessment to demonstrate that there are
no suitable properties or sites available within the nearest defined centre(s) to the proposal.
5.4
Policy TCD10 identifies that within defined centres, planning permission will only be granted
from retail to non retail uses provided that no detriment is caused to the charter, diversity and vitality
of the centre. When making this assessment it is important to consider the number and location of
non-retail uses in a centre, including outstanding planning permissions and the number and duration
of vacancies. When making an assessment as to whether the introduction of a hot food takeaway
would negatively impact on the vitality and viability of a centre, the following considerations will be
taken into account.
Concentrations of hot food takeaways
When considering whether a hot food takeaway use would result in an over-concentration of
similar or non retail uses (use class A1) to the detriment of the vitality or viability of a defined
centre, regard will be had to the number of existing hot food take aways and other non retail uses
in the centre and their proximity to each other. In carrying out such an assessment, regard will
be had to the role and character of the centre in relation to the proposal. For example, a larger
centre, such as a district centre may be able to accommodate a greater number of such uses
adjacent to each other than a smaller local centre.
Where it is considered that an over-concentration would result, the Council will assess whether
any other material planning considerations outweigh the perceived detriment to the vitality or
viability of the centre. Specific regard will be had to:
1.

the importance of the number, function and location of shops and other services that would
remain to serve the local community;

2.

the existence of vacant shop units and the general health of the centre and

3.

the potential benefits of the proposal for the wider community.

Reasoned justification
5.5 The most appropriate location for hot food takeaways are within the defined centres across the
borough, however, even within defined centres, it is important to assess, as part of any planning
application, the possible adverse effects of an over-abundance of hot food takeaways or other non-retail
Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document Warrington Borough Council
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uses, in any one location. An over-concentration of such premises can have an unacceptable impact
on the vitality and viability of a centre, resulting in the loss of services such as convenience stores
which could be to the detriment of local communities and, as a result, affect the overall attractiveness
of the centre. In addition, non retail uses can create non-active frontages in the daytime thus reducing
the number of visitors to the centre during this period. It is also considered that the concentration of
hot food takeaway uses can contribute to food health related problems. Applicants are therefore
encouraged to have regard to the nature of the food they are selling and are advised to follow the
guidelines and advice set out within section 6 of this document.
5.6 Where it is considered that there is an over-concentration of hot food takeaways or non retail
uses, the Council will assess whether any other material planning considerations outweigh the perceived
detriment to the vitality or viability of the centre. There is a need to ensure that local centres continue
to provide an appropriate range and type of facilities and services to the communities they serve and
that this offer is not eroded through change of use proposals.
5.7 Consideration will also be afforded to the number of vacancies as a whole within the centre and
the duration for which units have been vacant. This reflects a desire to maximise the number of active
units in any given centre and to maintain and enhance overall vitality and viability of the centre.
5.8 The 'Warrington Local Centre Retail Report' is updated periodically, and provides useful survey
information for each of Warrington's defined centres. Applicants may find it beneficial to refer to this
document to supplement their own evidence.
5.9 Finally, regard will also be given to any community gain that may be brought forward as a result
of the proposal, including job and apprenticeship creation or any wider positive impacts on the local
economy.
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Environmental & Residential Amenity
5.10 The impact of hot food takeaways on residential amenity is an important consideration when
determining planning applications. Hot food takeaways will produce odours primarily as a result of the
cooking process and this can cause amenity problems particularly in areas which are residential in
character. Natural ventilation is generally not adequate to dissipate such odours and an effective system
incorporating an extract duct, fan and filters are often required for the extraction and dispersal of cooking
odours.
5.11 When assessing any detrimental impact to the environmental and residential amenity within an
area, a number of policies within the adopted and emerging Development Plan may be used. Policies
GRN2 (Environmental Protection and Enhancement), REP10 (Noise), REP11 (Odours) DCS1
(Development Control Strategy) collectively seek to ensure that any development does not adversely
affect residential amenity.
5.12
When making an assessment as to whether the introduction of a hot food takeaway would
negatively impact on residential amenity, the following considerations will be taken into account:
The Proximity of Hot Food Takeaways and Impact on Environmental & Residential Amenity
The impact of a Hot Food Takeaway proposal on residential amenity of local residents will be
considered with regard to:
1.

The existing site use;

2.

The proximity of residential premises in relation to the proposed premises;

3.

Potential odour impacts the proposed takeaway premises will have and any mitigation
proposed to control the odour;

4.

Potential noise impacts from plant and equipment;

5.

Potential impact arising from the visual amenity of external plant and equipment;

6.

The proposed opening hours and any potential off site noise disturbance associated with
the operation of a takeaway premises;

7.

The siting of refuse storage and proximity to residential premises.

Where a proposal is considered to have an unacceptable impact on residential amenity, planning
permission is not likely to be granted.
Reasoned justification
5.13 Noise and odours caused by hot food takeaway premises can have an extremely detrimental
impact on the quality of the local environment.
5.14 Noise can be produced by plant and equipment which, if not correctly chosen for the location,
can cause significant local disturbance especially if the plant is operated late into the evening and be
unsightly and visually intrustive.
5.15 Noise can also be a problem from patrons visiting the premises, which can be particularly
problematic during the evening in residential areas with noise from patrons affecting residential enjoyment
and sometimes preventing restful sleep from occurring.
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5.16 A planning application will need to demonstrate how noise will be adequately mitigated so as
not to adversely impact on residential amenity. This could include careful siting and selection of
equipment for kitchen extraction purposes, careful positioning of waste facilities, consideration of
opening hours and deliveries to and from the site, matters which may be controlled through the imposition
of conditions.
5.17 In terms of odours, these may be generated by the hot food use, through the preparation,
cooking and extraction of cooking odours. In order to mitigate against this, high quality odour abatement
systems are required to treat and disperse at high level, any residual cooking odours. Proposals for
hot food takeaways should include detailed information as to how odours will be removed including
the abatement technologies proposed to manage this issue.
5.18 The Council will expect that the siting of waste facilities are appropriately located so as to not
to create adverse impacts on residential amenity from odour and noise. Applicants should therefore
carefully consider which provisions will be required and communicate this and the intended location
through their submission.

Highway Safety
5.19 The impact of hot food takeaways on road safety is an important consideration when determining
planning applications. Policies within the UDP and emerging Development Plan seek to ensure that
highway safety and parking arrangements are not compromised as a result of any planning application.
Policies DCS1 (Development Control Strategy) LUT1 (Land Use/Transportation Strategy) and LUT20
(Parking) may be used when assessing highway safety issues for hot food takeaway planning
applications.
5.20

The following considerations with regards to highway safety will be taken into account:

Highway Safety
The impact of a Hot Food Takeaway proposal on the safety of pedestrians and road users will be
considered with regard to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The existing use of the site;
Existing traffic conditions;
The availability of public parking provision in close proximity to the premises, including
on-street parking;
The availability of an adequate loading and unloading area.

Where a proposal is considered to have an unacceptable impact on highway safety, planning
permission will not be granted.
Reasoned justification
5.21 A significant proportion of the trade generated by hot food takeaways is car borne with associated
short stay parking.
5.22 Applicants will be expected to demonstrate as part of any planning application that sufficient
car parking arrangements are available or can be provided to serve proposals. The availability of on
and off street parking will be assessed as part of any planning application. Where parking demand
generated by the proposals would obstruct junction visibility or cause an obstruction or danger to
pedestrian movement, planning permission would only be granted if adequate and appropriate mitigation
measures can be secured.
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The Proximity of Hot Food Takeaways and Secondary Schools
5.23 It is clear that the planning system has a very positive role to play in supporting local strategies
to improve health. In particular, Policy SOC1 from the adopted UDP outlines that when determining
planning applications, new development should not prejudice public heath or safety. In addition, Policy
SN7 (Enhancing Health & Well-being) within the emerging development plan seeks to continue this
approach and reduce health inequalities within the borough. There is much research to suggest that
once obesity is developed, it is difficult to treat and overcome (Summerbell, C et al, 2005). An obese
adolescent is likely to remain so during adulthood, which may then lead to associated obesogenic
diseases and reduced life expectancy (British Medical Association, 2009).
5.24 Applications for hot food takeaways which are proposed within 400 metres of a secondary
school will be subject to the following consideration:
Hot food takeaways and schools
Where a hot food take away is proposed within 400 metres of a secondary school, planning
permission will only be granted subject to a condition that the premises are not open to the public
before 17:00 on week days and there are no over the counter sales before that time.
The only exception to this approach will be where the proposal is within a designated centre and
can demonstrate that the introduction of such a use will positively contribute to the vitality and
viability of that centre.
Reasoned justification
5.25 The eating habits developed in childhood have a huge effect on an individual’s long-term health
(Heart of Mersey Foundation, 2010). By providing greater access to more nutritious food, fruit and
vegetables that go towards meeting our recommended daily intake for vital vitamins and minerals we
can help to build a healthier nation. Allowing increased access to the often high fat, salt and sugar
content of foods sold in fast food takeaways will simply add to the trend we are currently seeing around
obesity.
5.26 A range of studies have provided evidence that, given the choice, school children will often
frequent a fast food outlet (in some cases once daily) as a source for food, rather than choose the
healthier option (BMJ Open, 2012; Howard P et al, 2011). In fact, in a number of pieces of research
from the USA and Canada particularly, the presence of convenience stores and fast food outlets within
a 10-minute walking distance of a school did show an association with rates of overweight students
(Howard et al, 2011).
5.27 The issue in Warrington is a considerable one in relation to childhood weight. Overall, in both
Reception & in Year 6, prevalence of obesity, and prevalence of overweight/obesity has risen from
2010/11 to 2011/12. However, the only statistically significant difference from year to year is in Year
6 obesity prevalence. In general, the more deprived quintiles have higher prevalence than the less
deprived.
5.28 In Reception, the rise in prevalence of obesity and of overweight/obesity, has been in all
deprivation quintiles apart from the least deprived quintile
5.29 In Year 6, the statistically significant rise in obesity prevalence has been in all deprivation
quintiles except the least deprived, where there was no change in prevalence. In Year 6, the rise in
prevalence of overweight/obesity, has been in all deprivation quintiles apart from quintile 2
5.30 There are 1300 overweight/ obese children (reception & year 6) and 658 obese children (reception
& year 6) identified through the NCMP 2011/12. . Public Health have identified a number of primary
schools in Warrington that have higher than average obesity levels for the latest 3-year NCMP average
(2009/10 – 2011/12)
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5.31 The council needs to take every effort available to it in order to help promote healthy eating
habits and to make the healthy choice the easy choice. It is vitally important to reduce the worrying
trend in childhood obesity (shown above) and enforcing such sanctions around Hot Food Takeaways
will certainly help to contribute to this.
5.32 As presented, there is evidence that eating habits are developed at a young age, and that school
children (both primary and secondary) are susceptible to the unhealthy options provided by takeaways.
Recent research has suggested restricting access to hot food takeaways, generally to a distance of
400 metres (exclusion zones) particularly for secondary pupils who are allowed out of school at lunchtime
and may pass such premises on their way home from school. The 400 metre rule has been established
because this is considered a distance that may deter children from walking to the takeaway during
(23)
their lunch break from school.
5.33 In some instances it may be recognised that hot food takeaways could positively contribute to
the vitality and viability of centres and therefore exceptions may be made where it can be demonstrated
that to do so would clearly outweigh the potential health impacts.

23

22

This was the distance adopted by the London Borough of Waltham Forest based on research conducted by London
Metropolitan University suggesting that 400m was the maximum distance that students could walk to and back in their
lunch break – the GLA Takeaways Toolkit notes that students ‘may well walk further than 400m to purchase food at
lunchtimes.
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6 Additional information & Associated Issues
Planning Application Validation Checklist
6.1 In order to ensure that planning applications are valid upon receipt by the Local Planning Authority,
the Council provides various validation checklists for a number of development types. This can be
viewed on the Council's website.
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1331/validation_checklists_for_planning_and_other_applications
6.2 The validation checklist below is specifically concerned with the change of use of a building to
a Hot Food Takeaway and applicants are required to provide the documents/information as listed in
the table below. For new buildings to create a hot food takeaway premises, please see the Council's
'Full Validation Checklist' and Checklist No. 3 regarding Full Applications for new buildings, extensions
or engineering works.
This information is always required to validate the application.
Other information may also be required in accordance with the full list.
If any of this is missing the application will be delayed until it is provided.
The case officer may request other information after the application has been registered
NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
N1

Application Form: Answer all questions

N2

Correct Fee

N3

Ownership Certificates
Certificate A must be completed when the applicant is the sole owner of the site.
Certificate B must be completed when the owner of the site is known to the
applicant.
Certificate C and D must be completed when some or none of the owners of
the site are known

N4

Agricultural Holdings Certificate

N5

Article 6 Notices

√

If you are using certificate B or C, you will need to serve an Article 6 notice on the
owner.
The relevant form for this can be obtained from the Council website.
N6

Location Plan
This should:
Be up to date and of Ordnance Survey quality.
Be at a scale of 1:1250 or 1:2500.
Show a North point.
Show at least two named roads.
Show surrounding buildings which are named or numbered.
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NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

√

Clearly identify the application site with a red edge which should include all the
land required to carry out the proposed development.
Show any other land in the control or ownership of the applicant, which is close
to or adjacent to the application site, with a blue line.
Show the exact location of the application site.
N7

Site Plan
This should:
Be at a scale of either 1:500 or 1:200.
Show the direction of North.
Show the proposed development in relation to the site boundaries and other
existing buildings on site.
Include written dimensions including those to the boundaries.
Indicate any buildings or other structures to be demolished.
It should also include the following unless these would NOT influence or affect the
proposed development:
All the buildings, roads and footpaths on land adjoining the site including access
arrangements.
All public rights of way crossing or adjoining the site.
The position of all trees on the site and those on adjacent land.
The extent and type of any hard surfacing.
Any boundary treatments including walls/fencing where these are proposed.

N8

Floor Plans
Required when:
A change in the use of floor space is proposed.
New floor space is proposed.
These should:
Be drawn to a recognised metric scale, preferably 1:50 or 1:100.
Explain the proposal in detail
Show details of the existing and proposed use.

LOCAL REQUIREMENTS
L12

Parking Arrangements
Existing & Proposed Parking and Access Arrangements are required for:
New Developments and Change of Use.

L23

Odour Assessment
Required:
For all uses in class A3 and A5 (Hot Food Takeaways and Restaurants).
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√

Ventilation / Extraction Details are required for:
All commercial developments which will cause odorous emissions.
L32

Copies of Applications on CD
Required for:
All hard copy/paper applications.

Specific environmental protection information required for Hot Food Takeaway Applications
Premises
the types of meal served, e.g. fish & chips, Chinese food, Indian food, etc
the method(s) of preparation and cooking
proposed hours of operation of the business and details of any existing or new ventilation plant
Plans and drawings
6.3
Provide a scaled plan showing the internal arrangement of the premises and the
dimensions/location of the ventilation system. The plan must contain external elevations of the buildings
showing the route and size of the system
6.4 The location of all filters and odour abatement equipment, including the fan must be clearly
marked. Where the location of a filter is shown the type must be clearly identified.
Filters
6.5

The minimum specification should include the following;
Grease Baffle filters (Primary & Secondary)
Particle filters

6.6

Information to include;
dimensions of the filter(s)
nature of the filter media
the total number of filter panels in the filter bed
manufacturer’s recommendations on the frequency and type of maintenance of the filter having
regard to the conditions that it will be used under.

Odour counteractant or neutralising system (where proposed)
6.7 The proposed Primary Odour Abatement Plant plus any Secondary Odour Abatement Plant if
necessary for the effective control of odour should be clearly detailed within the application.
6.8 A copy of the manufacturer’s product data sheet for each element should be supplied that clearly
shows:
the odour neutralising technology (including chemical treatment for odour counteractants if
included) to be used
COSHH data sheets for chemical counteractants to be used
the anticipated rate of use per day/week
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details of cleaning procedures including recommended cleaning frequency
identification from the installer/manufacturer that the proposed system will be capable of adequately
abating the odours from the proposed hot food use.
Cooker hood
6.9 The following information on the characteristics of the cooker hood should be supplied that clearly
shows the:
length that the cooker hood overhangs the appliances
velocity at the cooker hood, expressed in metres per second (m/s);
dimensions of the opening of the cooker hood.
6.10 You are strongly advised to liaise with the Food Safety Team regarding kitchen design. All
installations must comply with current Food Safety/Health & Safety regulations.
System Operation
6.11 In addition to the specification of the components the following must be provided about the
system:
The extract rate (expressed as m/s) at the proposed rate of extract
the time the gases remain in any carbon filtration zone
volume of the kitchen; and
the velocity the extracted air leaves the system
6.12 Note: The system performance is dependent upon the extract rate of the air. Where the rate
can be adjusted by the use of dampers or a variable speed fan, then the conditions under which the
extract rate can be achieved must be described.
6.13 The system should enable the shopfront and cooking area to be operated under negative
pressure, to ensure the odours are vented through the system and not through doors or windows or
the structural elements of the building.
6.14 Sufficient ventilation shall be provided for incoming air to replace displaced air through the
system.
6.15 The height and velocity of the final discharge are the two important factors. Generally, the
greater the flue height, the better the dispersion and dilution of odours.
6.16 The final discharge of air should terminate at least 1m above the eaves of your building. However,
if surrounding buildings are higher or very close they will affect odour dispersion and dilution. Additional
techniques will be required, such as an increase in flue height, efflux velocity and/or additional filters.
Each situation will be unique therefore each should be considered individually.
6.17 The final discharge should be vertically upwards at a rate of at least 5 m/s. The number of bends
in the ducting should be minimised and the ducting should have a smooth internal surface with sufficient
access points for ease of cleaning. Obstructive cowl caps shall not be permitted on any flue.
Noise
6.18

Data on the noise produced by the system as a whole should be provided including:
sound power levels or sound pressure levels at given distances (the assumptions to this calculation
must be clearly stated);
an octave band analysis of the noise produced by the system should also be provided, where
possible; and
hours of operation of the ventilation system (where this differs from the hours of opening).
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Maintenance
6.19

A schedule of maintenance must be provided including details for:
cleaning of washable grease filters
frequency of inspection and replacement of all filters (grease filters, pre-filters and carbon filters
where proposed);
inspection and servicing of fans
if schedule is not based on manufacturer’s instructions include the reasons why.

6.20

Additional notes for guidance
The air inlets must not permit pests to enter the kitchen. Fly screens are an example of how this
can be achieved.
Sufficient air must be permitted into the premises to replace air extracted. The method for supplying
this make-up air should be detailed. The route of the air into the kitchen must not result in its
contamination, for example passage through a toilet. Separate provision must be made for
ventilation of a toilet.
If a chip frying range is fuelled by gas then separate ventilation must be installed in accordance
with the relevant gas and health & safety regulations.

6.21 Any application submitted with either a lack of detail or where some elements of the above are
missing may well be recommended for refusal on the grounds of insufficient information to determine
the application. This is especially important where sensitive end uses (eg residential) are immediately
adjacent to the proposed application site as adverse impacts on residential amenity must be considered
in full when determining the suitability of a hot food takeaway application.
6.22

Details of the proposed opening hours each day of the week

6.23

If these hours would exceed:
9.00 am - 11.00pm Sunday to Thursday
9.00 am - 12 midnight Friday and Saturday

a statement should be submitted demonstrating how the amenity of any nearby residents will be
protected.
6.24

Details of the proposed waste storage arrangements shown on a large scale plan.

6.25 The proposed location of the waste storage location should be included with any A5 Hot Food
Takeaway application. The waste from hot food uses can be odorous which is of particular concern if
there are sensitive uses around or adjacent to the application site.
Detail on waste collection frequency and times for collections should be included for assessment of
suitability bearing in mind the local area.
Applicants are encouraged to submit an pay for planning and other applications electronically using
the Government's Planning Portal service on the internet - www.planningportal.gov.uk
The Council will also process applications submitted on paper. These require:
1 copy of each document, plan and form.
1 copy of all application documents on CD in PDF format.
If you do not intend to provide all the information required by the Councils local list of validation
requirements, you should provide a short written justification as to why it is not appropriate in the
particular circumstance.
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Legislative Waste Requirements
6.26 When operating a hot food takeaway premises, it is the operators responsibility to ensure that
any waste produced on the premises is appropriately disposed of. The Environment Agency website
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/topics/waste/121280.Aspx provides a range of
information including how to dispose of cooking oil, duty of care with regards to waste disposal and
the necessary permits required. The council advise that applicants consult this website prior to submitting
a formal planning application.

Refuse
6.27 Consideration should be given to providing bins of a suitable size, which are appropriately sited
and screened. These bins should be accessible at all times without affecting adjacent residents. Many
complaints regarding Hot Food Takeaways relate to inadequate refuse capacity or from odours from
waste foods awaiting disposal within the bins. Full details of refuse storage arrangements should be
included in all planning applications.
6.28 Complaints are also received from waste collections of commercial waste occurring late in the
evening, early in the morning or even during the overnight period. Noise from the collection equipment
whilst short lived can impact on resident’s sleep so wherever possible, waste collections should be
encouraged to occur between 07.00hrs and 19.00hrs on any day. Conditions may be prescribed to
limit acceptable collection times for refuse at sites located close to residential premises.
6.29 Where waste bins are stored in an enclosed room within a building then consideration of local
ventilation should be made to ensure the room is under slight negative pressure and exhausted in a
position that directs resultant odours away from sensitive receptors and opening windows.

Littering
6.30 Certain bodies have a legal duty to clear litter and refuse from places they are directly responsible
for and which are accessible by the public. When running a business it is important to make sure that
your waste is collected, stored and disposed of lawfully.
6.31 The Environmental Protection Act 1990 imposes duties on certain landowners and occupiers
to keep land clear of litter and refuse. Updates to the act were made in the Clean Neighbourhoods and
Environmental Act 2005 , which generally extended the range of enforcement powers for local authorities
to deal with problems affecting the quality and appearance of the local environment.
6.32 Section 34 of the he Environmental Protection Act 1990 imposes a legal duty on businesses
to take all reasonable steps to keep waste safe whilst it is in their possession. It also requires businesses
to make sure that they only pass waste onto an authorised person in order to dispose of it correctly .
6.33 The following link http://kb.keepbritaintidy.org/flytipping/Content/Publications/rubbish.pdf provides
further advice on your obligation as a business to ensure that you abide by the necessary law to avoid
potential enforcement action being taken against you. Additional information can also be obtained by
containing the Council's Environmental Protection team on 01925 442753.

Odour Control and Cooking Smells
6.34

The impact of cooking smells is largely dependent on the location of the premises.

6.35 The adverse effects will be less acceptable in mainly residential areas or in local shopping areas
containing flats. Effective removal of odour and fumes from premises is essential.
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6.36 Often, natural ventilation of hot food takeaways will be totally inadequate and extraction systems
that satisfy environmental health standards, incorporating extraction ducts, fans and odour abatement
equipment, must be installed prior to the commencement of use. Such systems must effectively disperse
residual odours after treatment via abatement plant and be designed so that they do not have an
unacceptable impact on the general amenity of the building and the adjacent environment.

Noise Assessments
6.37 Regardless of the form or effectiveness of extraction equipment installed, it is almost impossible
to fully eliminate the odours, which result primarily from the cooking activities undertaken within A5
premises. Often, such odours penetrate the fabric of buildings to the detriment of the occupiers of any
surrounding properties. In this context, it is not usually considered acceptable to locate A5 premises
directly adjacent to residential properties, regardless of the nature or effectiveness of the extraction
system utilised.
6.38 A condition shall be placed on any permission requiring the installation and regular maintenance
of an extraction vent before the business commences trading. If unacceptable smells and fumes cannot
be prevented by appropriate means, planning permission will not normally be granted.
Shops with flats above or adjacent to the application site

6.39 Some proposals will have commercial uses at ground floor level with residential accommodation
above or to the side (see diagram).
6.40 Special considerations will need to be made with any applications for a hot food use located
adjacent to a sensitive end use. Noise and odour from the kitchen, as well as the storage of waste,
can have serious adverse impacts on residential amenity. Other impacts will arise from the late operating
hours and congregations of patrons outside the premises – all contributing to a potential ‘bad neighbour’
type of use.
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6.41 Occasionally, applications for residential accommodation above a ground floor Hot Food
Takeaway are made – these are typically to house the owner/operator above the business. Applications
for such permission will be considered but often with a restriction that the residential element must be
tied to the owner or operator of the business – i.e cannot subsequently be sold or let out to persons
not associated with the business.
6.42 However, outside ‘local centres’ or commercial areas, planning permission may be refused
where premises share a party wall with an adjoining house or a property which operates as in flats
unless the applicant can prove that all reasonable and necessary mitigation measures have been
implemented to prevent adverse impacts on residential amenity occurring.
6.43 Such mitigation measures will be from a noise and vibration point of view (via inclusion of
suitable soundproofing and upgrading of fire suppression measures through building control) as well
as consideration of odour impacts – either through the building structure or through odour abatement
equipment.
6.44 Clear indication of hours of use will be necessary in these cases, it is unlikely that operating
hours beyond 23.00hrs would be considered at all due to the range of impacts that hot food uses
potentially can cause.
6.45 Suitable facilities for the storage of food wastes will be required up front in such cases to ensure
odourous wastes do not create additional problems. This could be by identifying how frequently the
food wastes will be collected, including ensuring collections are made during daytime hours only.
Noise and disturbance from customers
6.46 Many hot food takeaways can operate for long hours every day – often in local centres until
after 23.00hrs. Noise from patrons attending individual takeaways can therefore be problematic for
residential amenity purposes with noise from patrons affecting residential enjoyment and sometimes
preventing restful sleep from occurring.
6.47 Where existing residential properties exist in close proximity to a proposed hot food takeaway,
the applicant will have to determine how the impacts of their proposal will be controlled to minimise
impacts on amenity. Much stricter operating hours are likely to be required if there are significant
numbers of residential properties close to the site, especially of importance if the site is adjacent to an
existing residential use.
6.48 Often, it is difficult to properly control noise from patrons arriving at a premises, they may arrive
singly and wait quietly for their food to be prepared but often they may arrive with a few people
simultaneously. The problem here is how is the noise from patrons, either in the property, outside the
property or approaching the property, can be controlled.
6.49 Patrons may arrive on foot or may also arrive by vehicle. Vehicles will additionally make noise
from the slamming of doors and by the starting of engines, but also by loud car stereo systems and
patrons shouting to and from the vehicle to the hot food takeaway. Such behaviour is to be discouraged
in the interests of local residential amenity. It may be necessary to refuse to serve patrons should this
type of activity occur or be associated with certain patrons on a regular basis.
6.50 Obviously for a proposed new hot food takeaway in an established location, a lot of potential
worry and angst can be created in the local population. It is therefore in the applicants own interests
to show all practical measures that they could or would be included, should permission be granted, to
reduce the impact of the proposed development on surrounding residential uses.
6.51 Local disturbance and disruption is also a consideration in licensing applications for Late Night
Refreshment Licences which specifically include provisions to review public nuisance. These licensing
requirements apply in cases where the premises serve either hot food and/or hot drinks at any time
after 23.00hrs on any day up to 05.00hrs on the following day.
6.52 A separate licensing application will have to be made for any hot food use operating within the
stated hours.
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6.53 Unlike planning permission, licensing provisions can be added or removed by the licensing
authority should a valid representation be made against a late night refreshment licence.
6.54 For further advice and guidance on this subject, please e-mail the licensing team at the following
address: cexlicensing@warrington.gov.uk

Noise from plant and equipment associated with Hot Food Takeaways
6.55 Noise from external plant and equipment is an area commonly assessed by the LPA when
determining planning applications. Regardless of the type of equipment the applicant/Developer should
ensure that any noise from external plant and equipment does not exceed the existing ambient
background noise level by more than -10dB (A) at the boundary or façade of the closest noise sensitive
land use.
any noise from plant or equipment does not dominate the noise level in the area; it might just be
audible at a noise sensitive land use but will be a faint noise when compared to the background
noise levels.
selection of quieter models of plant and equipment at every opportunity is made. If this is not
feasible, then it may be advisable to consider relocating noisy plant and equipment to a less noise
sensitive area of the site. It may be possible to erect acoustic shielding around problematic plant
and equipment to contain and/or reduce noise thereby preventing it causing problems off-site,
however, there may be unacceptable visual impacts with some acoustic shielding that would
require additional consideration and advice by Planning Officers. Some types of equipment may
create tonal or intermittent noises, additional acoustic mitigation measures to minimise the impacts
from these issues may require consideration.
6.56
are:

The factors that influence the magnitude of noise generated in or around a commercial kitchen
Size and format of the exhaust: the flow of air leaving the exhaust system generates broadband
aero-acoustic noise. The sound level increases with increase in air velocity but decreases with
increased cross sectional areas. Different combinations of exhaust cross sectional area and
velocity of air may provide different noise levels. The presence of grilles or directional vanes in
the ducts may generate tonal components.
Heat release from kitchen: this may influence the size of the exhaust system required and the
flow rate of air to be extracted by the system. An increase in flow rates can increase the pressure
within ductwork which can generate additional noise or can excite other parts of the system
leading to noise.
Type of cooking appliances used: this can influence the overall noise level internally and
externally as each individual appliance might contribute to the overall noise going through the
ductwork.
Type of Cuisine: certain cooking styles involve a lot of impact between pots and pans on cooking
ranges, noise from this may be heard beyond the site boundary, especially if a window/door is
open or poor insulation to adjacent residential uses exists
Position of exhaust fan in the system: this may influence the noise radiated by the fan to the
interior or exterior of the building and the transmission of sound energy into the exhaust duct
system – hence why silencers might be necessary both in front and behind the fan.
Fitting and dimensions of the exhaust flow ducts: exhaust duct dimensions, fixings and
insulation can all influence the amount of noise emitted from an exhaust. Noise can be through
the duct wall itself or may be from fittings and fixtures vibrating. Noise will also be emitted from
the exhaust of any system but possibly from the air intake too.

6.57 Selection of appropriate noise attenuating materials, avoidance of flow restrictions, and vibration
isolators between the ducts and the fan are some of the aspects to be considered.
Fan type and speed: Type of fan used (e.g. centrifugal fan with blades that are backward curved,
forward curved or radial, or axial fan) will influence the level and nature of noise emitted. The fan
characteristic needs to be chosen so that it is operating at its most efficient duty range as this
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tends to be the region of minimum noise. If fan speed is too high it will be operating out of that
range, which can lead to increases in noise level of up to 10 dB, as well as inefficient air
management and increased electrical running costs. It is often also desirable acoustically to use
larger fans operating at low speeds rather than smaller fans operating at higher speeds
6.58 The following points should be taken into account when designing a ventilation system to
minimise noise emissions:
the fan and its installation should be designed as a complete package for a specific task. Fans
generally produce less noise if operated at the optimum efficiency relative to their characteristics;
fans should be located within buildings at low level, that is, on side walls, rather than in the roofs
of buildings, as ground effect and the local topography will far more readily reduce the noise
transmission;
ensure that the correct selection of duct size and type is made for the proposal;
ensure that correct isolation of vibration and noise is made at the time of installation by using
resilient mountings wherever ducts or fittings are mounted against a wall, floor or ceiling.
consider that lined or lagged ducts, including bends, elbows or spigots, may be required if additional
noise reduction is necessary; and
the recommended maximum supply and return velocities for grilles and terminals should be
applied
silencers may be required where additional attenuation is necessary. A range of silencers is
available and it may be necessary to insert in-duct silencers both upstream and downstream
to prevent radiation of fan noise through ductwork it may be necessary to enclose or lag the fan.
Where fans are used to push gases up a stack, silencers containing absorbent material can
sometimes be mounted directly on top of the stack. However, where gases are hot, wet or dirty,
the infill may need to be protected – possibly by pre-filtration or conditioning of the exhaust gases.
Acoustic louvres on exhausts and inlets can greatly reduce environmental noise. However, their
performance can sometimes increase back-pressure or the velocity of the air flow leading to
increased noise.
6.59 Maintenance of the kitchen equipment should be carried out on a regular basis in order to
ensure the system remains as efficient as possible and also to ensure that the ventilation plant remains
in good condition. Manufacturers and installers will be able to advise on what the optimum cleaning
period is likely to be for a system in a given location.
6.60 After deep cleaning an extraction system, it is likely that the noise emitted from the system will
change – grease build up inside the ductwork can sometimes act as a noise insulator but grease may
also act as a noise generator when fans are unbalanced due to grease build up.

Visual Impact
6.61 Consideration will also be given to the visual impact of flues and care should be taken to locate
them where they will not appear prominent.
6.62 Modern abatement plant flue can sometimes be coated or wrapped in a colour co-ordinated
style to match the local building materials, but this may only be appropriate in certain circumstances.
If the flue is visible from a wide range of angles, then co-ordinated colouring is probably not appropriate.
6.63 Applications for change of use to Hot Food Takeaway in a conservation area or on a listed
building may not be appropriate at all. Prior discussions with a Planning Officer is recommended in
such cases to determine at an early stage if this is likely to be practical.
6.64 Flues can sometimes utilise existing chimney stacks on certain buildings. This will depend
entirely on the size of the flue and the volume and velocity of air to be extracted so will be a very site
specific consideration. From a visual impact point of view, this would almost always be the preferred
option.
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6.65 Difficulties may also exist if a single storey building proposes a hot food use in a predominantly
two storey area. The height of a flue is a key element of the effective dispersion of odours, the higher
the flue the better the dispersion – hence why a domestic chimney always exhausts the
gases/odours/fumes at the top of a building. Providing a flue extraction system on a single storey
building would inevitably result in a flue at a height that would almost be as high as the surrounding
two storey buildings.
6.66 In cases such as this, a much higher specification of odour abatement plant may be necessary
which would remove odour and fume to a much greater level than a more typical system would achieve.
These systems can be accordingly more expensive as the technology, initial installation costs and
running costs may be significantly greater.

Signage
6.67 Many hot food takeaways have signage changes associated with the change of use. These
may be either non-illuminated or illuminated signs. Separate policy exists covering these elements with
specific detail to sizing of signs, illumination levels and other relevant issues.
6.68 For more advice on illumination levels for signage, please see section 5 of the Environmental
Protection Supplementary Planning Document which is downloadable from the following web address:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/downloads/download/1212/spd_environmental_protection

Food Hygiene
6.69 Clearly all hot food takeaways have to have due regard to and comply with food hygiene
standards to ensure that any food supplied is fit for human consumption and doesn’t cause food bourn
illness.
6.70 Whilst compliance with such standards is relevant once planning permission has been granted
and during the operation of the business, due regard to achieving compliance should be addressed in
the application process.
6.71 Due to their very nature, hot food premises can be attractive to various ‘pests’ including rodents,
crawling and flying insects, which can breed exponentially if not controlled and pos a public health risk
to the local community.
6.72 In order to meet food hygiene standards, businesses may have to make significant changes to
the layout of the premises and in some cases the fabric of the building. Such material changes to the
interior of the fabric of the building may affect a planning application; hence it is good practice to notify
the council at an early stage of any likely changes that may have to be made to the building. To help
determine the ‘fitness’ or otherwise of a building to help comply with food hygiene standards, it is
recommended that applications have discussions with local Environmental Health Officers who will
potentially visit and help conduct such an assessment. Local Environmental Health Officers can be
contacted on (01925) 442599 for further details.

Food Health & Standards
6.73 It is clear that access to fast food containing high levels of salt fat and sugar can have extremely
adverse impacts on those who regularly consume this food. Consequently Warrington Borough Council
ensure that we manage access to Hot Food Takeaways through planning controls in appropriate
circumstances. It is expected that any prospective developer to indicate how they will ensure that that
the food they supply will not, by virtue of its calorie, fat, salt and sugar content, unduly adversely impact
on local health.
6.74 For further advice on how you can meet these guidelines please contact Warrington Borough
Council Public Protection on (01925) 442585 or by email: tradingstandards@warrington.gov.uk
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7 Monitoring, Implementation & Review
Monitoring
7.1 It is essential to monitor that this SPD is being successfully implemented, that the desired
outcomes are being achieved and if not, what corrective action needs to be undertaken.
7.2 This will be done through a regular process of monitoring the success of this SPD and its policies
against a set of indicators and targets in the Council's Annual Monitoring Report. This could include
the following indicators;
Use of this SPD in planning application decisions
Number of new Hot Food Takeaways in the Town Centre, District, Neighbourhood and Local
Centres
Number of new Hot Food Takeaways in the borough as a whole
7.3 In addition, as part of the Local Planning Framework Evidence Base, the Councils produces a
'Warrington Town Centre Health Check' and 'Warrington Retail Centres Report'. These both report on
the vacancy levels and the number and type of units within the town centre and other defined centres
in the borough.
Implementation and Review
7.4 The SPD will primarily be implemented through the development management process and the
determination of planning applications. The Council's Annual Monitoring Report will monitor the SPD’s
progress and highlight any issues that may require review.
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Figure 8.1 Defined Centres within Warrington

8 Appendix 1: Location of defined centres within the borough
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9 Appendix 2: Evidence Review - Hot Food Takeaways and
Health
Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Bagwell
2013

Deprivation &
Obesity

Fast food, obesity and link
with deprivation

Evidence conflicting as to whether fast
food outlets are concentrated in areas
of deprivation or in more prosperous
commercial and business districts

Availability of fast food in
deprived areas

Buck et al.
2013

Clustering of hot
food takeaways
and link to
obesity and 400
metre guidance

Barriers to healthier
catering options in
deprived areas

The heaviest users of chicken and
burger restaurants are less affluent
consumers in the lower socio-economic
groups

Availability of unhealthy
food and its higher
consumption in children

In the German study region, clustering
of food retailers does not depend on the
location of schools

Clustering of food outlets
around schools

The results suggest that the
consumption of junk food in young
children is not influenced by spatial
availability of unhealthy food

Influence of junk food
availability on food intake
of school children

Conrad et
al. 2012

Deprivation &
Obesity

Investigations should be replicated in
other European communities to
increase environmental variability

Deprivation and childhood
weight/obesity in England

Childhood obesity rates in England
strongly associated with deprivation

National Child
Measurement Programme

Priority to tackle unhealthy weight in
children in areas with high levels of
deprivation

Indices of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD) 2010
scores

The IMD have some limitations but
provide the best available means of
comparing area deprivation in England
Interventions tackling childhood obesity
need to be broad and address factors
contributing to the obesogenic
environment

Crawford
et al. 2008

Clustering of hot
food takeaways
and link to
obesity and 400
metre guidance

Density of and proximity to
fast food outlets

Older children with at least one outlet
within 2 km had lower BMI z-scores

body weight in a sample
of children and their
parents

The further that fathers lived from an
outlet, the higher their BMI

BMI and location of fast
food outlet

Little support is given to the concept
that exposure to fast food outlets in the
local neighbourhood increases risk of
obesity
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Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Predict odds of being
overweight or obese
Davis et al.
2009

Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools

Fast-food restaurants near
schools and obesity in
school students
Proximity of fast food
restaurants to schools

Students with fast-food restaurants near
(within one half mile of) their schools
consumed fewer servings of fruits and
vegetables, consumed more servings
of soda and were more likely to be
overweight than those whose schools
were not near fast-food restaurants
The result was unique to eating at
fast-food restaurants (compared with
other nearby establishments) and was
not observed for another risky behaviour
(smoking)
Exposure to poor-quality food
environments has important effects on
adolescent eating patterns and
overweight
Policy interventions limiting the
proximity of fast-food restaurants to
schools could help reduce adolescent
obesity

Day et al.
2011

Deprivation and
obesity /
Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Spatial cluster analysis
Food outlets clustering
around schools

The most socially deprived quintile of
schools had three times the number and
proportion of food outlets compared to
the least-deprived quintile
There was a high degree of clustering
of food outlets around schools, with up
to 5.5 times more outlets than might be
expected
Outlets were most clustered up to 800
m from schools and around secondary
schools, socially deprived schools, and
schools in densely populated and
commercially zoned areas

El-Sayed
et al. 2012

Deprivation &
Obesity

Socioeconomic
inequalities in adult obesity
risk in the UK

Socioeconomic indicators of low SEP
throughout the life course were
associated with higher obesity risk

Area level deprivation and
obesity

Several indicators were found to be
more strongly associated with obesity
among women than among men

Occupational social class
among adults

40

There may be ethnic differences in the
relation between SEP and obesity risk
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Author
and year

Fraser et
al. 2010

Gilliland et
al. 2012

Harrison et
al. 2011

Area of
interest

Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools /
Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Social mobility and obesity

Limitations to the study are
acknowledged and future research is
advised

Geography of fast food
outlets

Some evidence that greater exposure
to fast food is associated with lower fruit
and vegetable intake

Availability/proximity of
fast food outlets by
schools

9

Schools have more fast food outlets
nearby than would be expected by
chance and this is amplified in more
deprived areas
Waltham Forest Council have banned
any new fast food outlets opening within
400m of their schools and this policy
should be used more widely to reduce
children’s exposure to fast food

Environmental factors
associated with BMI levels
among adolescents and
potential interventions for
reducing childhood obesity
Recreation opportunities,
fast-food outlets and
convenience stores

The presence of public recreation
opportunities within a 500 m network
distance of home was associated with
lower BMI z-scores
Fast-food outlets close to the school
were associated with higher BMI
z-scores
Interventions and policies that improve
children's access to publicly provided
recreation opportunities near home and
that mitigate the concentration of
fast-food outlets close to schools may
be key to promoting healthy lifestyles
and reducing childhood obesity

Adiposity and the
characteristics of areas
around schools and routes
to school

Significant associations between FMI
and a number of environmental
characteristics, but these varied by sex,
mode of travel to school and setting

Fat Mass Index (FMI) and
environmental indicators

Some associations between FMI and
characteristics of home and school
environments, with most associations
observed in girls.

Access to food outlets and
physical activity facilities
and mix of land uses

Further investigative work is required
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Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Kwate et
al. 2010

Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Clustering of fast food
restaurants around
schools and effect on
children

A minimum of 25% of schools had a fast
food restaurant within 400 m.

School type, school racial
demographics, area racial
and socioeconomic
demographics

High schools had higher fast food
clustering than elementary schools
Public elementary and high schools with
large proportions of ethnic students had
higher clustering than white
counterparts
Public high schools had higher
clustering than private counterparts,
with 1.25 to 2 times as many
restaurants than expected by chance

Macdonald
et al. 2007

Deprivation &
Obesity

Area deprivation and fast
food restaurants
Obesity

Patterson
et al. 2012

Deprivation &
obesity /
Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools

Significant increases in density of
outlets from more affluent to more
deprived areas for each individual
fast-food chain and all chains combined

Concentration of fast food
outlets

A 'concentration' effect exists and risk
factors for obesity appear to be
'concentrated' in more deprived areas
of England and Scotland

Weight/BMI of
schoolchildren and
consumption of fast food

Many of the children were overweight
or obese and will likely become obese
as adults

location of takeaway
outlets in a deprived inner
London Borough

Very high frequency of fast food
consumption for the majority of
schoolchildren in this area

obesogenic environment
and obesity and
overweight

�����differences between gender
and practices related to fast food
consumption
Close proximity of outlets and low cost
of fast food is likely to ���� the
schoolchildren’s fast food consumption
No �����association between
increasing takeaway and fast food
consumption and obesity as measured
by BMI corrected for age and gender

Smith D et
al. 2013
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Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of

Local retail food
environment and change
over time

Between 2001 and 2005 the number of
takeaways and grocers/convenience
stores within 400 m of schools
increased, with many more grocers
reported within 800 m of schools in
2005
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Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

takeaways
being close to
schools /
Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Association between
change in retail food
environment and effect on
secondary school
children’s diet

Some evidence that the local food
environment around secondary schools
may influence adolescent diet, though
effects were small

9

Further research on adolescents’ food
purchasing habits with larger samples
in varied geographic regions is required
to identify robust relationships between
proximity and diet

Summary
Deprivation and Obesity
A lot of the papers in this area are published in the US, Canada and Australia. These papers overall
show a link between deprivation and obesity, but the evidence from papers published in the UK is less
conclusive. Fraser et al (2010) state that “results from the ecological studies show that there are more
FF [fast food] and takeaway outlets in more deprived areas” and “These results have started to change
policy; in 2008 the City of Los Angeles passed a bill to ban the opening of any Fast Food restaurants
in the poor neighbourhoods in the city”.
Obesity and Schools - causal effect of takeaways being close to schools
The evidence is not conclusive as to whether or not there is a direct link between hot food takeaways
being close to schools and obesity levels increasing. It does seem as though children do not eat as
healthily though if takeaways are close to schools. This is also true of convenience stores being close
to schools as children choose to go to the stores and choose crisps and chocolate over more healthy
alternatives such as fruit. Fraser et al. (2010) state that “People may eat at a FF [Fast Food] outlet
simply because there is no alternative food outlet nearby. This is an easier area to address with policy
decisions than if people are choosing to eat at FF outlets rather than healthier alternatives”. Smith et
al. (2013) look at the importance of the cost of food at the local takeaways and shops, and say that
the results “highlight the importance of local shops in urban deprived areas as a source of food for
adolescent students, who report that prices in local shops or takeaways are usually lower than in the
schools … Students may compare prices and choose to purchase food away from school to save
money”. The price of food in schools needs to be examined therefore. In the introduction to their study
on the proximity of fast food establishments to schools and the effect on children’s health, Davis et al.
(2009) say that the research on this area has not “yielded consensus”. “Multiple studies have found
that fast-food restaurants are systematically concentrated within a short walking distance of schools,
giving children greater access to low-quality food, but these studies do not make an explicit connection
between proximity to fast-food restaurants and diet-related outcomes”. Davis et al. set out to prove if
there is a connection and in their conclusion they acknowledge that their results are limited as they
looked at only one state in the USA, California, but they state that as a “more drastic” public policy
measure, governments could “restrict commercial permits for fast-food restaurants within walking
distance of a school. Policy makers could also consider restrictions on the menus of restaurants that
already exist within those zones, especially during lunch times and immediately before and after school.
Alternatively, officials could consider ways to encourage vendors of healthful food to locate near
schools”.
Clustering of Hot Food Takeaways and link to Obesity and 400 metre guidance
The 400 metre rule has been established because this is considered a distance that may deter children
from walking to the takeaway during their lunch break from school. Other distances have been
considered, for example, 800 metres from a school and an article in The Conversation mentions
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residents in Adelaide trying to impose a ban on a McDonalds being built within 200 metres of a primary
school. Some of the studies are from countries outside the UK and the results might not translate to
the UK population. In fact, Fraser et al. (2010) state that all the studies that they looked at “that showed
a positive association between FF availability and overweight/obesity were undertaken in the USA” so
“There is a need for studies from other countries with good quality height and weight data to be
undertaken”. Smith et al. (2013) examined distance between takeaways and schools and say that
“Unhealthy diet scores are negatively correlated with the median distance to takeaways within 400 m,
and the minimum distances to grocers within 800 m and takeaways at both distances … The small
significant relationships between proximity to takeaways and unhealthy diets indicate that students
who must go further from school to reach a takeaway have a less unhealthy diet”. They also say that
“We cannot assume that takeaways are the only source of ‘unhealthy’ food, or that consumers will
avoid the fizzy drinks and crisps at the grocers”. There are alternative outlets to takeaways that supply
unhealthy food too.
Overall Summary
Difficulties exist in establishing a definitive answer as to whether or not there is an association between
takeaways being in close proximity to schools or in there being a cluster of takeaways near schools
and higher levels of overweight/obesity. Buck et al. (2013) explain that the “great heterogeneity in study
designs, measures etc. limits a comparison of findings regarding the community food environment.
Furthermore, these findings can hardly be transferred to European communities, because structures
of the studied communities differ in many aspects from European communities ... communities in the
U.S. and Europe differ with regard to urban patterns, location of stores, and range of products, as well
as travel behaviour and eating behaviour of consumers. Portion size of fast food restaurants also
strongly differs between the U.S. and Europe”. As a result Buck et al. call for further European studies
and in fact further research in England/the UK is needed for a greater impact on policies in this country.
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WARRINGTON AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAMME
ACQUISITION

1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To seek Executive Board approval to acquire four properties, which will be
converted for use as essential temporary accommodation for homeless families.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

Part 2 of the report (agenda item 14) is confidential and not for publication, by
virtue of the fact that it may result in the likely disclosure of exempt information as
defined in Category 1 and 3 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972
and the public interest in not disclosing the information outweighs the public
interest in disclosing it.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The coalition government are introducing a wide range of austerity and welfare
reform changes stating that this is primarily around incentivising work take-up and
reducing dependence on benefits. It is anticipated that these changes are likely to
lead to an increase in homelessness within the borough.
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3.2

Historically the Council used to have a large number of properties used for
temporary accommodation. However, in line with government guidance this was
substantially reduced to leave just the supported housing scheme at 379 Winwick
Road. At present the use of emergency B&B accommodation is considered
unsuitable particularly for families and alternative temporary suitable
accommodation is required.

3.3

The Council has established a Homelessness Commission to consider the current
position on homelessness, identify areas for improvement and make collective
recommendations for change.

4.

HOMELESSNESS “GOLD STANDARD”

4.1

In April 2013 the government announced a new “Gold Standard” that sets out 10
challenges for Council homelessness services. One of these challenges is as
follows:


Not to place any families in B&B accommodation unless in an emergency and
for no longer than six weeks.

5.

HOMELESSNESS AND THE USE OF BED AND BREAKFAST IN
WARRINGTON

5.1

Nationally the number of homeless families with children housed in B&B
accommodation has reached its highest point for a decade. Living in B&B has a
negative impact on children’s health and wellbeing. It also presents challenges
financially and on day to day living. For example, how can families provide healthy
meals without cooking facilities and purchasing cooked food is often more
expensive than making a nutritious and healthy meal. Government guidance
states that B&B accommodation is unsuitable for families and can only be used in
an emergency and then for less than six weeks.

5.2

In Warrington during 2012/13 there were 82 homelessness acceptances and 640
homeless preventions which equates to 722 in total. This is an increase from
2011/12 when there were 140 homeless acceptances and 373 homeless
preventions which equates to 513. The overall trend on homelessness
acceptances and preventions is increasing This is presenting substantial
challenges on the Housing Options service as illustrated by the overspend in B&B
costs in paragraph 6.2 below and the use of unsuitable emergency B&B
accommodation.

5.3

In 2012/13 the Council had a bed and breakfast budget of £28,840 but spent
£69,657 on emergency B&B accommodation. The B&B spending on families in
2012/13 was £43,402 or 62% of the expenditure. It is widely recognised that the
use of B&B accommodation is completely unsuitable for families and alternative
accommodation is urgently required. On 15 July 2013 the Executive Board agreed
a strategy to increase the provision of suitable temporary accommodation with the
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aim to reduce the use of emergency B&B and this acquisition forms part of this
approach. This approach recognised the substantial challenges in providing
emergency B&B because the national hotel chains have a policy that precludes
homeless families and this has gradually been extended by other local providers.
This leaves the Council in a crisis position in which our only alternative is either to
use emergency accommodation above local pubs or out of borough B&B
placements. B&B accommodation out of the borough presents challenges for
families and their children in accessing local schools which could impact on their
education attendance and attainment.
6.

ACQUISITION PROPOSALS

6.1

There are properties at Henry Street Mews, which were previously used as offices
by the NSPCC and have been advertised for sale. The properties are located in a
residential area and are considered suitable for conversion to residential use as
four two bed houses to provide emergency suitable temporary accommodation as
an alternative to B&B.

6.2

The ownership of the properties will be retained by the Council and the properties
let on a non-secure tenancy through the homelessness legislation. Day to day
tenancy issues will be managed within the Housing Options Teams by a member
of staff who previously was as a Housing Officer and has substantial experience in
this role. A full risk assessment will be carried out by the Housing Options Officer
before any family is placed in temporary accommodation. The Council can only
discharge its statutory homeless duties once the family secures permanent
accommodation and so day to day case work will be carried out by the Housing
Options Officer until suitable permanent accommodation is found. Repairs and
maintenance will be carried out by a Registered Provider and at present this will
be Golden Gates Housing Trust under an existing service level agreement until
this service is tendered later in the year. If a family requires support this will be
provided as floating support from the existing Supporting People contracts.

7.

COMMISSIONING OPTIONS

7.1

The Council already commissions services for providing housing related floating
support. Given the current financial position and that there is no additional funding
available it would appear to make sense to require these services to prioritise the
4 properties acquired. The housing related support will be tailored to the individual
needs of the homeless family and might include the following:





Maintaining a tenancy
Developing independent living skills
Budgeting and financial management
Gaining access to other services
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7.2

There appears to be three options in relation to providing the service for the
management, repairs and maintenance of the temporary accommodation which
are summarised as follows:
Option 1:
Services Provided Internally
The Housing Options Service provides the full range of tenancy management and
organises repairs and maintenance.
Option 2:
Part Commission of Services
This option would involve the Housing Options service providing tenancy
management and Golden Gates Housing Trust providing repairs and maintenance
under an existing service level agreement which is due for retender next year.
Option 3:
All Externally Provided
This option would involve an external organisation(s) providing the full range of
services.

7.3

On balance it would seem that Option 2 is the most effective option. The Housing
Options service are unable to close any homeless case until permanent housing is
obtained, but do not have the time to organise and supervise repairs carried out
the properties. The income available would be insufficient to employ an additional
member of staff to fulfil this role, but is sufficient to provide this service under the
existing SLA with GGHT.

8.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

8.1

To provide affordable housing within the borough the Council has secured circa
£2.5m Section 106 funding via negotiations through the planning system. This
funding can only be spent on providing affordable housing.

8.2

The business case includes funding for management and day to day repairs, a
sinking fund for long term maintenance works as well as voids and bad debts.

8.3

The Council has a budget of £28,840 for emergency B&B which is under
substantial pressure. By acquiring and converting these properties the Council will
not only be able to provide good quality emergency accommodation, but will
receive a rental income which will reduce the financial impact on the B&B budget.

8.4

The Council has the sixth highest New Homes Bonus allocation in the North West
with an allocation of £2.58m in 2013/14. It has been estimated that over two years
the Council has received an additional £2.734m under the New Homes Bonus
compared to what we would have received under the Revenue Support Grant. It
has been estimated that the acquisition of these properties and conversion to
residential properties would lead to an increase in New Homes Bonus of £32,400
over six years.
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8.5

The Council transferred its housing stock to Golden Gates Housing Trust in
November 2010 which led to the closure of our Housing Revenue Account. Given
that the Council will retain ownership of the properties acquired there will be a
requirement to open the Housing Revenue Account at some point in the future
when the Council owns between 50 and 100 properties. At present we own 18
properties so are substantially below this.

9.

PLANNING PERMISSION – PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS FOR
CHANGE OF USE

9.1

Permitted development rights are basically a right to make certain changes to a
building without the need to apply for planning permission. These derive from a
general planning permission granted from Parliament rather than from permission
granted by the local planning authority.

9.2

On 24 January 2013 the Government announced that it would introduce a new
permitted development right to allow change of use from B1(a) office to C3
residential. These new rights came into force on 30 May 2013 and run for a period
of three years under the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (Amendment) (England) Order 2013 (SI2013/1101). It is, therefore,
considered unlikely that planning permission will be required for change of use to
residential and a Prior Approval Application has been submitted. However, we will
ensure that the proposals comply with any planning and building regulations.

10.

RISK ASSESSMENT

10.1

A recent Local Government Ombudsman report has highlighted that the use of
unsuitable B&B accommodation is a potential risk for Local Authorities. A key
statement stated that:
“Despite councils telling us that financial pressures and changes to the welfare
system are affecting their ability to provide suitable accommodation, this cannot
be a justification for failing to meet statutory duties. The impact of not providing a
safe and suitable home cannot be underestimated.”
The acquisition of these properties will contribute to mitigating this risk and reduce
the likelihood of placing families in B&B accommodation above pubs or out of
borough.

10.2

To reduce the risks associated with converting the properties the Council has
appointed, through a tendering process, Plus Dane to provide development
services. This is a role that they provide currently for other Registered Providers
and will enable the Council to use their framework agreement.

10.3

The properties acquired will be used for temporary accommodation and let with a
non-secure licence through the homelessness legislation which will also mean
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that the tenants will not have the Right to Buy. The Council will need to review
these arrangements over the medium and long term.
11.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

11.1

The temporary accommodation provided will be to a high standard and will be
more suitable than the emergency B&B currently provided.

12.

CONSULTATION

12.1

Consultation has been carried out with ward councillors.

13.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

13.1

To mitigate the impacts of the austerity and welfare reform changes, increase the
provision of temporary accommodation to reduce the use of B&B as well as to
increase housing regeneration in Warrington.

14.

RECOMMENDATION

14.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i)

Approve the acquisition of the properties for sale as referred to in Part 2 of
this report.

(ii)

Approve the capital works as set out in the report to convert the commercial
properties into residential use using prudential borrowing which will be
repaid from the rental income and from Section 106 affordable housing
commuted sums.

(iii)

Approve option 2 day to day tenancy issues will be managed by the
Housing Options Team with repairs and maintenance carried out by a
Registered Provider. If a family requires support, this will be provided as
floating support from the existing Supporting People contracts.

(iv)

Future Business Cases to come to Executive Board for further
consideration.

15.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
Executive Board Report - 15 July 2013
Local Government Ombudsman Report No Place like Home October 2013
Gold Standard
Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
David Cowley

E-mail
dcowley@warrington.gov.uk
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TITLE OF REPORT: BUSINESS CASE FOR AN ADULT SOCIAL CARE SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

Further to a report considered by Executive Board on the 16th of September
2013 which confirmed the proposal to develop a detailed business plan for a
social enterprise for Adult Social Care provider services, (a list of services in
scope are included within Appendix A), the purpose of this report is to present
the case in favour of a social enterprise solution to Executive Board for
consideration and approval.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Adult Social Care in-house provider service provides supports over 2000
service users and employs 331 staff (230 FTE). There are nine service areas
as follows:
 Residential Care for older people (Woodleigh Care Home)
 Learning Disability respite accommodation (James Phoenix House)
 Older people Extra Care (Mosslands, Broomfields, Sankey Manor,
Woolston Hall)
 Supported Employment Service
 Learning Disability Supported Tenancies (13 properties)
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Shared Lives Adult Placement Service
Specialist Day Services (Gorse Covert Centre and 15 community
venues)
Carecall Service
Facilities Management Team

3.2

The services operate within the Adult Social Care statutory framework and are
accessed via a formal social work assessment. The elements of these
services that are registered are inspected against national standards by the
Care Quality Commission. Effective delivery of adult social care provision
services is also critical to meeting the Council pledges – particularly ‘protecting
the most vulnerable’ in our community.

3.3

In order to deliver against national standards and Council pledges it is critical
that services are regularly reviewed in order to deliver improvement and to
ensure the Council can sustain these services to meet the current and future
needs of the community. In August 2012 the Executive Board received a
report, and agreed changes, to the adult social care Fair Access to Care
Services (FACS) criteria. This report was informed by the ‘Big Care Debate’
carried out between April and June 2012. This consultation considered
specific issues such as eligibility criteria in addition to more general questions
around developing sustainable models of care in the face of increasing
demand and limited resources.

3.4

Over 93% of the Council’s adult health and social care services are now
commissioned externally, this includes services that are similar to those being
considered within this report. As witnessed in many areas of local government
increasingly the community prioritise receiving high quality, effective, value for
money public services over who actually provides that service.

3.5

At the September 2013 Executive Board a detailed options appraisal for the
future of the in-house services was considered. This articulated the following
options:
a) Revised In-House Service
Over the past 5 years, the service has undergone radical redesign and
restructure as part of the Council’s overall efficiency savings and Medium
Term Financial Plan.
 Learning disability and physical disability day services have merged,
with the closure of three day centres.
 Supported tenancies teams have restructured and reduced in size.
 The management team across provider services has been restructured,
reducing overall managers by a third over the past 5 years.
 The respite service for learning disabilities has restructured, resulting in
a reduced team size.
 The service has also been part of wider directorate re-organisations
with managerial and clerical reviews, resulting in reduced numbers of
posts across the service.
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Current services could be redesigned but the service offer would be
significantly reduced in order to meet the financial objectives. A redesigned in
house service would need to take into account a number of factors:





Savings and efficiency requirements (current and future years)
Changes to eligibility and how that could affect numbers of customers in
future.
The changing nature of adult social care – making the shift toward
personalisation, prevention and enablement/rehabilitation.
Focusing resources - ensuring that those who are the most vulnerable
are offered the right support.

A redesigned in house service could be offered around a core of specialist
support for people with complex needs with a section focused around
preventative support and lower level services.
b) Local Authority Trading Company (LATC)
A local authority is able to establish an LATC through powers in section 95 of
the Local Government Act 2003. A local authority is permitted to trade in
anything that it is authorised to do under its ordinary functions. A LATC may
be able to tender to undertake additional work on behalf of other organizations
and local authorities.
It is suggested by LATC supporters that with good business planning they can
generate surplus which can be re-invested into services, or the council, being
the single shareholder.
c) Outsource – Private Sector / Voluntary Sector
This involves the move of elements of council business to one or more
providers. In the care sector, there are global operators. More locally in
Warrington organisations such as Mencap, Alternative Futures and McIntyre
already provide service to adults with learning disabilities and mental health
problems.
These companies can bring additional resources in to set-up and can
subsequently introduce improved process, systems and capabilities to parts of
services. Such companies are also increasingly imaginative, especially where
new technology and `business process re-engineering’ is concerned.
Another potential model would be to involve a local partnership and contracts
with local providers, right down to community organisations, to secure
particular services. This `prime contractor model’ would have the advantage of
using the capabilities and resources of existing organisations which also have
access to investment.
d) Joint Venture Partnership
Where Councils do not want to set up something entirely new, it is possible to
deliver services through a Joint Venture Partnership with an existing
organisation with the capabilities, financial history and delivery track-record to
provide comfort that the new service will be robust. Such partnerships take
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varied forms but usually have a contractual basis between the authority and
the partner organization.







Joint-venture partnerships are emerging around the UK in a number of
sectors.
In the criminal justice sector, the charities Turning Point and Catch 22
are working with SERCO, the private services company, around
provision in prisons.
South Surrey Healthcare, a social enterprise, is currently partnering
also with SERCO to expand its own services.
Suffolk County Council is partnering with social enterprise Participle to
create the Suffolk Circle, a joint venture company in which Suffolk
County Council owns most of the shares, which adopts an entirely new
approach to elder-care.
Newcastle, Manchester and North Tyneside Councils are now
partnering with Care and Share Associates in new ventures to deliver
domiciliary care for their older and disabled populations.

A partnership of this kind has the following features:


Enables peer to peer support to maximise social capital;



Has a quality assurance framework;



Still allows the local authorities to retain a strategic role;



Support is tailored to the organisations needs;



The system has been co-developed with all stakeholders;



Delivery of services to a contract specification.

e) LiveWire (or similar organisation)
LiveWire was set up as a Non Profit Distributing Organisation in May 2012 to
deliver the council’s leisure and lifestyle services. Within the first 12 months
LiveWire has had positive performance and financial results.
The benefits of this option would be that LiveWire will have an existing
infrastructure and experience in the transfer of local authority services in
relation to leisure and wellbeing.
This model would be subject to a competitive procurement process, but it
should be noted that LiveWire and also Golden Gates Housing have
expressed an interest in working with the Council to develop these services.
f) Social Enterprise
The Public Services (Social Value) Act came into effect in January 2013 and
amongst other things provided support for social enterprises to be created.
There are many forms of social enterprise, each with its own advantages.
Some are owned and managed by their employees. This brings a number of
advantages:
 Innovation - as a separate organisation to the council, enterprises
generally are able to have more streamlined governance arrangements;
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Flexibility - as those who directly deliver the service are also involved in
the management of the enterprise, the enterprise is able to respond to and
thereby better meet the changing needs of those who receive the service;
Finance - profits are reinvested in the service
Additional tax breaks for social enterprises were announced in the recent
budget.

3.6

On the 16th September 2013 the Executive Board agreed in principle to the
development of a business case for a social enterprise to operate these
services. With the business case to be subject to a detailed scrutiny by a
panel of relevant officers and presented to Executive Board for agreement.

4.

Business Plan Scrutiny

4.1

Officers from the following Council Departments were involved in the options
appraisal project and also formed a panel to scrutinise the draft business
case:
 Commissioning
 Contracts
 Legal Services
 Finance
 Procurement
 Human Resources
 Business Improvement

4.2

A final draft of the Business Case document was also shared and scrutinised
by the Council Senior Management Team.

4.3

Following scrutiny by both groups of officers a series of queries were compiled
and responded to, and appropriate amendments made to the final report and
business plan.

5.

BUSINESS PLAN

5.1

The Service Management Team have been supported through a consultancy,
funded via the Social Enterprise Investment, and supported by the Cabinet
Office, to develop a business plan for a Social Enterprise. As outlined in detail
within the Business Plan the key features of this are as follows:
a) Commercial Strategy
The service management have defined the key strands of a proposed
commercial strategy over the next 5 years as follows:
 To increase market share by developing capacity for Learning Disability
Day Services and Older People Respite.
 To expand the Supported Living offering by forming partnerships with
housing providers.
 To develop growth opportunities in the area of complex needs, where
service provision is more specialised.
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To develop services to support and facilitate greater personalisation of
services.

b) Management Restructure
The service has undertaken a review of the current management structure,
benchmarked with similar organisation and designed a draft structure that
could effectively operate the new social enterprise. As a result of the greater
flexibility afforded to the social enterprise and from the changes brought about
by the move to a new type of organisation, it is estimated that savings of
approximately £250k per annum could be generated.
c) Flexible Two Tier Workforce Design
In 2013/14 it is estimated that the Council will pay more than £500k on overtime. This work is undertaken by staff on zero hours contracts, agency staff
and employed staff doing overtime. All of this work is currently paid at full rates
with full benefits. It is proposed that rather than employing this temporary
workforce with no guarantee of work, the social enterprise will instead recruit
sufficient numbers of full-time and part-time staff to deliver the required
services. It is proposed that these new staff members, as with those that join
the social enterprise after set up, will be paid a minimum of the non-London
Living wage, currently £7.65 per hour and will be invited to join a pension
scheme to which the social enterprise will make an employers’ contribution of
10%. Both terms are significantly higher than the rest of the market is currently
offering. It is estimated that by employing staff to do this work on these terms
the social enterprise will not only increase permanent posts but will also save
in excess of £140k per annum.
d) Improved productivity and reduced sickness absence
One of the most widely quoted benefits in the argument for social enterprise is
the impact that the cultural change brought about by, amongst other things,
staff-ownership has on staff absenteeism. It is expected (based on a review of
sickness absence data of similar organisations) that the new social enterprise
could also see improvements of nearly 20 days per staff member per annum,
not least because of the current very high levels of sickness experienced in
this service area. It has been assumed that this can be reduced to 10 days
over the five year period. Each extra day worked represents a 0.48%
productivity improvement when compared to the current position.
e) Negotiation/reduction in some Council support services
Whilst the ability for the social enterprise to make quick cost savings by
procuring support services from elsewhere is undeniable, to do so, entirely
and immediately, risks leaving the Council with a significant and predominantly
fixed cost to be absorbed by the other council services. In recognition of this it
is proposed that the social enterprise will continue to purchase a proportion of
its support services from the Council for two years, albeit in reducing volumes.
It has been suggested that the new social enterprise, as has been the case
with other services that have left the council, will benefit from a discretionary
discount (80%) on the business rates that it pays. The Social Enterprise will
develop its own capacity to deliver areas such as buildings cleaning and
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buildings maintenance whilst at the same time linking this to growth and new
job employment opportunities.
f) Growth Strategy
 For illustrative purposes the price the social enterprise will charge the
Council for any new services will be capped at full cost plus 25%. This will
allow the social enterprise to make a small profit on these services and
begin to develop its own balance sheet. The Council will benefit significantly
from being charged a significantly lower price for these services in
comparison to the current market rates. Of course the actual price charged
will also need to take into account the servicing of debt and investment from
sources other than the Council.
 Based on these assumptions our estimates are that the growth described
above will deliver a total surplus of £64k to the social enterprise in year 1,
rising to in excess of £380k in year five.
 It has been identified that demand exists in the Warrington market and
beyond for supported living services in the users own home, residential care
for learning disability users with complex needs and for day services. For
supported living it is proposed that the social enterprise, in partnership with
a housing provider, will eventually provide three additional units with three
users in each unit. As there is existing demand for this provision and no
requirement for significant investment or development time, it has been
assumed that the first unit will be operational for six months of year one and
that all three units will be operational by the start of year four. It has been
assumed that there will be a gradual take up of places and prudent
occupancy levels have been assumed.
 With regards to the new residential provision for LD complex needs users it
has been assumed that the social enterprise will eventually provide two
units for five users. It is proposed that these units will be sited at Woodleigh,
as a replacement service for the current elderly residential care service. We
have assumed that the first unit will accept residents in year three and the
second in year four. Again we have assumed a gradual take up and prudent
occupancy levels. In addition generous costs for refurbishment and
maintenance charges have been included in the model as well as the
income forgone from the current services that are to be replaced.
 Current refurbishment work at Gorse Covert will permit the social enterprise
to provide an additional 10 day services places from day one of the new
organisation. Increasing but prudent occupancy rates have been assumed
as have generous increases in the cost of supplies. We have also assumed
an increase in premises costs to reflect the expanded and improved
building conditions.
 The wider community of Warrington will benefit from the additional jobs
required to provide these additional services. We expect 44 new jobs to be
created by the social enterprise, within two years of operating, enhancing its
portfolio provision through these three services.
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6.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

6.1

In addition to the panel of officers representing Council departments,
discussions have taken place with service users, carers and families during
the pre-planned consultation events around charging and domiciliary care.
During the sessions, services users, carers and families were asked some
specific questions around the options presented:
 Do you have any strong feelings about who should deliver your services?
 Have you any concerns about any of the options?
 Do you have any other suggestions / ideas you would want us to consider?

6.2

Services users, carers and their families identified some key themes
throughout the ‘Big Care Debate’ consultation process:
 Users had some concerns around the service being outsourced to the
private sector and the impact this will have on service delivery.
 Some service users wanted more information around the Social
Enterprise option, but felt from their experience this is the latest fad like
supporting people, which within 5 years will be found not to be
financially viable or effective in delivering social care.
 Service users are keen to keep the quality of the service and not as
concerned about who delivers but given the option would prefer to stay
in house.
 There is a strong message from services users which questions why
the Council are looking at this area and not other areas across the
Council in relation to savings.


Stakeholders and service users questioned the option to put the
services into Livewire or similar as they felt such organisations do not
have sufficient experience of managing adult social care services.

6.3 A meeting was held on 25 July 2013 with Staff and Trade Union colleagues.
Staff and Trade Union colleagues were informed of the options appraisal
process the directorate was undertaking in relation to the future of Adult Social
Care In-House Services. The aim of this session was to engage with Staff and
Trade Union colleagues to obtain their views and feedback about the various
options available to the service. A note from this meeting along with the
documents produced following a request from staff is contained in Appendix E.
6.4 Staff and Trade Union colleagues identified some key themes throughout the
consultation process:
 Some staff have received a lot of information about the social enterprise
option and not much on others.
 Some staff are concerned what would happen if an outsourced type
approach was recommended and they wanted to stay with the Council.
 Some staff were supportive of the social enterprise approach because it
meant they could have some say in the future of the services and there
was scope for service development and trading.
 Some staff worried that staying in-house would mean they would carry
on just being reviewed and reduced to make savings.
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Union colleagues suggested if the decision was taken to not retain inhouse services, they would be supportive of the Trading Company
approach as it offered opportunity for business development but
retained links to the Council.
Some staff were concerned about the impact any changes could have
on service users.
Union colleagues commented on the pace of the options appraisal
process and questioned whether recommending a way forward to
September 2013 Executive Board was realistic.

6.5

It is also worth highlighting that in terms of elected member input and influence
into the Social Enterprise, as well as influencing through the traditional route of
contract management, an elected member would be invited to sit on the Board
of the new organisation. It must be noted that any member invited to sit on the
board would be required first and foremost to act in the interests of the Social
Enterprise company.

7.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

The annual budget for the adult social care in-house service is currently
£8.6m. It is also important to note that within the current Council Medium
Term Financial Plan savings of £651k are attached to these services for
2013/14 and will be achieved prior to transfer. The service has already
delivered £2.141m savings to date.

7.2

As outlined in the Business Plan with the proposed efficiency measures on
management, flexible workforce, increased productivity and reduced support
costs, plus the plans for service development and market growth, it is
suggested that over a potential 5 year contract (initial award would be 3 years
with option to extend) this could deliver the MTFP savings for 2013/14 plus a
further (estimated) £600k over the 5 year period (note that initial contract
would be 3 years with option to extend).

8.

PROCUREMENT,
ASSURANCE

8.1

In order to ensure that the social enterprise is able to establish itself in an
open and competitive market, the intention would be to directly award a
contract without competition.

8.2

The risks associated with direct award must be carefully considered and will
be subject to a detailed assessment of the legal risk of challenge.

The services are currently considered to be ‘Part B’ under The Public
Contracts Regulations 2006, and as such there is a requirement to run a
transparent tender process unless there is no market for the services to be
tendered and provided that there is unlikely to be interest from a provider
in another European Member State.

It is likely that the ‘Part B’ exemption under the regulations will have been
removed by the time that the procurement of these services falls for final

CONTRACT
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determination. The procurement position and the legal risks will need to be
carefully considered at that time.
8.3

If a contract was awarded the Social Enterprise would continue to be subject
to the robust Contract Management and Quality Assurance processes
deployed across all Families & Wellbeing services commissioned or funded by
the Council (and partners). This involves regular contract compliance meetings
as well as regular quality assurance visits and inspections. This quality
assurance regime is complimented by the work of the Care Quality
Commission which will examine those services that are CQC Registered.

9.

RISK ASSESSMENT

9.1

A detailed options appraisal was carried out and presented to September
2013 Executive Board – this process enabled the project board to risk assess
each of the options identifying the highest risks associated with each option.
A risk assessment will need to be maintained throughout the duration of this
project.

10.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

10.1

A full Equality Impact Assessment will carried out as part of consulting on the
implementation process for a social enterprise and will include impact on
service users, carers, families, staff and other key stakeholders. This will be
reported back to the Executive Board at the appropriate time.

11.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

11.1

A comprehensive options appraisal was carried out and identified the most
favourable option would be development of a social enterprise. The options
appraisal highlighted some perceived benefits in moving forward with this
option, particularly around sustainability, finance, procurement and
stakeholder engagement.

11.2

A detailed business case has been scrutinised by a panel of officers and
identified that effective, quality services can be maintained and developed
through the development of a social enterprise.

11.3

Through the scrutiny process additional consideration was given to a new
option of a modernised in-house service (with lower staff costs, service level
agreements and overheads based on Council-wide modernisation) however
even taking account of this additional option the social enterprise was
considered to offer the best outcome in terms of quality, efficiency and
sustainability.

11.4

The transfer of the identified services to a Social Enterprise of Warrington staff
will ensure a good quality of service provision for vulnerable service users; it
will deliver savings to the council; and it will allow the organisation to grow and
expand to meet need in the town and beyond. It will prevent service reduction
and provide an opportunity for staff grow ‘own’ their own company
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12.

RECOMMENDATION

12.1

Taking account of the comprehensive options analysis and the feedback from
staff, Trade Union colleagues and service users, and scrutiny of the business
plan, the Executive Board is recommended to agree the following:
(i) To progress the business plan and preparation of the Social Enterprise
with a proposed implementation date of 1 June 2014, subject to a further
report to the Executive Board to consider staff and other consultation
responses and to consider whether to proceed with the implementation of
the Social Enterprise and letting of the contract for services in light of the
procurement and other risk assessments and all other material
considerations.
(ii) To delegate the detail of the agreement and authority to sign a three year
contract (with option to extend) to the Executive Director, Families and
Wellbeing following consultation with the Executive Board Member,
Health, Wellbeing and Adult Services, the Council Solicitor and Council
Section 151 Officer (Chief Accountant), subject to any further report to the
Executive Board deemed necessary.
(iii) The establishment of a project group to manage the implementation
process, including stakeholder consultation on the implementation.

13.

ATTACHED PAPERS
Appendix A – Current In House Services

14.

BACKGROUND PAPER
Business Plan for a Social Enterprise

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
E-mail
sreddy@warrington.gov.uk
Stephen Reddy
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Telephone
01925 444251
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Appendix A
Current Adult Social Care In-House Services
Service User Group

Number of
Users
Served

Number of staff

Location

Learning and Physical
Disability

130

65

Birchwood

Learning Disability

50

25

Padgate

Woodleigh Community
Support Centre

Older People

55

Callands

Mosslands Extra
Care Housing
Scheme

31 Permanent
residents.
8 bed respite
unit

Older People

53 Bungalows

32

Birchwood

Broomfields Extra
Care Housing
Scheme

Older People

20 flats on
site.
37 bungalows
in locality.

28

Appleton

Older People

43 flats on
Site

19

Woolston

Older People

43 flats on
Site

11

Sankey Manor

4 (plus 60
volunteer
carers who receive
an allowance for
supporting users in
their own homes
but
who are not WBC
employees)

Carers and
users from
across all
Warrington
Wards.

20

Service users
spread across all
Warrington
Wards.

Service
Specialist Day Services
(Gorse Covert &
Community Venues)
Short Break Service
(James Phoenix
House)

Woolston Hall
Extra Care
Housing Scheme
Sankey Manor
Extra Care
Housing Scheme

Adult
Placement(Shared
Lives)

Older People
Learning Disabilities
Physical Disabilities

76

Carecall Service

Older
people(predominantly
but not exclusively –
does provide service
to some disability
groups)

In excess of
2000

Supported
Employment

Learning Disability

120

4

Learning Disability
Supported Tenancies

Service users
spread across all
Warrington
Wards.

Learning Disability

40

80

Brookside Court
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